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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION

21Mitin

Improving elementary ami secondary educed= in science and mathematics has become a major

national priority in recent years. Mathematics and science educatimt has been of particular concern because

of:

Long-term needs for national capabilities in teclmological development.

Sbonages at qualified science and math teaches.

o Evidence that United States students lag behind students from other industrialized nations in
math and science petfotmazte.

o Rapid advances in technology outstripping teacher knowledge.

o Growing demands for technical and computer literacy to participate in the job market.

o The growing need for people in modern society to have a reasonable backpound in ScialCe and
math for every day living, and the need foran informed electorate.

Many types of actions can strengthen science and mariemadcs education. One approach with

relatively low cost to schools is to draw on the private sector through school-business partnerships.

Businesses and their employees can provide students with up-to-date, practical, "real world"

applications of abstract concepts presented in the clannoom. Furthermore, they can often demonstrate these

applications with equipment and materials not generally available to schools. Businesses can stimulate

snident interest in science and math, increase student lemming, and update teachers on recent developments

and applicant= of science and math.

Partnerships between schools and bushman% have sprung up throughout the country. While most

partnerships have not focused on science and math, noteworthy examples of parmerships exist with

significazn science or math components. We have examined 24 of them.



Effective partnership programs require careful &inning and implementadm along with commitments

by businesses and schools to make them wart. While there are a number of pitfalls, there are also a number

of practices that seem to contribute to the success of partnership activities. By adopting such practices,

anomunities can enhance the likelihood of partnership success.

iNMMthilLitralakl

School-business pannerships can provide a large array nf activities. Exhibit 1 illustrates the range of

activities businesses and schools have uwiertaken in the partnerships examined in preparing this report.

Undoubtedly there are others.

EIMNBINILMEna

Partnerships can benefit students, teachers, businesses, and individual business volunteers in many

ways. The specific benefits depend on the name of the partnership, its goals or objectives, and its level of

success. Exhibit 2 highlights benefits found in various partnerships.

Despite these potendal beneAts, we piesent a cautionary note. While science and math partnerships

have a lot to offer, they also have shown significant limitations. These need to be recognized to avoid

unreasonable expectadons and subsequett disappointment.

1. Partnerships seldom play a Mt role in teaching or motivating =lents. Teachers have this role.
The partnership, thus, should be considered a peripheral, even though important. activity.

2. Partnerships can be limited as to the piEjmajoskasa they can save. Both the number of private
sector, tecimically-trained pommel who are available to help, and the amount of time these persons
can provide to the schools, ate limited. Businesses and volunteers rarely view their partnership
involvement as one of their major work activities.

3. Partnerships generally do not reduce the work load of teaclwrs. Partnerships are not "free" for
schools, since schools usually need to commit staff resources for a wide range of coordination and

fb
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support acdvitie& The costs, however, appear modest in light ofthe benefits achievable, and with
good coordination, the excess burden on teachers can be kept to a minimum (see Chapter 3).

4. Parmerships rarely result directly in substivnial increases in test scones and grades because they tend
to involve relatively low levels of intervention.

Missastat&mm

The primary purpose of this report is to provide guidelines to school systems atul basinesses on ways

to increase the likelihood that science and math partnerships will be succusful in:

o Improving aggitsgaggingi in sciewe and math.

o Increasing malegjiggs in science and mathematics related subjects.

o Increasing tbe number cf mathçxeçrs.

o Increasing Eakaugirdsgs (by reducing students' fears of participating in, or understanding,
science and math and by giving them greater confidence in their technical skills).

o llartyraticka strengthen their science or math teaching performance.

The guidelines presented here are based on observations of both good practices and problems

encountered in the partnerships reviewed for this report

§921&1121ftlia.212$2

The guidelines presented in this report are based on findings from the examination of experiences of

24 partnerships in 18 communides arnoss America.1 These inchide on-site assessments of 17 partnerships in

11 communiticz. In addition, serake reviews were conducted of an additional seven programs in seven

MMMIIM.N.,MMO.N.010IIMM

1. To identify the sites, the project team contacmd a wide variety of state and local educational agencies,
civic organizations, business organizations, educational associations, and individuals active in
partnerships. The team alto reviewed a variety of publications and reports describing individuals
parmerships. Partnerships that appeared relevant to our study criteria were then telephoned and
interviewed to assess whether they met the study critena. We screened nearly 100 partnerships.



other cesnmtmities. These 'tiled on extensive telephme interviews with key panicipants in each program

and wpm zeirlews, The programs examined were selected because they met the following criteria:

o They focused on math or science.

o They had been in existence for at least one full year so that there would be enough time to
adequately assess their experiences.

o They involved an extensive commitment of time from business personnel.

In addition, the partnerships were chosen so that a munber of them served substantial numbers of

minority or disadvantaged students. While most of the partnerships were selected because they were a
considered successful or effective, parmerships were not excludedbecause of lack of evidence of success or

non-success. In fact, one of the 24 partnerships had been temlinated prior to our examination.

Programs reviewed for this report involved voluntary, formal agreements between one or more

businesses and a school system or individual school to use business volunteer: over an extended period of

time to improve science and math education through din= involvement between volunteers and students

a
and/or teachers. These partnerships usually involved a commitment of substantial amounts of volunteer

time and sometimes the use of business facilities and laboratory equipment. In some cases, schools, in

rem% agreed to provide tangible benefits to the businesses. This review covered neither arrangements in

which business personnel provided only sporadic, short-term involvement, such as for one-time guest

lectwes or field trips to a facility, nor panne:ships in which the only element was the donation of money or

equipment and supplies.

The term "partnership" is commonly vsed to describe learning activities involving direct interaction

between business volunteers and students and/or teachers. While we will use the term "partnership"

thnoughout this report, it should be recognized that these activities are sometimes called by other names.

Sane prefer tetras such as "cooperative efforts" or "joint efforts." These activities are also included among

those associated with efforts having a broader focus, sr. It. as "alliances" and "collaborations," which are

4



typically more focused on cuniculum developnent and/or overall educational system reform. While these

latter topics are extremely important issues, and we encourage schools and businesses to address them, they

are beyond die scope of this :won.

The sizes of the school systems examined for this report varied, ranging from very small to very

large. Most were either urban or suburban school systems, but a small number were rural. Some

partnerships involved Jnly one school; others,a number of schools or all =tools in a school system. (Two

involved multiple school systems.) Some pumerships involved the schools working with only one or a few

businesses; others drew on penonnel from many businssses. Partnerships also varied as to which students

(or teachers) they covered, such as which grade level, achievement level, awl whetlxr or not the focus was

on disadvantaged students.

Selected characteristics of the partnerships we examined are presented in Exhibit 3. Brief

descriptions of the partnerships and contact information can be found in the Appendices.

In the course of the field research, we interviewed over 250 school officials, teachers, business

pertness, and volunteers. We also administered suuctured questionnaires to more than 560 students. In all

instances, we sought information as to the respondents' perceptions of the effectiveness of partnerships in

winch they were participating and the factors that contributed to its effectiveness.

Our intent is not to present case studies of the partnerships examined, but rather to extract guidelines

useful to schools and businesses for developing and implementing successful partnerships.

balugampuLgastraza

These guidelines ate blindly applicable. They can be used for many kinds of partnerships, whether

they are aimed at helpinx

o bilgiumeauttgasoni
o tvvlcal not necessarily especially interested in science or math

5
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o ginksrmaggam, often with remedial educaticm needs

Special attendon is devoted to pannerships for disadvantaged students-- students coming from racial

or ethnic minorities, from poor households less able to pmvide the family support for learning than more

well-to-do families can provide, or from inner cities or rural areas without access to advanced courses and

good laboratory facilities.

The guidelines provided here are generally applicable to all kinds of schools or school systems:

urban, suburban, and mral; large or small. They can be applied to students or classes at different pride and

achievement levels. Most can be applied to partnerships Involving subjects other than science and math.

Important excepticms to any of these applications are noted whew appropriate.

Finally, the focus of these guidelines is on partnerships that include one or more private businesses as

a major partner, though government or universities may also participate as partners. However, most of these

guidelines apply equally to partnerships that use a government organization (federal, state, or local) or

college or university as one of the partners, or even as the only parmer with the school system.

Care&orles of Parmersjtips

To help present materials in an orderly manner, the major types of science and math partnerships

examined in this effort have been classified into six categories, based on the type of activities they

undenake. Exhibit 4 lists the categories used in this mon. A pannetship can choose to use mom than one

category of activity.

Special guidelines applicable to each of the categories in Exhibit 4 are presented in later chapters.

Readers particularly interested in obtaining further information on one (or more) of these individual

categories can contact the school systms or businesses identified in the Appendix A.

6
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Sections I and 11 (Chapters 2-8) present guicklines that are applicalge to all six of these categories of

science and mad* pamunships. Section III (Chapters 9 -14) presents additicnal guidelines for each of the six

individual pannership category, guidelines special to that partnership category. Readers interested in only

one of the six categories of partnerships can skip over the other chapters in this section. Section IV

(Chapters 15 and 16) gesents some of the special overall issues in partnerships. Chapter 15 discusses

mtmitoring and evaluation of parmerships. Chipter 16 discusses special issues relating to disadvantaged

student populations. Finally, Chapter 17 provides some final summary views about these partwaships. The

Appendices give brief ckscdptions for each partnershipexamined for this report and =tact information for

readers wanting Nailer informadm A seleced set of references is given for fludxr reading.



EXHIBIT 1: EXAMPLES OF PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITIES

o Special lectures, demonstrations, bands-on experiments and short courses (provided in the school or
at the business) to help illustrate abstract science and math principles with real life examples.

o Advanced courses taught by volunteers.

o Programs to encourage students to attend college and/or to pursue science and math carters.

o Science and math cuniculum development.

o Development of experiments and special school science laboratories.

o Homework hot lines.

o Student and teacimr access to business facilities, laboratories, libraries, and technical infotmation.

o Teacher training/retraining and professional development programs through special summer
institutes, weekend session& and attendance at pmfessional seminars.

o Field trips,

o Mentor programs and one-on-one assistance to guide students working on special projects, science
and math fair projects, etc.

o "Shadowing" programs in which individual students accompany the volunteer on his/her regular
work assignments.

o Tutoring and coaching students individually or in small groups for remedial purposes.

8
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EXHIBIT 2: BENEFITS FOR PARTICIPANTS

,Students:

Better grasp of science and math concepts and better understanding of real world application a
abstract concepts.

Enthusiasm for science and math; increased participation in science and math classes and in science
and math activities inside and outside school; mons interest in schooL

Increased confidence, self-esteem arW competence; enhanced maturity; decreased "science or math
anxiety": increased pride in specific activities.

Improvements in study habits; improved grades, test wares, arxi passing rates for standardized tests on
practical applications of knowledge.

Better attendance.

Increased awarenesi of career opportunities; help in getting into better colleges; summer/vacation/part-
time employment.

Development of special interests; help with math or science fair proje:ts; opportunity to see and use
equipment that schools don't have/cannm providc possibility to undertake projects and umlerstand cormepts
with which many regular teachers cannot provide help; early development of good research practices and
techniques.

Friendship, encouragement and suppon; role models - especially for disadvantaged students; showing
that academic success is OK; "big brother" or *big sister" relationship; avenue for youths to talk to adults -
about school problems or social problems or things at home.

Teachers:

Help in covering the assigned curriculum; concrete examples of science and math applications for
classroom use; new approaches and ideas that can be incorporated into examples for teaching concepts.

Familiarization with recent developments in science and math and their societal impacts; knowledge
of technical skills and abilities stutharts need to mare for technical careers.

Assistance in working with special childrenwhether disadvantaged or exceptionally bright; help in
making science and math interesting and vital.

Stimulation teacher Interest in science and math and increasing capabilities to teach these subjects
(especially important in elementary school which sometimes lack science and math specialists); increased
111011k.

9 15



Exhibit 2 Continued

Interaction with other professionals; respect and recognition for their efforts; higher self-esteem;
building motivation and enthusiasm; rejuvenation.

Better understanding of the business community; "I have learned to see things the way the scientists
did--how they come up with ideas for continuation or a variation of the project, or how to take the
experiment furtlxr."

Alg &Maim;

Expansion of educational opportunities for students; !nip in conveying message that specific points
being taught in math and science pos=3 are important for succesx access to experts for special courses,
supplies and bor equipment that scimol systems couldn't jusdfy; increased community support for school
system; maintenance dement and relevant science and math curriculum; variation in the typical teaching
method and setting, adding another dimension to classroom instnicdon; locai and national recognition for
outstanding achievements; link for students and teachers to an upper level of science or math otherwise
inaccessible to them; better attendance on partnership thin contacts that can lead to a variety of assistance
(glfts, donations of equipment, purchases of video tapes and aim special teaching material, persons to serve
on CUITiC11111111 advisory committees).

Volunteers;

Enjoyment from working with students and seeing them learn; sense of social responsiveness and
contribution to the community; many scientists are "closet teachers"chance to move out of the closet;
elevating the excellence of the school system in which volunteers' children attend; understanding of what is
going on in school today; help students understand that researchers and scientists are real people doing
useful wort

Agleam

Creative outlet for some employees; access to school facilities and special pmgrams.

Way tb contribute to tbe community; positive public image with students, school officials and parent,
helping to overcome neptive views about company for defense-related activities, pollution, layoffs, etc.;
increased public understanding of business community and appreciation forsome of its problems.

Improvement of the school system, which is helpful in recruiting new employees.

Access to a talented local labor pool--students and teachers; enlargement and enhancement of the
future job applicant pool.

Development of management, communication, and presentation skills and leadership abilities of
employees; mechanism of team-building.

10
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EXHIBIT 3: CHARACTERISTICS OF PARTNERSHIPS WE EXAMINED

LEG

Tvoe of community
U-Urban

S City
Ris Rural

City or
gilERI

1. BOJO County, PA

2. Cincinnati, OH

3. District of
Columbia

4. Elchart, IN

5. Hammond, IN

Hartford, CN

ikrIMILralLM
losClass demonsnadons and lectures
2-Business providing teachers for credit courses
3mOut-of-class vohmtary parmeships
4sTutoring parmerships
5nMentorsitip programs
6=Partnership =brides for teacher training and enrichment

School Syston/
&Om
Berks Cmmty
Schools/multiple
firms

Rockdale Elem.
SchooliChildren's
Hospital

District of
Cohunbia Public
Schools/Federal
City Council

Elkhart Community
Schools/mulfige
&ma

Hammond School
Synem/foland
Steel

Type of Parmership Grade Client
QMIBillgri ri&IMILca Levels Focus Migyritv

Hartford Board
of Ethication/Aetna
Institute for
Corporate Education

7. Howard County= Howard County
Public School
Systrun/multiple firms

R

u

U

SC

SC

U

SiR

6 7-12

5 5-6

4,1 7-9

5 7-8

2,3 10-12

3 7

5 9-12

Teachers No

All Yes

AU Yes

All No

Advanced No
& All

Remedial Yes

Advanced No



City or

COIMIX

8. Indianapolis, IN

9. Long Island, NY

10. Los Angela, CA

11. Los Angeles,CA

12. Pinellas County,FL

13. St. Louis, MO

14. St. Louis,MO

15. St. Louis, MO

16. St. Louis,M0

17. St. Louis Park,MN

18. Seattle, WA
crm)

Exhibit 3 Continued

School System/ TYPo of
WEE
Shortddge LES., U
Armal Tedmical
H.S./muldple firms

Multiple
School Districts/
Onimman Corporation

Cowan Avenue Elem. U
School/CUT:cm
Cmporadon

Tenth Street Elam U
School/ARCO

Osceola ia/
Ocumal Eectric,
Pazadyne

Partnaship
ginggfAs

6,3

6,3

1

4,1

4

Carr Lane Elan. U 1

School/Centerre Bank
Long Middle School/
Boatmen's Bank

Southwest H.SI
hicesanto

St. Lads Academy U
of Mathematics &
Science/McDonnell-
Douglas

St. Louis Academy
of Mather lades it
Science/GALIC

St. Louis Park
ILS./Hweywell

Multiple School WS
Districts ir Puget
Smmd area/Multiple
firms

12 18

1

3,6

6

Grade
Levels

Client
Focus Minority

7-12

AU
levels

Advanced

&
Teachers

No

No

4-5 All Yes

K-5 All Yes

942 Remedial No

5-7 All Yes

10-12 All Yes

10-12 All No

11-12 All No

10-12 All & No
Teachers

7-12 Teachers No



My Of
calin

19. Seattle,WA
(MESA)

20. Stank, WA

21. Springfield, MA

22. Tulsa, OK
(Science Enrich-
mem)

23. Tulsa,OK
Physics Enrich-
ment Ptoject)

24. West Point, VA

School System/
Maw
Seattle School
District/Multiple
firms

Franklin RV
Security Pacific
Bank Washington
(fomiedy Rainier
Bank)

William Deftly
School/DEC

Tulsa Pultic
Schools/AMOCO

Tulsa Public
Schools/AMOCO

Ethibit 3 Continued

Type of Partnership Grade Cliem
Connnunity eJo I2vels ftaa Minorltv

West Point Public R
Schools/Champed:a
Corporadon

3,1 9-12 All Yes

4 9-12 Remedial Yes

3

1

3

2

3-4

4-3

All Yes

All No

11-12 Advanced No

11-12 Advanced No
& All



EXHIBIT 4: CATEGORIES OF PARTNERSHIPS

1. Volunteers provide classroom demonstrations and lectures in support of regular classroom teaching.

2. Volunteers teach regular classes. The volunteer la the teaclxr for one or more classes.

3. Volunteers provide enrichment experiences for students outside of regular classes, such as in resource
laboratories or advanced weekend or summer classes (generally non-credit) taught by, or involving
participation of, business volunteers. Student participation is voluntary.

4. Volumeers tutor students. Volunteers provide remedial assistance related to regular coursework to one
or a small group of students.

5. Volunteers provide mentorship experienco. These may take place in the school, in which case
volunteers work with students to guide them on special projects, such as science fair entries, in the
school setting or the mentorships may take place outside the sclmol. In the latter case, students are
exposed to career-related experiumes at the volunteers' workplace. The students' work may or may
not involve prokct work or class credit.

6. Businesses provide help for teacher development arvi training. The assistance includes such elements
as workshops or lecture series provided by business volunteers; or summer internships or job
assignments at the business partners' facilities.
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SECTION I

BEGINNING PARTNERSHIPS

Parmerships boNtIn for many different masons and ir Iny different ways. Ms section highlights the

basic *start-up steps" that are required to get pannerships under way. Besides these "basic" steps, specific

suggations ate made for increasing the chances of having school-business partnerships get off to a good

Sta It
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CHAPTER 2
INITIATING A PARTNERSHIP PROGRAM

Eirt.INLIkdo

Partnership pogroms ate initiated for a variety of masons.

Some have resulted hum special studies or task forces of community organizations or school officials

=waned about education in generalor science and math in particular.

o A special Science Education Task Force of The Junks. League of Tulsa conducted a two year
study cm ways to enhance science and math competency of students. It concluded in a well
publicized report that school science parmenthip pmgrams should be established.

o The St. Lads Park, Miasmata School District initiated an extensive futures planning process to
identify steps needed for the school system and businesses to prepare the community for the
next century. The process idendfied partnerships as a necessary step to maintain the
competitive edge for both students and businesses.

o In Hanfaid, a committee ofcommunity leaders and professionals from the Black community
worked for several mondu to identify special weds of inner city children and to define au
enrichment program to supplement existing curriculum. A special Saturday Academy
pannership pros= was recommended.

Some partnerships have developed in response to voluntary effres to desegiegate school systems or

more equitably distribute resources to schools:

o In St. Louis, Missouri and Tulsa, Oklahoma, partnerships were established to help build
community support for an massive voluntary effon to desegregate the school system.

o Tbe Seattle Rumen in Public Education (PIPE), a nonpmfit affiliate of the Seattle Chamber of
Commerce, wu formed to help channel resources to public schools more equitably, and to
promote desegregnion without a court mandate.

Parmerships do not always come into being as a result of pleasing social matters or special task

forces. Some developed gmply because a teacher or a business person had a bright idea and acted on it!

Regardless of the muons for establishing partnerships, their initiation involves a number of basic

"start-up" steps dim are requited (or am very helphl) in getting partnerships under way. These are:

1. Developing a statement articulining the reasons for establishing the tunnership pogram.
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2, IdendfSing and nIcruithg business partners (or, if a business initiates the partnership, identilyng and
recruidng school partners).

3. Obtaining formal cornminnents from school administratiou and corporate leader(s) for pannership
activities,

4. Providing needed resources to implement the partnership.

Each of these is discussed, and suggestions are provided, in the following sections.

itzsielkimetfta

The statement of need should articulate perceived problems or needs in the educational system and

community. It should identify ways in which cooperation between businesses and the school system can

strengthen the educadonal process and betrefit the community. To the extent possible, needs should be

stated in specific terms relevant to science and math education, not generalities. For example, needs might

be expressed in terms of poor, or declining:

o science and math test scores0
o enrollments in elective science and math courses

o dropout rates from science and math dames

o number of students interested in science and math camels

o number of entries in science fain

o availability of entry level employees with satisfactory science and math skills

A needs statement can serve many purposes. It can develop and focus community support for

partnerships. It can help gain acceptance within the school system for partnerships, providing rationale for

the school system to devote staff and other resources to parmenhip promotion and coordination activities. It

can give direction to schools and businesses as to the needed partnership activities. It can raise community

consciousness of the benefits of partnerships and tin need for business involvement, helping recruit

businesses and business volunteers, and making teachers, parents and students aware of the benefits of
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panicipating in partnerships, thus helping sell the concept to them. Finally, it can provide goals and

objectives against which progress can subsequently be measured.

Needs statements for pannership effons that involve only one school do not have to involve wide

community participation. A needs statement can come from a panicular school and its busimss

It might also be developed by the school alone to help recruit business patinas.

o In Long Island, New York, the Grumman Corporation invited schools near their facilities todevelop partnaships with them, but requited era school to define hs awn needs and lbrmulaterequests for assistance. Then, thumman officials met with officials ftom each school to discusswhat fium the partnership could take to address the needs identified.

o Osceola High School in Largo, Florida developed a tutoring partnership as a spin-off of Adopt-
A.School arrangements thehigh school had with two nearby =panics. School staff decidedwhat the firms could do for them then approached them with their request.

o The Partnership Office in St. Louis, Missouri worked with schools and educators to developspecific proposals to present to businesses. Proposals outlined the nature of the partnershipactivities aui "the bottom line" of what would be required of the business and the kind ofoutcomes they could expect

Et_usir

Once the school system has accepted the idea of partnerships the schools must locate and recruit
businesses to be their partners. Fortunately, businesses and other organizations (nonprofit entities,
government agencies, universides, etc.) exist almost everywhere. Many of them have employees with skills
that can serve well in science and mathematics partnerships. Businesses do not have to be primarily
engaged in science, math, or computer; to have employees with skills in these subjects. For example, banks,
cdlides, and manufacturing firms with large engineering components are good sources of volunteers

comb:table with mathematics. Business organizadons such as Chambers of Commerce or local chaptets of
the various medical, science, engineering, and mathematics associations, are potential sources for business
partners and vohmteers.



Business organized= likely to have scientific and technical personnel who can serve as volunteers

include:

particularly electric And telephone companks

o Hospitals and mher medical or veterinary organizations

o Banks (for pracdcal applications of math)

o Rematch organizations

o Computer firms, both hardware tuid software

"High teclmologr manufacturing firms - electronics, chemicals, specialty metals, refineries,

o

aetospace and defense, alvanced technology equipment manufacturers, etc,

Government facilides: military Was, laboratories, numitoring stations, etc.

Universities, colleges, tecimical institutes, and community colleges

Perim ptomming parmcrships should identify the benefid, to potential business parmers and prepare

a formal "marketing" plan, Obtaining a commitment requires selling the parmership concept. Major selling

points for preside:us/CEOs/facility managers are: (a) a partnership with schools is a way to contribute to the

community in which the business resides; (b) it can help build the corporate image; (c) it can, in the long

nm. impove the availability of qualified technical employees in the regiorz (d) it would help improve the

school system that employees' childnm attend, which helps attract and retain employees; (e) it can use the

volunteer program as a benefit or "perk" for employeex panicipadon in parmerships gives employees a

sense of social participation and responsibility, and provides additional outlets for creativity (some

businesses have felt this is sufficiendy important to employees that they mendoned this when recruiting new

employees); and (f) in some cases, the business can obtain direct quid plc quo nom the school system, such

m use of facilities a' continuing education programs it,r emOoyees.

Examples of the above include:

0 o ARCO in Los Angeles and Rainier Bank (now Security Pacific Bank Washington) in Seattle
developed videompes feauring employee panicipatket in pannenhip activities, and used them
to inform new and potential employfes about the benefits of employment in their firms.



o The West Point, Viqdnia School District provided its business partner with the use of facilitiesoutside of normal school hoursgyms, media centers, auditorium for annual stockholdersmeedngs; and use of school busses for transportation at annual meetings. The school systemalso developed recreation programs for the business, including aerobics classes staffed byschool personnel.

o Honeywell Corpmetion in St. Lcnds Park, Minnesota, received staff development training fromSchool Districtpersomel for its employees on topics such as careerdevelopment and listeningskills. The whool gave Honeywell access to facilities such as gyms, pools, athletic fields, andauditoriums.

o In Onchmad,Rockdale Elementaty School Irld an annual benefit concert whose proceeds weredonated to the Orildren's Hospital (the school'spanner) Research Puna. The school providedgym facilities knd aerobics classes taught by school staff to its partner's employees. It alsomade stuck= available for participation in hospital training procedures (e.g., mock evacuationdrills).

Some hints about recmidng business:

o Select businesses as close to the school buildings that need the wardship help as possible-4ominimize travel time for volunteen.

o Avoid firms that are having financial difficulties, are in the throes of reorganization, or areexpected to have such problems in the near future. Even if they agree to participate, theirparticipation could well become =dependable.

o Try to get several burdnesses involved to reduce dependency cm a single finn.

MakingibmAQsatms
A formal, preferably written, commitment from business and school leadership (superintendents,

school boards, principals) to support the partnership is highly desirable, It should describe as precisely as
possible: what b to be accomplished; how the panners will work together, how coordination is to be
effected; what resources are to be committed; how long the partnership will last; and how it will be
reviewed.

A formal commitment helps assure: attention, continuity, funds, staff tesources, and volunteer
participation. ft helps provide dirtction and teduces possibilities for misundastanding between parmers.
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Examples of written documents include:

o The Superintendent of Schools in Wat Point, Virginia and the chairman of the Chesapeake
Corporation signed an agreement establishing the partnership, specifying the terms, and
providing for yeatly evaluation and pmcedures for tenninadng the agreement.

o In Tulsa, a letter of agisement was raped by the pelmets laying out the goals and objectives of
a three year pogrom, a precise descripdcm of the project, and what each party was to provide.
A steering committee of representatives of the business community, the schools, and of
participating civic organizations was established to direct, monitor, and evaluate the project.

ItraiamaSsamdagi

Resources have to be committed to the partnership. Some resources are neethod before partnership

activities actually begin: some are needed throughout the life of the partnership. 'Though these programs

generally do not rapers much *out-of-pocket° binds, schools and businesses must understand that, like the

proverbial fme Itmch, there is no such thing as a free parmershipi

School resources am needed fon

o Staff assistance to coordinate and support on-going partnership activities, to develop training
materials and programs, and to publicize the program and ptovide recognition for participants.

o Reproduction and disaibution of training and orientation materials and newsletters or other
forms of communication within the school system, with business partners, parents, and the
communfty at large.

o Release time for teachers to atmnd training and orientation sessions, off campus visits, local
travel, and substitute teachers to take mgular teachers' classroom &cies during these times.

Teacher (or school cootdinator) supervision of the volunteers' activities.

o Incidental expenditures for supplies, recognition events (lunches, dimwit etc.).

o Transportation for student field trips and other off-campus parmership activities where school
busses are used.

The major need is likely to be the school system's partnership coordinator. Communities with

extensive partnership efforts involving the entire school system often establish a partnership office, perhaps

with several staff members who work only on partnership-mlated activities. Less extensive efforts might be
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bandied by one fidi- or part-time school synem coordinator. A partnership grogram involving a few classes

in a single scimol might be able to fimctim adequately with a few hours of dme each week from a teacher,

guidmice counselor, or administrator. The coozdinatke iimcdon is discussed further in the next chapter.

The major msource that businesses allocate to partnerships is the volunteer time of their employees.

Most businesses expect Omit employees to maintain their regular workload and responsibilities while

serving as a volunteer but allow them flexibility in working hours to facilitate participation in the

partnership. Thus, them is little or no direct cost to the business.

However, some businesses have been enthusiastic about pannerships and have committed resources

in a variety of ways. For example. the firms may subsidize employee participation by allowing volunteers

to bill time to community relations or another overhead account. The business may also subsidize school

teachers to Iralp develop materials needed for the partnership.

Some examples of bulnats practices ale the following:

o In Tulsa, AMOCO Research Center gave two scientists several days of paid release time tu
develop to uain teach= and volunteers in experiment development for a science enrichment
project. In addition, its corporate charitable and educational founded= provided a $25,000
gnat for equipment to extend the cuniculum to cover middle school student&

o In Springfield, Massachusetts, Digital Equiptunt Corporation (DEC) paid two teachers for two
summer months to wort with DEC's staff (who spent about throe weeks of dmir time) to assess
student needs, develop a plan, and develop and prepare educational materials for the
partnership.

o In St. Louis, McDonnell-Douglas Corporatism subsidized employee participation by allowing
their vohmteen to bin time to "community involvement* overhead accounts.

o In West Point, Virginia, the Cheupeake Corporation hired entry-level engineers to work half-
time for the firm and teach half-time in the public school system.

The businesses might also provide more modest levels of resources in support of the parmership,

such as supplies for partnetship activities, reimbumment for transportation, t-shirts and other rewards for

student participatim as well as recognition dhmers for volunteers.

o In Los Angeles, Chew= budgeted a modest amount ofmoney to pay for supplies used by their
volunteers in the Cowan Amu Elementary ScNool partnership. Chevron also reptoduced a
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small mental for volumed% providing inuoductory material about the school, the nature of the
parmership, and teaching tips.

o ARCO in Los Angeles provided transportatkm reimbursement or use of a company car for
volunteer use in getting to the 10th Stmet Elementary School.

o Many business partners have provided annual field trips to their facilities as part of the
putnenthip experience.

P.311thkaddELQIIMinin

Some communities have found that formal canmittees ate helpful in initiating parmership programs,

particularly if there is swag business involvement on these committees. A committee can perform such

flinctions as enlisting school officials and community business and community leaders to help recruit

business partners (or to gain the support of the schools).

As part of time efforts the committee should compile a list of potential business partners and

designate individuals, or committees, to recruit firms. It may be particularly helpful to have businesses

involved in the initial tecruitment for a new partnership program, particularly if it involves the entire school

system, thus requiring numerous business partners.

The committee can continue functioning over dm life of the partnership to act in an oversight

capacity and to help mahnain business involvement. Examples of such organizadons include:

o The Cincinnati Business Committee (an organization of Chief Executives of 24 major
companies) and the Superintendent of Schools adopted the idea of promoting partnerships as a
way of suengthening the school system. It established a Pannem in Education program in 1979
to provide funding for a coordinator who performs the actual recruitment, as well as other
coordinating rapcssibilities.

o Los Angeles muted an Adopt-a-School Council with representatives from 25 businesses that
worked together to promote patmership program In conjunction with the School District's
Partnership Office, the Council held a yearly workshop for current and potential business
parmen and school officials to promote partnerships. It distributed a newsletter, and conducted
quarterly oriemstion meednp for new firms to meet with *veteran* fimu for advice and insight.
The Council also plepared some parmenhip-related materials (brochures, etc.) to encourage
school and business involvement.

o The Indiana Partners in Education Program, a statewide partnership promotion effort that
povided grants to promote partnership development, required each grant recipient to form a
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partnership advisory council with strong business membership. The councils played a
leadership role in parmaship development and implementation, and helped insure continuation
of business involvenent.

These business-school committees can also act aS industry-education councils or be ailiallCe

initiators. Alliances and indusuy-education councils address a broader scope of concerns as well as take on

a broader range of activities such as the revision of curricula, the upgrading of teaching materials and

Nutmeat, and the improvement of education mvagement.

Evalzasingint

1. Seek suppon within the school systemfrom superintendem's officials, principals, the teacher
association, and individual tauten, especially science and math department heads. Involve these
parties fzom the start in partnership pinning. Include du= as part of the partnership planning
process. Dre't *go it alone For school systems with &tendril regains of minority =darts, be
sum to includs school staff that can speak for these minority needs. Consider including one or two
student leaden and parents in the planning process. All these participants can help gain suppOrt for
the partnership as well as enriching the partnership dedgn.

2. Assign permanent staff to coordinate the partnership. This typically occurs in conjunction with
partnership serving entire school districts, but can also occur within individual schools involved in
pannenhip

3. Establish a line item in the school budget for partnerships (e.g., fimding for a parmership or volunteer
services office), such as done for the School Partnership Program in St. Louis, Missouri and the
Partnership Office of the Los Angeles Unified School District.

4. Develop written guidelines establishing partnership activities and partnership-promotional materials
such as video tapes and manuals to help orient and train volumes.

5. Build partnership participation into the job descriptions of school employees. For example,
performance evaluadons of schools, principals, and teaches could consider their use of partnerships.
In Los Angeles, regional superintendents of the school system included participation in partnerships
among the performance objectives for school principals. This provided an incentive for oarmership
activities.

6. Consider coming up with attractive, catchy titles for specific pannership activities that can help sell
them to students and outsiders (such as the *Tuesday Nita Live" mtoring partnership between
Franklin High School and Rainier Bank in Seattle).
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SECTION II

PEOPLE IN PARTNERSHIPS

The most important partnership ingredients are the people involved. This section provides

suggestions as to the various roles, tesponsibilitim, and needs of coordinators, business volumeers, teachers,

school administrators, students, and parents. A thane emphasized throughout this section is the need for

cif:Wye communication between all partnership puticipants to help ensure parmership success.
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A variety of arrangements have served the partnership coordinatice needs of diffaent communities,
such as;

o The Springfield, Massacimsetts School Volunteers Plogram administered partnerships for the
40 schools in the district. The department had six full time staff who worked on partnership
al:thrift as well as other volunteer activities. More than 200 businesses mid organizations were
involved in pannenhips and other volunteer activitio.

a In St. Louis Park, Minnesota a part time volunteer coordinator was responsible for promoting,
suppordng, and assisting eight extensive partnership activities.

o St. Lads, Missouri had a staff director and seven Atli time employees for 1200 partnership
activities of tbe city and county school systems. In addition, schools with extensive vohmteer
programs had their own partnership coordinators.

o The volunteer coordinator for the Tulsa Public Schools had a staff of four.

o The Volunteer Services and Training Branch (VSTB) of the Office of Special Services and
State Affairs cOordinated the Federal City Council Science/Math Education Volunteer Program
in the District of Columbia. This Office reported directly to the superintend= It had several
persons on the office staff but coordinated a large array of volunteer activities.

3. Establish school-level coordinam Coordinators at individual schools may be needed in addition to
system-level coordinators when the pogrom at a given schod involves mote than a few partnerships
or teachers, or when a large number of volunteers are involved. The coordinator for individual
schools serves as a contact point between the system-level coordinator and the school. The school
coordinator should perform such functions as those listed in Exhibit 6. The distribution of
responsibilities between the system-level and school coordinators needs to be worked out on an
individual basis and can vary with the level of work, or time available, of the respective parties.
Cur= teach= the science or math department head, and guidance counselors have also commonly
been used as parmership coordinators fbr individual schools.

Examples of various arrangemass for school-level comdination indude:

At Los Angeles' 10th Street School, which had an extensive partnership program with one
business partner, the school-level coordinator was a school employee whose salary was paid by
the business parmer. She was a fonner teacher originally employed by the business to develop
and coordinate its parmership program. Her priaary office was at the school, and the bulk of
her time was spent on coodinadng Its partneiships. However, she also was provided an office
at the business, and performed coordinating ibnctions for partnerships the firm had with other
schools. In effect, she sewed as a coordinator for both the school and the business.0

o Coordination for the Osceola High School Tutoring Program, which originated at the school
level, was handled as one of the responsibilities of the school's occupatitmal specialist.

o In Tulsa, ma served as school volunteer coonlinaton, waking with all volunteer programs
and activities in a particular school (including partnerships) and reported to the system-level
coordination office. For the AMOCO Science Enrichment Program, an additional parent
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Business coordination might also be handled by some community-wide business organization such as

a Chamber of Commerce rather than by the individual firms. For example. the partnerships in Cincinnati,

Tulsa, and the District of Columbia had business coordinators within organized= of businesses. This is

especially appropriate where a number of businesses are involved with the partnerships and each business

provides only a small number of the volunteers. In such cases, the coordinator fimaions are shown in

Exhibit 8.

Sone activities can be shared by school and business coordinators.

I. Establish and maintain an oversight committee to help with overall guidance, planning, promotion of
new activities, and implementation problems. The committee might consist of such ;mons as: the
system-level coordinator, and one or two school-level coordinators, business representatives,
teachers, and perhaps students and parents. The committee should also help assure continued
involvement and sumon of businesses and Wools.

o In St. Louis Fark, Minnesota school staff and business representatives usually met three times a
year to coordinate partnership activities. About five science and math teachers, the business
coordinator and two sciemists, two high school students and the school volunteer coordinator
met in August or September to develop goals and objectives and to target activities for the
parmership. The group met again in January to decide on =miming activities and to sustain
momentum for the partnership. They reconvened at the end of each school year to review
accomplishments and to plan for the coming year.

o In Man, Indiana, a scialce mentor advisory =mince composed of teachers from each of
the schools and representatives from mentor businesses met about once a month to plan, set
policy. and work out problans.

o In Springfield, Massachusetts a steering committee composed of staff from the business partner,
the school principal and three 4th grade teachers was established to plan the math lab.
Committee members met at least once every three weeks for 3-4 hours for a semester,
ultbnately deciding to set up a pogrom to LOCUM math scores by focusing on using volunteers
to help teach problem-solving skills.

o In Tulsa, a steering committee of representatives of the badness community, the schools, and
participating civic organizations was created to direct and monitor the project. The steering
committee met at least twice a year for this purpose.



o In Seattle, a steering 00112131ftee of business leaders, educators, administrators, and business
persons who actually implemented the TIE program met quarterly for the purposes of
determining prwmo direcden, fianding, and opertulon.

2. Make a detailed schedule schedule for the ibrthcoming school year (well in advance of the school
year). The schedule should indicate when the ibllowingactivities will occur

o Recruitment of volunteers, teachem, students

o Training sessitms

o Sending of notices or reminders of activities

o Partnership activities

o Publicity or promotional evans

o Recognition evems

o Monitoring and evaluation of parmaship activities

3. Survey teaches and principals periodically as to partnership needs for future semestersto identify
opportunities for partnership activities.

o In Tulsa, the school system's partnership coordination office sent out needs assessment surveys
to all faculty in mid-August of each year. The responses wee tallied and attempts made by the
office to match these needs through reauinnent of vohmteers and establishment of appropriate
partnership efforts.

o In St. Louis, Missouri, a member of the partnership offlce staff spoke to a school's principal,
asking him or her to identify teachers who could best utilize partnership activities in their
classes. A meeting was arranged for the parmership staff person, the principal, and the
identified teachas to discuss the needs of the school and individual classes. Subsequent to this
meeting, the partnership office staff person helped the teachers write specific proposals to
present to businesses.

lakeittgaillEigegel

A partnership is a team activity and needs a great deal of communication to help get everyone

together at the right time, in the right place, and with the needed information to carry on the activities

propaly. Poor communication has plagued many partnership, at least temporarily. Communication can be
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B. Develop and distribute a regular newsletter or other publication to infonn the busimss, school
administrators, teachers, and the public and to give recopition to partners and schools/teachers.
Include schedules as well as who is doing what and when. Example of these include: "The Adopt-
A-School News," published by the Adopt-A-Schod Omen in Los Angel= "PipeLites," pulgislud
by Seattle Partners in Public Bducatkx4 and the newsletter, *Creative Link," and the annual "School
Parmership Program Progress Reprxt," ptdrlished by du St. Louis (MO) School Parnsuship Program.

9. Be accessible to individual teachas who are having diffiadties with the partnership process and who
have not been able to resolve the ixoblem with the coordinator at their own schools.

The following suggesdons have been culled from the experiences ofmerry partnerships.

1. Establish fonnr imdficadon procedures to use if a volunteer, teacher (in an activity where the
teacher's presence is needed), or student (In one-on-ane activities) has to be absent or late. The
proceduzes should be in writing and given to ail participants. The procedures should cover who to
call and what to do if the volunteer does not arrive at the scheduled locatkm, say, within 15 minutes
of dur scheduled time. For example: students am to return to their regular classes; if the volunteer
arrives later than thst, the volunteer goes to their classroom to get them. Volunteers should be asked
to call the school coordinator if they have to cancel a session. The coordinator then would notify the
teacher(s) bivalved not to semi their students to the session. If the snidem has to be absent on the day
of a tutoring session, the student should call the school coordinator, who would contact the volunteer
to prevent a volunteer's unnecessary trip to the school. This was done in many of the one-on-one 411
tutoring efforts we teviewed.

2. Provide a "sign-in" book in the coordinator's office for volunteers to sign won arrival, as was done
in Osceola and Masa. This helps keep track of who is in the school building and also serves as a
"message center" for the volunteers, e.g., tc; let volunteers know that a test is scheduled, or that
students are having problems with a particular topic.

3. Monitor attendance and performance of the volunteers. This also provides an opportunity to keep in
touch with volunteers, for volunteers to ask quesdons, etc, If absenteeinn or perfotmance becomes a
problem, the coordinator should communicate with the vohmteerand determine what corrections are
needed. It seems best not to pve the teacher the burden of tracking and correcting volunteers.
Preferably the teacher' should report such poblems to the cooldinator for conecdve action.

4. Provide continuity between school years. Recruit voltuneers and teachers that have had successful
panne:ship experiences to repeat at least once or twice. Don't switch school coordinators yearly.
Multiple years of coordinating will alleviate excess time and effort required to =mit, orient, train,
and wok out mirk= with large numbers of new volmneers and teachers.

Provide support and/or additional compensation to the coordinator(e.g., reduced classroom
responsibility.
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S.

6.

7.

8.

9.

If the coordinator is appointed for multiple years, appoint an assistant the next coordinator -- to
learn the job before the current coordinator's term expires. This will enhance continuity and quality
of services,

Match vohnneers with teach= and volunteers with studentsso that interests and personalides are
reasonably compatible. For example, the Howsd County, Maryland partnership coordinator worked
with students to obtain considerable detail on the particular types of projects students wanted to
unckartake in their mentorsidp. The coordinator then sought mentos to match these intezests.

Provide orientation and training for rum volunteers prior to the start of the partnership activity.
Volunteers often will not be natural teadmrs and may be unfamiliar with the special aspects of the
school environment and working with students. This orientadon should be done at last annually.
Group training is most practical. However, if mid wimn individual volunteers without previous
experience are brought in, the coordinator shmald rovide at least some informational orientation and
training. Tulsa, St. Louis, and Washic.aton, D.C. all provided reasonably comprehensive training
experiences ibr volumes and teachers.

Work with vohmtems and school personnel to schedule courses that are as convenient as possible for
the volunteers. Volunteers might prefer working at the school around the lunch hour or at the
beginning or end of the day to reduce dismption of timir work schedule and reduce transportation
needs.

Keep abteast of developments affecting =Or business partners which me likely to affect partnership
activities. A number of partnerships have iloundesed when a key business parmer moved its facility
to another location, had a major reorganization, cut back its work force, or went out of business.
With advance notice, the school coordinator might be ahle to locate a replacement partner, or at least
take steps to minimize the disruption and possible &appointment to student and teacher participants.

Pay special attention to the need to attract volunteers that can serve as role models for minority
youthsuch as by special efforts to seek black, Hispanic and female scientists, engineers, and other
technically trained personnel. It is generally much easier to find "majority" volunteers. However,
minority, disadvantaged youth am likely to benefit even mote from volunteers that can serve as role
models and pahaps better empathize and understand their problems and needs.
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EXHIBIT 5: RESPONSIBILITIES OF SYSTEM-WIDE COORDINATORS

Plan, schedule, and develop goals for partnership activities.

o Initiate and promote partnershipactivities.

o Recruit schools, imlividual school coordinators, and teachers.

o Recruit business partners when needed; wort with businesses and business coordinators to
promote and develop partnerships.

o Work with businesses to recruit volunteers.

o Provide, or arrange for, vohmteerorientation and training.

o Help teachers and volunteers structure individual partnership activities.

o Match volunteers to specific schooliteacher/classroom needs.

o Arrange transportation for partnership activities.

o Assure recognition of participants.

o Establish and 1mi:dement procedures for monitoring individual partnerships and provide trouble-
shooting assistanceas needed.

o Provide progress reports and publicity (such as newsletters).

o Establish a process for evaluating the partnership; give feedback', assist in developing and
implementing changes to improve them.
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0 EXHIBIT 6: RESPONSIBILITIES OF IN-SCHOOL COORDINATORS

o Recmit teachers, students and volunteers for PannersnlPs

o Serve as contact point for communication between system-wide coordinator and school
administration, teachers, students, and volunteers.

o Serve as contact point for communication within the school among teachers, students, and
volunteers.

o Pmvide orientation and assistance to volunteers.

o Perform on-going coordination for school partnetships, including trouble-shooting.

o Arrange for use of any school facilities or equipment, or any transponation needs associated
with school partnership activities.

o Work with system-wide coordinator in performing responsibilities outlined in Exhibit 3-1, or
performing some of those functions in place of the system-wide coordinator.
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EXHIBIT 7: RESPONSIBILITIES OF BUSINESS COORDINATORS

o Work with the school coordinator, and possibly directly with teachers, to design and develop an
appropriate partnership program.

o Act as contact point between volunteers and school coordinator, teachers, and/or students.

o Recnut volunteers from business Ann.

o Help with training and orientation.

o Help volunteers and their supervisors work out volunteer schedules that are mutually acceptable
to the school and the business.

o Assure back-ups in the event the volunteer has to miss a session.

o Help secure money for incidental expenses (supplies, transportation, awards, etc.).

o Maintain contact with the school coordinator about on-going performance of the partnership
and help perform trouble-shooting tole.

o Rovide recognition for volunteers.

o Assist in providing recognition for participating school teachers and students, such as sending
out letters of congratulations or arranging for awards, luncheons, etc.

Obtain publicity for the business.
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EXHIBIT 8: RESPONSIBILITIES OF
COMMUNITY-WIDE BUSINFLSS COORDINATORS

o Promote partnerships in the business community and recruit !Inns to participate in partnership
activities.

Develop partnership activities.

o Publicize successful partnerships and provide recognition and incentives for businesses to
participate.

o Recruit and train volunteers.

o Provide political support to the school system to promote partnerships and devote school
resources to helping them continue.



CHAPTER 4
BUSINESS VOLUNTIMRS

Business volunteess are the new "ingredient" that makes the parmership approach to improving

science and math diffuent from other approaches.

By and large, school systems and business personnel are unfamiliar with each other and have

different perspectives. Thus, the process of working with each other is of =Or concern. In addition, both

schools and busineues are relatively new to the partnershipgame. Therefore, all sorts of things can go

wan. Elea key issues related to volunteers should be addressed to minimize the potential for volunteer-

related partnership problems. These ans:

3

Recndunem
Matching volumeers with miens and/or Waal=
Oriemadon and wining
Homing the volunteer activities
Reliability
Helping volunteers perform well
Feedback for volunteers
Recognition/incentives for volunteers

Each of these issues is discussed in the following sections.

llo_canyczbigamkggattsa

Recruinnent can be a joint responsibility of the schoc: (or school system) and business coordinators,

although it can be performed by the business coordinator alone. Some of the techniques you can use to

recnik business volunteers are shown in Exhibit 9.
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Examples of recruitment methods dat have been used successfigly are:

o In Los Anples, ARCO recruited volunteers twice a year, distributing brochures and letters to
all anployees and inviting them to a apecial lunch when employee volunteers and students
talked about their partanship experiences, and teachers and principals also spoke. A video
about the partnership program was also shown.

o In Washington D.C., the Federal City Council (an organization of leaders from government,
business and education aimed at improving community life in Washington, D.C.) placed
advertisements in periodicals dizected toward math and science professionals in the area.

o In St. Lords, McDonnell-Douglas Cotporation maintained a computerized listing of the special
talents and skills of employees wlo had expressed an interest in serving as volunteers for a
variety of community activities. Their names were retrieved when the business coordinator
sought volunteers for specific tasks.

o In Elkhart, Indiana, Miles, Inc., a local professional organization of scientists, was actively
involved in recruidng members to save as =atm for the Science Fair Mentorship Program..
A recndtment mmounceman was malkd to membets in addition to annormeements at meetings
and word-of-mouth recruiting among members. The organization also sponsored an
information meeting for pmendal volunteers at one of the major participadng businesses.

o Recruitment for the Osceola High School tutoring partnership involved the local chapter of
General Eectrit's community service/volunteer organization, The Efun Society. A call for
volunteers was made m the regular chapter meeting and through the Society's newsletter. The
chapter chairperson followed this up with individual ammo with employees expected to be
good tutors, especially young, recent engineering graduates. Paradyne, the other major business
partner in the Osceola partnership, posted signs on employee bulletin boards and sent loners to
all employees. The business coordinator also approached previous vohmteers, as well as any
employees she personally felt would be good at tutoring. These efforts generated a list of
potential volunteers who were invited to a recruitment meeting. This meeting included
presentations by the school and business coordinators, providing more detail on the nature of
the tutoting prognun and the level of hvolvement expected of volunteers.

Minority volunteers needed as role models for the Rainier Bank (later Security Pacific Bank)
tutoring partnership were initially targeted for recruitannt thmugh the bank's computerized
personnel files. The business coordinator invited prospects to a recruitment meeting.
Condadng teauimunt efforts included mailings to ail employees at the strut of the school year.
monthly mmouncements about volunteer oppommities in the bank's newsletter, and bulletins on
the bank's "volunteer callboard.0 Satisfied volunteers also recmited their friends - including
some who were not bank employees.
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ElLafatbAarggr
Not everyone in business is appmpriate as a volunteer. Persons with the following characteristics

should be sought:

1. Knowledgelsidils in subject matter.
2. Good °people skills".
3. Entlmsiasm and interest in working with =dans/teaches.
4. Reliability.
5. Put experieme in teaching or working with youths.
6. Good tole model.

Eggaggambigagnag. Recruiting should be targeted toward employees wiz, can provide the

skills and/or experience that partnership objectives requite. Formany partnership activities, the volunteers

should be people who actually apply the math or science WM in their work.

QgstIggskilda". Good "people skills" and the ability to establish rapport with students and

teachers are very important. People with highly advanced training sometimes have difficulty interacting

with students at a level that students can =demand.

mmagals Partnerships require commitments of time and energy on the pan of volunteers.

Volunteers with a genuine personal interest in, and enthusiasm for, working with students and teachers are

most likely to sustain this commitment. These traits are also helphl in establishing rapport with students,

end in generating their enthusiasm for the subject Matter. "Volunteers" who are unilaterally ygge4 to the

partnership by managemas are less likely to be =dunks& or interested than true volunteers.

graigkilim. The volunteers have to be reliable and dependable. Persons with substantial and

unpredictable travel or meeting schedules me not good candidates. Persons in business asiE the schools in

which they aze to work are likely to find it easier to meet the school schedule.

baglaftgriklimbingek.ifi Persons with teaching backgrounds (for example,

as teaching assistants in college) am likely to find the adjusmumt to working with students and/or teachers

easier and enable them to be more effective more quickly. There are likely to be a few such persons in
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many businesses. Persons with experience in yoush-oriented acdvities (for example, Big Brot bus or Sisters,

Scouts, etc.) will likely know lxiw to work with young people. Although prior volunteer or teaching

experience is desirable, this should not be =Aft of volunteers.

ggazdtaiski. Volunteers are likely to be looked up to and emulated by students. People should

be sought whose lifestyles are respected by managers and co-workers. For working with racial/ethnic

minority students, or with a pankular gender, vohmteen of similar characterisics are generally preferable.

ItilIcaltaalgaltant

One way to promote successlig parmership activities is to make good matches between volunteers

and students or teachers. One aspect of this process is to ensure that the volunteer has the appropriate

backgmtmd or *Ws to "teach" the subject matter that is desired. Another is to develop a comfortable "fit"

in terms Of personalitks, intetests, and the ability to communicate and establish rapport. This is particularly

important in partnership activities where there is dizect one-on-one involvement between the volunteer and

the student, such as mentorships and tutoring arrangements. A good fit is also particularly important for

attempting to help minority students--by providing a role model. Female, Welt. and irispanic scientists and

engineers art likely to be especially difficult to find and attract as volunteers. However, this should be

attempted.

410 To develop good matches, the school coordinator should obtain information about volunteers and

students (and teachers, in those cases where volunteers work in the classroom with the teacher) before

dixiding on matches. Ways to gather this information include:

I. Interview the volunteers, students, and/orteachers about skills, interests, and personality.

2. Ask volunteers, students, andlor teachers to fill out *applicant forms, providing information on
intereststbackgmund, and parmership needsor preferences.

3. Hold pieliminary meetings with the key parties, i.e., volunteers, teachers, and, when appropriak, the
students.
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Development of orientatkm and minis* plognms is usually one of the responsibilities of the school

or school system coordinator, but the business coordinator might also participate in developing or

sponsorina development of training materials. Suggestions for training and orientation am:

I. Hold training/orientation meetings for new volunteers (conducted by school or school-system
coordinators).

2. Schedule a meeting with the volunteer and the teacher to discuss course objectives, how the
pannership is expected to fit in with the class, and needs, abilities and interests of students.

3. Develop a volunteer handbook describing the pzogram, curriculum, partnership goals and objectives,
and presaging tips on being an effective volunteer.

4. Provide video-taped training sessionson what is expected of volunteen, how to deal with students,
ace-perhaps obtained fiom another schoolsystem.

Training and orientation approaches used by some successful partnerships include:

o The Office of Volunteer Programs in Tulsa prepared a handbook for volunteers on how to be
effective in the classroom environment and a separate handboa for teachers on how to use
volunteers. Volunteer training sessions wets *kw-taped. This gave volunteers more freedom
in scheduling the training and reduced the need for people to conduct training sessions.

o In Osceola, the initial mcruinnent meeting at the business site included a brief orientation. The
school coordinator explained the program and the type of commitment needed. A packet of
material was distributed with a curriculum guide and a school information brochure. The
school coordinator also provkled an individual orientation at the school to familiarize volmums
with the building, introduce them to the principal and other staff members, and show them the
room they would use for tutoring. They were also given background information on the
students they would be tutoring. A separate meeting was held with the teacher of these students
to discuss the objectives of the class, level tits students were worldng at, etc. The volunteers
wee given copies of the course syllabus and text.

o In Los Angeles, ARCO provided training sessions at its offices where the school coordinator
and selected teachers talked about curriculum/educational concepts and provided overviews of
the school, students, and the community the volunteers would be working in. Volunteers
visited their assigned schools for an orientation day, where they met the school staff and
observed the class they would be working with. Volunteers had a planning session with the
teacher lad= they began their assigmnents. Material was ptovided giving suggesdons on ways
of worldng with students and on demon management. Mid-assignment workshops were also
held as refresher sessions on lesson planning, teaching tecimiques, etc.

In September the school coordinator in Springfield, Massachusetts conducted a training
program for new yammers, although mokr vohnueers usually attemied also. The purpose of
the 2-3 hour session was to familiarize the volunteers with the matesials used in the math lab
and to discuss expectations for yammers and students. Issues such as partnemhip coordination,
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student friendship and discipline west also discussed The task cards used in the math lab in
this partnerdtip also gave voluntems guidance about the teaching level to be used, and provided
CX0Cit 1111 to what should be covered in each session.

o In St Louis, Parmenhip Office staff brought teachers anti volunteers together forprogram
development and planning activities, usually during the summer before the program began. The
staff discussed the classtoom =vim:anent and pannenhip goals with volunteers and teachers to
orient both parties, and pve them miss of the Partnership Office's odemadon package. This
included matedal explaining teacher and vohmteo msponsibilides, and provided suggestions on
working together. The principal or teacher subsequently showed the volunteer around the
school, explained check-in responsibilities, etc.

o The business coordinator at Chew= in Los Angeles providsd a comprehensive package of
materials to its volunteers. Mx package included a fact sheet abmg the school, schedule of
partnership activities, directions to the school, names and contact information for sclmol staff
and =hen involved in the partnership, school "etiquette" nags (i.e., clwking in with school
office), and teaching dps.

o In Indianapolis, the school coordinator sent mentors a one-page student profile, identifying
science/math courses taken and career interests, hobbies, awards received, etc. This
familiarized the voluMeer with the stu4ent prior to their first meeting and helped them establish
raPPon

o In Springfield, Massachusetts the imsiness parmer paid a school coordinator and two other
teachers for two =du of work during the summer to plan and develop a training program for
DEC's volunteen. Teachers subsequently spent about 30 hours training DEC employees in
how to tutor students in math, emphasizing the newly developed curriculum.

Eaggaulsysid Activities

Each parmership should have a formal written plan. Copies should be kept by the teacher, volunteer,

school coordinator, and student, when appropriate. This will help assure that all parties know their

responsibilities. The plan, in effect, can be used as a formal agteement that periodically remind: the various

parties as to their obligations. ft also will be usefid as a guide in subsequent years, especially as a starting

point or model for new teachen and new volunteers.

Each volunteer shmdd be involved in gaming his/her activities. In general, the teacher should also

be involved in the planning process. School coordinators should be responsible for initiating the plerning
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proms. They can help in devektping the plan if the teacher and volunteer wish. The plan should cover the

points shown in Exhibit 10.

o In St. Louis, the partnership staff worked with the volunteer aml teacher to develop written
program plans. The plans cleady defined the nature of the partnership and thecommitments
expected.

o In the Indianapolis partnership, which involved mentoring at the volunteer's workplace, the
school coordinator provided a planning worksheet for volunteers to complete before the
=worship began. Tbe woticsheet called An descriptions of the kind of experiences the student
would hams tools, instrument', procechires, etc., the student would loam to use; time and dates
for visits chess code for students lunch engagements etc.

o In Si. Louis Park, Minnesota a group of about five high school science and math teachen, two
smdents, the school and business coordinators, and two Honeywell volunteers met before
school began to deyelop goals and objectives and to plan and schedule partnership activities.
Minutes of this meeting were sent to all partnership participants.

ROM
Absenteeism or lateness on the put of volunteersespecially unannouncedleads to frustration,

disappointment, and even distzess on tlx part of students and teachers who depend on the appearance of the

volunteer. The need for a serious commiunent to participation should be stressed to volunteer candidates

during the secrulunent process. Vohmteers unable to 6ep such a commitment should not be recruited for

activities rapairing involvement at specific times, although there might be other volunteer toles they can

perform on a less regular basis.

Even reliable volunteers may have to miss an occasional session. Back-up or substimte volunteers

should be r=ruited to provide coverage for absent= of regular volunteers, or los of volunteers due to

changed assignments, etc. More dramatic changes, such as corporate takeovers, reorganizations, and

economic downturns affecting a pardcular industry or firm, can have serious impacts on volunteer

availability for partnembips. Some partnerships have experienced significant cutbacks in their programs as a

result of such changes.
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Suggestions fir !educing pnthlems due to missed sessions and late arrivals include:

1. Recruit volunteers with reputations for reliability, and whose work-related travel and meeting
requilErnalts am not seven.

2. Assign the volunteerto a school as near as possible to the volumeer's work or hmne site.

3. Obtain a commitment from all levels of management at the volunteer's facility to provide the
volumeers the flexibility to leave the workplace dining the day to participate in partnership activities.
A policy statement on partnership participation can articulate management commitment to
supervisors and volunteers. In some cases, volunteers have =countered resistance from their
immediate supervisors even though top managemem mippons the partnaship. Top management
should be asked to make this clear to lower levels of management. The volunteer's supervisors
should probably also be briefed by the school system and encouraged to support the volunteer
assignments of their penonneL

4. Obtain the volunteer' s input and &moment before scheduling partnership activities: consider
scheduling activities at the start or end of the school day, or around the lunch period to make it easier
for volumes.

5. Establish guidelines for times when the volunten finds that he/she will be absent or late. Who should
the volunteer notify? When? How? Be sure that telephone numbers of contacts are provided to the
volunteer.

6. Encourage vobmteers to amine for a back-up volunteer to cover the activity.

7. Recruit a group of substitute volunteers for the program to cover absences or loss of volunteers due to
changed assignments, etc.

8. Have amtingency plans so that the teacher, or another person, can fill the void if die volunteer is
absent at late.

9. Provide volunteers with a copy of the school calendar so that they know which days the school is
open and which days it is closed.

10. Develop contingency plans identifying stand-by sources of volunteers, such as other firms,
professional orpnizadons, organizations of rethed professionals to replace volunteers who must drop
out.

11. Involve mom than one firm in each partneship wherever possible.

Some examples of efforts to deal with reliability aie:

o In Los Angeles, ARCO developed a specific release time policy for employees involved in
pannerships. It specified that one hour plus halfan hour tmvel time are pemlitted per week.

o In Tulsa, Oklahoma, AMOCO's Science Enrichment Program involved parents as school and
program volunteer coordinators. The program coordinator worked with a pool of volunteers
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with whom she maintained regular contact. If a volunteer had to be absent, the coordinator was
often able to obtain a substitute quickly from the pool

o In the Osceola High School tutoring partnership, most tutoring sessions wen scheduled near
lunchtime. Most volunteets prefened this because they could perform their partnership duties
during the cmuse of a slightly-extentkd lunch break. This school elm made an explicit effort to
accommodate individual needs in schedulingone volunteer tutored at 7:30 a.m. because this
was the best time for the volunteer. This school deliberately initiated pumerships with nearby
firms (within about three miles of the school) to encourage voltutteering.

o In the Franklin High School-Rainier Bank pannership in Seattle, tutoring sessions welt held in
the evenings. (Although this facilitated volunteer participation, it created problems for student
Parrig1Padixt)

o In the Los Angeles-Chevron parmership, the business cooidinator sent volunteers a reminder
note the week Imbue their scheduled participation. Five volunteers wele also designated as
volunteer coonlinatom. They were respowilge for finding replacements for Volunteers who had
to miss scheduled sasions.

o In Osceola, volunteers were instructed to call the schod coordinator if they could not make
their scheduled tutoring assignment. The school coordinator then notified the teacher not to
send the students to their assigned tutoring wointmesu.

a The Elkhart, Indiana mentorshipprogram for science fair projects moulted one substitute for
every ten MIMS.

o In St. Louis, Missouri the partnership between Southwest High School and Monsanto was
organized around teams of 2-3 volunteers. Each team had a leader who was responsible for
finding a replacement if one of the volunteers was absent. Since many of the classroom
demonsuadons were presented by teams, rather than individuals, team members wete often able
to "fill in° for midi other.

o In Springfield, Massachusetts the school coordinator developed a "buddy system" for Digital
Equipment Cotporation volunteers. Each volunteer had to designate a substitute from anpther
alum (because work pressures dmt prevented we engineer from attending a partnership
session would probably also prevent another engineer in the same department from
substituting). Substitutes were introduced to the students at the initial parmership sessions se
that students would be familiar with them if they filled in for vohmteers at a later time.

o In St. Louis, Missouri, a math skills in banking partnership initiated by Boatmen's Bank
involved one volunteer providing a series of classroom presentations. When Centerre Bank
developed a banking pannership program for use in another school, it was structured so that a
different volunteer presented each topic. This was done to diffuse responsibility and avoid
placing excessive demands on an individual vohmteer.
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llig2jpg ArsaggerEMEgategi

Here are some additional suggestions for helping volunteen be as effective as possible in helping

stucknts:

1. Encourage a teacher, or past volunteer, to act as a "buddy" to help each volunteer, especially new
ones, become adjusted to the school environment and to become an effective teacher.

2. Encourage volunteers that are involved with teatter-like duties to meet and converse with other
teachers. Likewise, encourap other teathers to meet and converse with the volunteers. This will
build the mcwale of the volunteers and make them kill mote welcane.

3. Do not discourage volunteers from using unusual teaching approaches/tasks, such as games,
simulations, field trips, guest lectures/demonstrations. etc. Make sure such devices are carefully
planned by the volunteer to provide a lemming Amnion.

4. Provide the vohmteer with timely and regular feedback from the =dents and teacher to encourage
conective action, when needed, by the volunteer. This is discussed further below.

5. Hold sessions once or twice a semester for volunteers to meet each other and share material,
pmblems, azd mlutions. These can be sponsored by the businesi if the business provides multiple
volUlliCCII. If the partnership draws one or two volunteers frmn each of many businesses, the school
coonlinator should mange these meetings.

6. Provide Magid assignments to volunteers. Avoid using volunteers as substitute teachers or as
teacher aids with few important responsibilities.

7. Recruit enough volunteers to keep workloads at reasonable levels to avoid volunteer burnout.

basal iOrslignan

Vohmteers generally are not skilled teachers. They may talk over the beads of the students, lecture

excmsively, or otherwise use poor teaching practices. Volunteers need feedback about their performance to

make their help as effective as possibk. While this particularly applies to new volunteers, experienced

volunteers also need feedback, if only to indicate that they are still on the right track. School coordinators

should use tact to discuss problems with volunteers and ofkr constructive suggestions. Some feedback

should be provided very early in the partnership activities semester. Positive feedback at the end of the
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activity, such as on student accomplishments, can encourage volunteers to re-enlist. (Note: monitoring and

evaluadon of parmenhips are discussed fiuther in Chapter 1$.)

Suggestions for feedback mechanisms include:

1. Have the school coordinator and the teacher sit in during the first session(s) presented by the
volunteer, or at least during part of those sessions. Subsequntly, they can rovide constructive
suggestions to the volunteer.

2. Encourage the teacher and coordinator to obtain informal feedback from pardcipadng students (or the
panicipating teachers, fbr teacher-fbcused parmerships).

3. Keep records of the attendance and punctuality of each yammer. When a problem arises the school
cooldinator should discuss the problem with the volunteer.

4. Record or videotape part, or all, ofone or more sessions if possible. Have the teacher or school
coordinator review, identify consuuctive improvement suggestions, and provkle these suggestions to
the volunteer.

5. Encourage teachers to provide informal feedback to the volunteers before or after sessions.
Encourage volunteers to chat with teachers before or after their presentations.

6. Psovide periodic feedback to the volunteer on grades, or other aspects of minims. This information
will be unfit primarily for tutoping and special entdmientprograms.

7. Encourage smdents to contact teachers or coordinators when there ate problems or misunderstandings
with volunteers.

8. After feedback or suggestion§ have been provided, check to determine whether sufficient corrections
have been made. This is particularly imponant in situations in which the volunteer is having major
problems commutating effectively.

9. At the end of each semester, ask students and teachers to formally assess the voltmteer's performance
and provide suggestions for improving it in later semesters. From this information, determine
whether the volunteer should be asked to volunteer again. If so, provide the volunteer with
impluvement suggestions culled from all the assessments.

10. Ask .,,alunteers to provide feedback on the parmership after their sessions have ended to help improve
the program in the Am= (The nature of this feedback is discussed in Chapter 15 on Monitoring and
Evaluation.)

Some examples of feedback approaches are:

o Cincinnati held quarterly meetings between volunteers and the school and business coordinators
to review pamsenhip activities and pmgress and make recommendations for impmvement.
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at this partnership commented on how much their efforts appeared to be appreciated at this
school, =pared to some of the others where they had been assigned, and clearly valued the
recognition given them.

o In Cincinnati, Rockdale Elementary School had an ama called the "partner's corner" where
names and pictures of volumeer men= were posted and primed material about the partnership
was available. The students also =ducted an mmual benefitprogram whose proceeds were
donated to the research Amd of their patina, Children's HcspitaL

o In Elkhart, Indiana, the yammer mentors for the science fair pmjects were provided with lunch
at the school cm the days they participated in parmenhip activities. Ms was intended to show
appreciation and to pmvide an owl:sturdy for toady= and school coordinators to interact with
volunteers. The school also provided a dinner at the end of the year to show appreciation;
students wrote individual thank-you letters, and teachers sent thank-you letters on behalf of
their classes. Menton also served as judges for the science fair.

o In St. Louis Park, Minnesota, the school district's newsletter included regular articles on
volunteer programs and had a "volunteer of the numb" highlight. The school district had an
annual "volunteer nig*" banquet at a hotel, to which representativa of businesses were invited.

Busianses often provide some form of recognition for employees who serve in "MOUS volunteer

capacities. These are umally similar to the forms of recognition schools typically provide. Businesses are

also in a position to offer a different kind of incentive in terms of "rewarding" employees for partnership

liCtivitICS by including them in their employee evaluations. To provide recognition and incentives

businesses can:

1. Hold volunteer recognition events such as luncheons or dinners, which can include small tokens of
appreciation.

2. Include write-ups in company newsletters, atuwal reports, etc.

3. Send the volunteers thank-you letters from corporate leadership (company president, supervisors,
etc.).

4. Encourage the volunteers' supervisors to compliment volunteers.

5. Include volunteer activities in employes' personnel records.

6. Consider the volunteer activities in annual employee evaluations.

Examines of business recognition for partnership activities include:

o AMOCO invited its vohmteers and their spouses to a special dinner to which physics teachers
and their spouses wen also invited.
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o Chevion invited volunteers to a lunch with the president at the end of the year where a token
gift (such as a pen) and a framed certificate were awarded. The business coordinator also sent
mks of correspondence with volunteers to their supavisors as reminders of their efforts.

o Washington, D.C.'s Volunteer Service and Training Branch held annual recognition ceremonies
for its volunteers.

o In St. Louis Park, Honeywell paid for one engin:a to attend a national conform= on parmers
in education in Washings:al, D. C. .

o Digital Equipment Corporation recognized its volunteers through aanowledgmem in employee
performance MIMS.

o ARCO provided certificates of participation to volunteers, as well as involving them in
recruitment luncheons. Occasional articles = pannership activities were included in ARCO in-
house publicadons.

o Rainier Bank volunteers received thank-you loners from the chairman of the bank and were
invited to a recognition lunchece with the president

o In Cincinnati, names and pictures of mentors appeared in the Children's Hospital bi-weekly
newsletter.
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EXHIBIT 9: VOLUNTEER RECRUITMENT TECHNIQUES

1. Prepare and disseminate printed materials. Place announcements in newsletters or post on
bulletin boards. Mail antwuncements to prospective volunteers.

2. Hold special recruitment meetings. Use volunteers and students from current partnerships to
help at these meetings.

3. Use personal contacts, especially by past and current volunteers to recnut othen.

4. Use computer searches of employee lists to target potential volunteers. This may be particularly
useht! in obtaining minority volunteers.

5. Provide video presentations.

6. Maintain a list of persons that have inquired about, or expressed interest in the program.

7. Encourage past volunteers to repeat. Past volunteers whose work was of good quality should be
considered a mgjor source of future volunteers. Their previous experience should make them
even more productive.

8. Contact business organizations and professional societies, perhaps by inserting announcements
in their newsletters.
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EXHIBIT 10: ELEMENTS OF VOLUNTEER ACTIVITIES PLAN

1. Program goals and objectives.

2. The number of sessions.

3. The location and time the sessions will take place.

4. The topics to be covered in each session.

5. The nature of activity dm volunteer will perform.

6. Equipnent and supplies needed as well as responsibility for their pmvision.

7. Notification requirements and contingency plans to be put into effect if the volunteer has to
miss, or be late for, a session.

8. Specification of responsibilities of volunteers, teaches(s) and student(s).

9. Ptocedures for evaluating the partnership activity.

C 0
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CHAPTER 5
TEACHERS

Teachers are a major part of most partnerships. (Partnerships focused on teacher training are

discussed in Chapter 14.) Teaching paniciption, oversight, and enthusiasm are vital to ploviding successful0
parmaship experiarces for students and volunteas.

In most cases, business volunteers are helping and working for teachers. The volunteers may give

lectures or demonstrations in the teacher's class, or tutor or mentor some of the teacher's students.

Therefore the teacher plays a major role in planning and overseeing the volunteers' efforts and in preparing

the students for these acdvides. In sane cases, the teacher panicipates in the activity as well.

For pannaships in which the student parddpates in a mentorship or voluntary, out-of-class activity,

the umbel: may na be directly involved. Hem teachers should probably be asked to act as advisors to the

students to help studezus get as much as possible from the activity.

Even if tlx teachers ate not directly participating in tbe parinership, it is highly desirable to have

teacher awareness and support of partnership activities. Indifferent or opposed teachers can discourage

students and other teachers from participating, or at least adversely affect the environment in which students,

volunteers, and participating teachers work. In the seakms below, we provide guidelines for.

Recruitment and motivation
Orientatkin
Teacher-volunteer communicadons
Feedback at evaluatkm by participating teachers

BcialIMUSLIASkigis

Partnerships are often a new concept to teachers. Teachers initially may resist the idea of using

business employees to help them with their students. Teachers are sometimes concerned that volunteers
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may underraine their status; that the activities take precious class time better spent covering the assigned

curriculum; or that parmership involvement may cause additional work for them.

Thus, school coordinators will Fobs* find it necessary to encourage and recruit teachers. This is

particularly so when partnerships are new to a school. Established partnerships will likely require less

recnritment because teachers who have previously participated generally continue their involvement. Also,

these participating teachers are likely to informally help with recrtddng other teachers through word-of-

mouth endorsements of dse partnership.

School systems might need the support, or at least concurrence, of the local teachers association for

the partnership. Partnerships wain business volunteers in teaching roles may be consideted threatening.

Teachers, possibly through their association, should be asked to participate in the inidal formulation,

planning, and implementadon of tbe partnership.

Following ate actions to help remit teachers:

1. Put posters cm school bulletin boards.

2. Send %fen or letters to teaches.

3. Place rumouncements in school newslettets, sciwol district publications, etc.

4. Make announcemans at science and math department meetings or other school meetings.

5. Undertake individual recruitment through direct contact with individual teachers by coordinators,
principals, science and math department heads, and by ternhers that have been previous participants.

6. Infarm and involve the local teachers' association to gain their acceptance and assistance,

7. Encourage principals to help recruit teachers by providing information on partnerships and
encouraging teachers to take part. This might include allowing release time for partnership
involvement, recognizing it in teacher evaluations, and publicizing and axiorsing it in school
meetings, school newsleuen, etc. The business partners in one west coast partnership felt it was
particularly important to %dr the principal on the partnership, because, in turn, the principal would
then miser the teachers on it.

Partnerships siwuld be matted to teachers as a way to help them ireet their existing needs, not as

another layer of work. Recruiters should stress the benefits of business resources and how they can help
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teachers with their jobs. Benefits (See &hit* 2) and positiveaspects of pannenhips should be emphasized

to overcone their concerns. For example,

If some students leave the class to attend partnership activities, that means the teacher can provide
individualized attention for those who remain.

If teachen are cowerned that not all students will benefit from the partnership, theycan have students
who pankipate report on their activities to benefit the whole claw

If teaches an afraid partnership acdvides may deuact hum the curriculum or other goals, they should
be encouraged to work with volunteers to suucture the partnership to ensure that it slegi tie in with the
curriculum. Coordinators should also provide examples of WE partnerships can fit in.

o In Los Angeles, the Adopt-A-School office sent teachers and principals lists of partnership
activities wouped =ler activities the School Disuict had identified as priorities to illustrate
how partnerships fit in with school goals.

o The District of Columbia sponsond meetings to brief school administrators, department heads,
and instructional coordinators concerning the purpose and workings of the Science/Math
Education project.

41 iftmaka.

This appears to be an underdone, neglected activity in scene partnerships. Most teachers will not be

familiar with the best ways to use partnership resources, nor with the perspectives, constraints and

experiences of business volunteers.

They will need orientnion on such topics as:

1. How to =Wish good relations with volunteers and get the Mg out of them.

2. How to plan with volunteers as to the schedule, material to cover and integration of partnership
activities with the regular arniculum.

3. What are reasonable and unrcasonable expectations from partnerships and volunteers.

4. How to communicse efkaively with vohmteers and how to spot and deal with problems.

5. What information and material volunteers need--locadon, schedule, curriculum, text, student
backgrounds, and teaching tips (i.e., how to maintain discipline and interest).
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The specifics of the orientation will need to be tailored somewhat depending on the type of

pumership.

Orientation is needed for teachers whose =dens will be involved in prmerships,especially when the

partnership program is new to the school or the tfacher. Orientation approaches include:

1. Orientation meetings (Individual or group).

2. Written materials exgaining the partnership.

Examples of teacher orientation efforts are:

o The Office of Volumeer Programs in Tulsa prepared a handbook for teachers on how to make
the best use of volunteers in the classroom.

o Washington. D.C. partnership staff held a training program on the use of volunteers at a
summer institute for teachers. Teachers studied and developed prototype lesson plans
incorporating volunteers and devised a partnership request/reporting form. The program
included past volume= ulking about the akins they brought to the clam= and the types of
activities they viewed as appropriate for vohmteers to peribrin. The program coordinator also
conducted teacher-awareness programs at schools and at tbe Instructional Resource Center to
increase awareneu and enthusiasm for the program.

o In Indianapolis, teachers were sent a document describing the goals and activities of the
mentosehip program, even though it did not directly involve teachers.

losibuyilmsagsgmagagsgi

Teachers involved in a partnership need to communicate with volunteers for numerous reasons,

including to plan and schedule activities, to deal with unexpected changes in schedule, and to nrovide

kedback

Approaches to foga communication with teachers include:

1. Allocate adequate time before partnership activities begin for the teacher and volunteer to plan the
volunteer's activities.

2. Schedule regular meetinp among coordinators, volunteers, and teachers to review progress and be
sure that the partnership is productive. Encourage infomml meetings (over a cup of coffee) between
volunteers and teach=
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3.

4.

S.

6.

7.

If the volunteer works in a separate classroom (or lab), put tbe volunteer's class in a zoom close to the
teacher. In Osceola, for example, volunteers tutored studtliS in classooms close to the teacher. This
enabled volunteers and teachers to talk informally befom and/rw after class and helped the volunteer
keep uack of what the teacher was covering in the course, how the stud= were doing, etc.

In situaticats where the teacher is dile, and it is appropriate, mounts* the teacher to main in the
classy= during the partnership presentations (as was done by the partnership between Southwest
High School and Monsanto in St. Louis, bilissouri). This enables the teacher to provide informal
feedback quickly to the volunteers during the day (In St. Louis, the partnership was structured so that
the same presentation was made to several classesduring the course of one day). The teacher's
"instant feedback" can help the whams prep= for ilore classes.

Ask the volunteer to reportco student rsogress to the teacher for partnerships outside the classroom.
In Elkhart's science fair mentorship, keeping science teachers informed of studs= progress was built
into the miners* in several ways. Mentors filled out a student progress report after each meeting.
This was left for the teacher to review, along with a "To de list of items the volunteer had asked
students to do between meeihkgs. Teachers were responsible for monitoring students' progress in
accomplishing the 'To do" list objectives between meetinp with the mentors.

Arrange occasional informal get-togethers perhaps eveli lunch, as schedules permit For example, in
the Elkban mentorship program, volunteer mentors were scheduled to have lunch at the schools in
order to meet informally with the teachers and school coordinatots.

Have teachers and volunteers develop communication procedures and condngerzy gans for volunteer
absence or lateness. At a minimum they should exchange home and work telephone numbers.
Contingency plans might include: the teach= taking over the class, placing the absent volunteer's
students with another volunteer'sgroup asking either another teacher or the school coordinator to act
as a subsdtute (if they Wive the appropriate luckground); calling a substitute volumeer, or cancelling
the sessirm and notifying the students if the session is not a regular class.

aciaidiVELMILitak.habankfigifira

Teachers should be asked to both (a) numitor the vohuseer's effect throughout the semester in order to

provide timely, constructive, feedback to the volunteer: and (b) evaluate the partnership at the end of the

effort to help make decisions regarding the future of the partnership and the future use of the particular

volunteer (see Chapter 15 on monitoring and evaluation for a detailed discussion of this topic). Teachers are

able to observe changes in students' knowledge, interest, and enthusiasm for science and math resulting

from participation in the partnership activities. In some partnerships, teachers have the opportunity to

observe partnership activides that take place in the classroom. Their input on the "teaching" performance of
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volunteen in such cases will be extremely valuable for evaluation purposes. Thus, teachers should be given

a significant mle in the evaluation proceu.
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CHAFFER 6
SCHOOL ADMINISTRATORS

School administrators, such as the superintendent, principals, and instructional coordinators play

imports= roles in establishing pattnership programs, and in encouraging and supporting teachers involved

in panneiship activities.

On the whole, once partnerships are underway, administrators should not have any special

obligations. Actions which school adminimators will likely need to take are as follows:

a

1. Participate in partnership marketing and plaumirtg. The superintendent in particular has a vital role in
sanctiating the pannaship, getting it tmderway, attracting businesses to participate, and giving clear
signals as to the school system's support.

2. Encourage individual schools, science and math &perm= heads, and teachers to participate.

o Some regional superintendents of the Los Angeles school system built participation in
partnership into performance objectives for school principals, giving strong incentives for
participating in parmership activities.

3, Provide the needed saff, facility, and supplies to get the partnership underway. This includes selecting
school coordinators (both the overall sclwool system coordinator and any needed coordinators at
individual schools); providing needed secretarial and clerical support for such activities as
disseminadng information about the parmership pogrom, arranging meetings, etc.

4. Provide fa, timely information for evayone with a potential interest or stake in the partnership effort,
including administrators, science and math department teachers and heads, guidance counselors, and
the teach= association in order to obtain support for the effixt and alleviate anxieties.

S. Give approval to conduct partnership activities in the schools (this is especially important for
PrinciPals).

a

nalitelliaLteganliglalag
1. Provide =timed support for partnership activities.

2. Appove special procedures and activities needed kw certain categories of pamiership, such as release
time for students In special mentorships held at the manors' facilities during regula school hours.
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3. Sponsar recognition events for volunteers and teachers.

4. Give credit for successful partnership activities in perfonnance evaluadons of teachers, school
coonlinams, and others participating in parmeninps.

5. Resolve issues that were not considered when the pumershipprogram was designed.

EgalutaksiMagniagm

School administrators need information on partnership activities and student progress. In particular,

school principals dwuld be kept informed of parmersitp activities in their schools. This might be done

through brief reports or memos each semester. The principal should receive NU deactitsions of partnership

activities and pzocesses. School coordinators should also provide principals with regular feedback on

partnership activities, including copies of parmership evaluation reports.

In large schools with school district administrators, these administrators should also receive regular

information on pannerships in their school systemboth from the system-wide coordination office and from

individual schools within their districts.

Administrators can be expected to have some special concern with some categories of partnerships.

They wiU be particularly concerned with liability issues, especially in partnerships that involve

transponatice to off-site facilities or that require individual students and volunteers working in one-on-one

settings, such as in mentorships and tutoring programs.

G S
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CHAPTER 7
STUDENTS

Partnerships exist to provide educational boats to students. Students will receive greater benefits

and satisfaction hum the partnership experience if the following issues are explicitly addzessed:

Orientation of students
Modvating studems
Recognition
Feedback

Although recruitment of students is also importmit, it is only an issue for certain categories of

partnership that are voluntary or restricted to particular students (for example, tutoring, mentorships,

special classes). Therefore it will be discussed in the chapters covering those types of partnerships.

Like volunteers, students will generally be newcomen to the parmership experience. Meteor% they

need an orientation to the parmership. Some recommended steps are the following:

1. Provide orientation for students. Have the teacher or coordinator uplain what will be involved in the
partnership and what is expected of students in advance of the first session with the business
prmer(s). The odentadon shouldcover such points as the followinv

o Learning objectives for die partnership.

o Activities to be performed in the partnership.

o Partnership expectations of smdents regarding discipline, attendance, promptness, homework or
special assignments, and repotting.

2. Provide students with written materials which explain parmaship goals, activities, and requirements.
(These can be used for recndtment as well as odentadon.)

3. Intzoduce the students to the volunteers (including any back-up or substitute volunteers). For
example, the teacher or school coordinator might use the first meeting between students and
volunteers as a "getting acquaimed" session. This should be jointly planned, or at least discussed, by
the teacher (or school coonlinator) and voluntem(s).
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4. At the fiat meeting, have the business vohmteer(s) pasent an overview of what will take place over
the course of the parmasidp at the first meeting. The volunteers should also make clear to the
students what they expect from them, such as preparation of specific projects, completion of
aulgmnents, and paticiped= in field trips. Time should be allowed for a question and answer
'casket. (These expectations thould have been discussed with the teaches/coordinator beforehand.)
The teachernoonlinator palatably should be preset* during this meeting. Partnerships have used a
variety of approacks to student telentadom

o In Seattle, Reinke. Bank, as part of its tutoring partnership with Franklin High School ibeld in
the eveninp), held a pizza patty for participating students daring the fist session. This created
a relaxed atmosphete that facilitated the getting acquainted and orientation aspects of that
meedng.

o In Elkhart, Indiana, students received orientation to the intazier,744) and to science fair
participation from their scheme teachers during the first few weseka cf ass. Dining the first
partnership session, the mentors itso reviewed parmaship ph.cedurea and activities as well as
their expectations of the students. The inidal meeting was also used as a:.1 4-acquainted session.

o In St. Louis, Missouri the partnerships between Southwest High School and Monsanto and
between Carr Law Elementary School and Centene Bank was structured to involve teams of
volunteers. The entire team was always present for the Ms class so that they could all meet the
students and jointly provide an introduction to the scientific or mathematical topic.

o The MESA (Math, Engineering, Seim= Achievement) Program in Seattle held an orientation
sessim once a year on a Saturday at the University of Washington for prospective students and
their parents. An °deflation to the MESA program was peovided and motivational talks were
given by various role models, such as minority board members from business/industryor
fonner MESA students who were current University students. After the pmentations. students
and parents met with the MESA advisor from their school, current MESA students, and
members of the parent support group to receive neither orienation to the program.

o In the Indianapolis mentors* program, the school coordinator provided orientation to the
mentorship during interviews with potential participants. Letters were sent to students
infoiming them of their placement and contathing intimation ofan orientation nature, such as
the schedule of visits, transportation logistics, and remhters of student responsibilities.

1412klignaliftil

While some snadents will be self-motivated to get the mostout of the partnership learning experience

oppornmity, others will not. Some students will be in the partnerships involuntarily, or will be at least

pushed by teachers or parents. Note that although a number of partnesships have made efforts to use one or

more of the motivational techniques discussed below, partnership activities themselves can motivate



students. Teachers and panne:ship coordhistas often comment that attendance is particularly high on days

when partnership activides are scheduled and that students seem very interested in these activities.

Partnership activities can be inherently motivating, perhaps because of their novelty, change of pace, and

coverage of different topic& The use of more of a "hands-on" or experienial approach to learning and job-

related examples alio tends to motivate smdents.

Motivating students is particularly likely to be important when partnership activities require

additional efforts or time commitments outside of regular school bouts. Follow . rg are suggestions on how

ID motivate students:

1. Involve students in planning immoral* activities, particulady individualized partnerships, such as
znentoiships, tutoring, and those involving special projects or classes (examples will be provided in
the relevant enapters).

Encourage the use of peer support groups.

o The Seattle MESA program arcouraged students to form study groups to help each other with
their school wori, and motivate each mher to achieve.

Use constructive competition. This is the approach used in varicaur science fain where awards are
made for selected science fair projects. Parnsuships that involve undertaking science and math
projects can use this appwach, whether or nix formal science fain me scheduled. Many categories of
partnerships could adopt this approach. For example, awards could be made to those tutored students
maldng the most prowess in their science or math work. Such cmnpeddons could be structured so as
to 'nevi& ging rather thanbaditia awards. This task would also foster cooperative learning
within poups of students providing not only for academic achievement but social teaming as well.
Students tutored by one volunteer might be pitted against those tutored by another, or the students
might be allowed to group themselves into terns.

4. Provide tangible towards. The rewards might be based on attendance, performance, or both.

o In Tulsa, students who attended the Sanuday sessions of the Physics Enrichment Program
received a complementary light breakfast at each session. Students who attended at least two
thirds of the Saturday sessimrs in the program received a one year subscription to the scientific
magazine of their choic&

o The Seattle MESA program provided a variety of incentives. Studems with B+ averages in
their science and math classes received incauive awards of $50. Six college scholarships were
available for MESA students ces a competitive basis.

o In the Rainier Bank pogrom in Seattle, small "rewards° (such as key chains, T-shirts) were
periodically distributed to all students present at a session. Various types of attendance and
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achievement rewards were also provided by the bank. One year, the bark provided $50 bonds
for students who maimained their grade point averagc $100 bonds Ar improving it; and $50
bonds fix good attendance. Similar criteda WM used for spmadic rewards, such as being taken
to the bank dining room for lunch. The bank president also sent congratulatory letters to
students with good attendance or performance.

Such inconives are likely to be particularly helpful for students Wm low-income families.

5. Use "performance contracts." Some parmaships have used smne form of writ,en agreement, signed
by the student, specifying key responsibilities or targets ash as attendance and science and math
grades. This motivates students by having made them uptick cmnmitmems to partnership activities.
For example;

o In the Seattle-Rainier Bank tutoring partnership, students signed a "contract" committing
themselves to raising their own grade point average by a specified amount, raising the gmg2
grade point average by a specified amount, and attending four out of every five tutoring
sessicas.

o In Elkhart, Indiana, students completed a project planting form or "To Do" list at each meeting
with their =MM. This list specified the activities the students were to perform prior to their
next meeting with the mentors.

o In Howard County, Maryland, students in tte mentorship program developed detailed plans,
similar to a performance agreement, identifying what they planned to accomplish in their
=worship.

Although use of contract-like mechanisms can be height in motivating students, follow-up or
"(Woman" b needed to maximize their useAdness. Provisions should be made for monitoring the
"mune of the contract. Them should be penalties thr failure to meet its provisions.

6. Provide recognition of students' participation during the partnership activities. Including
announcements and descdpdons of specific students or gmups of rodents in student newsletters, and
other school media seen by students, can provide added encouragement to participant&

7. Hold social fimcdons for participating students. Social Amcdons, such as pizza Tunics and picnics,
can motivate students by making partnership activities Am and enjoyable.

o Business volunteers from Rainier Bank in Seattle sponsored irregular, unannounced social
events (e.g., plus parties, volleyball games) at their evening tutoring sessions to motivate
students to wend.

o MESA, in Seattle, held some social emus during the course of the school year, such as picnics
and ice-skating parties, that served as motivational functions as well as contributing to peer
group *aliveness.

8. Involve parents. Keeping parents informed or involved can help motivate students. This will be
discussed Anther in the next chapter.
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Recognition of students successfully completing a partnership, as well as of the volunteers and

teachers, is desirable. This after-completion recognition is likely to be welcomed by the participating

businesses and parents as well as the students themselves. Recognition usually involves special events, such

as awards ceremonies, dinnen, receptions, or "graduadons* at the end of the activity, most often at the end

of the school year. The special events might be sponsored by the school system, individual scliool, or by the

0

business partner&

o MESA sponsored a year-end awards banquet to recognize MESA graduates and students, as
well as a reception for graduating seniors.

o In Indianapolis one of the businesses participating in this program held a graduation ceremony
for students assigned to mentonhips at that business.

EtElls0

During and at the end of the partnership activity, the business volunteers should be asked to provide

feedback on student attendrurce and performance Students should also be asked to provide feedback on the

vohmteer and on the partnership.

1. Ask the volunteer to keep absenteeism and lateness records of indents and to periodically submit
such infolmation to the teacher or school coordinator, especially if there is a problem.

2. Have the volunteer plovide whatever information the teacher/coordinator needs for grading each
student (if applicable). For some partnerships, the volunteer may actually do most or all of the
grading (such as where the volunteer is teaching a regular class or is the mentor for a for-credit
memorship program). Volunteers should be encouraged to discuss with the teacher or school
coordinator any problems they are having with one or more student(s).

3. Have the teacher/coordinator check periodically with students about the partnership activities.

4. Encourage students to provide informal feedback to the responsible teacher or coordinator regarding
any problems with the volunteer or partnership. This, and the previous step, is needed so that
corrective steps can be taken if the innnership is not funcdcming properly (for example, ilvolunteers
an: not communicating clearly or if the material is presented at an inappropriate level).
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5. At the end of the partnership activity, ask each participating student to complete au evaluation form
about the partnership and the volunteer. This informatims is needed to determine (a) what, if any,
conections or adjustment; am needed for figure partnerships and (b) whether the particular volunteer
needs to be provickd auistance to improve future presentations, or whether the volunteer should be
invited back at all.

More detailed suggestions about feedbacL are presented in Chapter 15 on monitoring and evaluation.
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them. The letters also urged parents to encourage their child to attend tutoring sessions and
invited their suggesions for imp:wing the program.

o The Indianapolis =worship rogram invited parents to attend the orientation meeting held for
students at the workplace of tkir mentors. Parents were sent a document ex/gaining the
program and a letter outlining their child's responsiltlides and hisiher visitation schedule, as
wen as misprision and lunch artangementL Parents wen also twitted to sign a permission
slip, sawing their chikhen to participate.

Hammond, Man% patents and students were invited to an orientation meeting to explain
the name of the advanced chemistry class partnership and to outline the degree of commitment
required of students.

o The MESA program in Seattle invited parents and stuck= to its half.day orientation session
(held on a Saturday). Parental involvement was built iso this program though parent support
groups, which met tegula,iy with MESA's Seattle coordinator and the MESA advisor of each
schooL PAM groups organized telephoto trees to pmvide information to parents. Paronts also
had sporadic involvement in MESA activities, such as recognition/social events, and were
occasionally called upon to lobby° sclmols (for example, to be sure there were sufficient
advanced science an0 math courses available).

o In the Otevton-Cowan Avemm School partnership, PTA members hosted a fall breakfast that
served as both a recognition and get acquainted event for volunteers. Parent vohmteen at the
school also greeted volunteers when they arrived for Wonderf131 Wednesdays, and escorted
them to the mom where their classes were held.

Partnerships that involved patents heavily in theirprogram kaclude:

The Hartford-Aema Saturday Academy partnership required parents to participate in at least
four of the nine sessions. Parana observed their children in classroom sessions. Parents were
also expected to participate in workshops for them on topics such as parenting, health, the
importance of positive recognition for perikamance, and computen.

o In Tulsa, the AMOCO Science En:idioms Project was designed so that mom cf the volunteers
would be parents. More than 400 volunteers wen needed, many of them parents who received
special training to help students with a series of 24 stands-onif expoiments. Some parent
volunteers for this program lobbied for its adoption when their children moved to different
schools.

Informing, getting signed slips, and involving parents of disadvantaged youth can present extra

difficulties. There may be difficulties in reaching parents by telephone or mail, and once they are reached,

there may be language bafflers to overcome. In such instances the school system (e.g., school coordinator

or teacher) will need extra effort to communicate with these parents. Staff able to converse in the parent's
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foreign language will likely be needed. Written communication may need to be translated into other

languages for parents unable to lead English.
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SECTION III

TYPES OF PARTNERSHIP PROGRAMS

Patmership activities take on many different forms. Each chapter in this section focuses on one type

of partnership approach or format, describing it, discussing its applicability and benefits, providing

suggestions for its successfld implementsdon, sad finally discussing its specials limitations and/or benefits

regarding disadvantaged students. While each chapter stands on its own. Chapter 13, the chapter on

mentorship pmgrams highlights many points that are relevant to all types of partnership activities.

4
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CHAPTER 9
CLASSROOM DEMONSTRATIONS AND LECTURES

In this frewently occurdng category of parmership,one cu more volunteers work in the classroom

during regular school hours. Volunteers provide lemma and demonstrations, and help students conduct

experiments. The demonstratimullectures ate usually on a specific topic or series of topics that fit within, or

are related to, the normal curriculum. The presentations often provide practical applications of principles

that the teacher has already presented, although new materialcan be covered. This format can include more

project work or "hands on" activities for =dents than provided by a regular class. The volunteer might

bring equipment or materials not available in the schooL The volunteer, or team of volunteers. might

provide only a small number of sessions (e.g., 3 or 4) per year, or ixovide them as often as every week or

every other week for a semester or the entire school year.

Examiges of specific activides that can be perfcumed in this type of pannership include:

o Special lectures by experts and practitioners on topics of class interest (e.g., factors in designing
dams and bridges).

Short courses, often to cover technical topics where the teacher may not be current on
scime/math apfAications (e.g., 10 cause session on actuarial sciences)

o Experiments and demonstrations to illustrate industrial applications of the science or math
principals being coveted in the classroom (e.g., bow pHmeasurements are made in the chemical
industry).

o Special wain= and demongradons that the school system and the teachers don't have the
thne or knowledge or equipment to develop and put on (e.g., series of life sciences cut-l:parts
involving elementsry school students dissecdng animals)

o Special applications of computers and computer software (e.g., use of spreadsheet programs,
computer aided design posterns).

This category of partnership activity generally takes place in the regular classroom, althonh some

sessions may occur in .a separate science or computer room. "Field trips" to the business site may be
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included. The school may need to provide or facilitate any mecial requirements, such as storage space,

school supplies,and equipment (tables, injectors, etc.).

The presentations could be given to a number of classes, perhaps even in different schools. In a St.

Louis partnership the volunteers developal special chemistry and biology demonstrations that were

presented to all classes taking that course in that high school, repesdng the same demonstration as many as

kw times during the day.

Examples of partnezsl ? activides described in Appendix B that have used the demonstration/lecture

format include: Long Middle SchoolBoatmn's Bank, Carr Lane Elementary School-Centerre Bank, The

St. Louis Academy of Math and Sciences-McDonnell-Douglas, The St. Louis Academy of Math and

Sciences-General American Life Insurance Company, Southwest High School-Monsanto, all in St Louis,

Missouri; Cowan Avenue Elementary School-Owron, Los Angeles, California; Tulsa Public Schools-

Amoco Science litaicalnern Pinject. Wok adshoma; portions of 10th Street Elementary School-ARCO,

Los Angeles* California; and Hammond School System-Inland Steel, Hammond, Indiana.

Ainlielay_mdAvab

This type of partnership is widely applicable. Classroom lectures and demonstrations can be

efkmive at all grade levels and can benefit both advanced and remedial students. This format is also less

demanding on the volunteers than the other ihrmats.

This type of pannmship can anal* teachers to cover very up-to-date or bighly specialized math and

science topics which would be very difficult for the teachers to present themselves. Volunteers providing

lectureWdemonstrations, even if only kw a few sessions, create a fresh leandng environment This can

stimulate students to become more interested in science andiorrnath, and possibly to lesto More. While

neither course gredes nor student scores on standaraized tests may inmease as a direct =It of such limited
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exposure, the initial increase in interest, if reinfotved, may be used as a basis for continued interest anal

growth in academic amass

This type of palms* activity may also encourage students to learn by sluming them real-world

applications of the seemingly abstract material the teacher has beat presenting. These can imlude career- or

work-related applications, int the topics can also have applications outside of the workplace. Two

pannetships in St. Louis, Missouri focused on using banking skills (writing checks, balancing checkbooks,

calculating intents) to underscore bast math concepts and their uses in everyday life. These lectures and

demonstrations can provide, in effect, a mini-course at tecludcal topics within the framework of the regular

class.

Although ft is not generally a Ornery purpose of these parmerships, some career infoimadon is likely

to be provided, at least indirecdy. Since voluntems an frequently demonsming career-related apigications

of the material, they are providing insights into science and math careers as well as the nature of the

wodcplace. The volunteers can also be seen as role models for minority students, if minorities and/or

women in science/math fields are involved.

Teachers noted that working whh vohmteers and Omitting ibr classroom-based parmership activities

takes time. Rarely do these Both/ides reduce teacher wottload. However, teachers generally felt that their

time spent on these pamierships was well worthwhile. If the SAM teacher and the same volunteer Of Set Of

vohmtems work topther fOr several semesten and refine the parmership activity, the extra time demands on

the teacher s c minimal.

lignisLikalsnintlisseggikiftwatm
1. Arrange for close coordination between teacher a.ad volunteer to ensure that the

lectunts/demonstration fit in appropriately with du curriculum and lesson plans for that class.
Teubers have an established curriculum to cover in a shon time and axe not anxious to allow
volunteers to introduce mined that is extraneous to the curriculum. The teacher and the
volunteer(s) should work together to plan the volunteers' sessions so they ck fit into the curriculum.
Care should be taken to schedule volunteerpesentations to integrate them into the charm lesson
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plans. Meetings and telephone conversations need to be bad to develop dm schedule and content
and, before each sesskat, to confirm dates and to make modificationsor changes as appropriate to
fine-num the presentation. Volunteers should be given a copy of the textbook, course syllabus,
classroom notes, wodtsheets, exercises and any other relevant materials to help them understand the
context fbr the remotions.

2. Emphasize the presentation of experiments amiAm material that are unique or different, particularly
those the teachers and schools would not likely be able to cover on their own.

3. Stress hands on experiments and practical or enjoyable applications ofmaterials and concepts
coveted in school--to build studem interest.

o In the 10th Sum Elemeinary SchoolARCO partnership in Los Angeles, volunteers worked
with students in a zarden to teach/reinforce concepts from biology and nutrition, and a
photography lab to teacWreinforce cturcepts hum chemistry and math.

4. Provide segink expedmental set ups, prom etc. to enable all smdems to become actively involved in
the hands-on aspects of the sessions.

o In AMOCO's elementaty school-level science program in Tulsa, the goal was to have at most
four students working with a olmiteer and one experimental set up, so all students would be
actively involved and WM .t simply observers. Students performed experiments, made
observations, and subaequendy posed questions In a small group setting.

5. Encourage volunteers to wake **presentations as imeresdng as possible. For example, encourage
the use of visual aids. Many businesses have graphics and video production capabilities far better
then dew classroom machos have regularaccess to for preparing classroom presentations.

6. Build in experiments or activities where students can take things home to keep and to show to
pasents. This has a reinforcing effect on what students learned and gets parents involved, at least
tangendally, in the Indents' education. This telly:live was adopted by Tulsa's AMOCO Science
Enrichment Roan=

0

0

7. Be sure that volunteer presented= are made rt, an appropriate level for students to understand.
Volunteers tend to overestimate the background knowledge and intellectual capabilities of students
and talk over dmir heads, selecdng material too complex for their age and grade level. This problem
can be avoided by coordthation between teacher and volunteer in developing curriculum, careful
review of the imposed turriculum, and feedback from the teacher and the students after the
volunteer's Ude' resentedon.

8, Encourage ,..achets to stay in the c1aw:4m during volmair presentations. This enables teachers to
provide inkornal feedback to the volunteers to help avoid teaching over the heeds of modems. It also
helps maintain discipline. Tenth= may help students with experiments if they break into small
group sessions. In addition, teachers may learn new material of interest from the lectures or
demonstrations.

9. Encourage teachers to reinforce the volunteers' resentadons, clarifying the more difficult aspects.
This will maximize the usefidness of those presented= for students.
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CHAPTER 10
BUSINESS PROVIDING TEACHERS FOR CREDIT CLASSES

Riagatka

In this partnership format, the business provides an employee to teach one or more regular credit-

bearing classes. This employee is not supplemendng the work of another teacher; the employte I the

teacher of those classes. The employee is net generally$ vohmteer since the teaching responsibilities are

built into hisiber employment arrangement(s). In effect, du teacher/employee has two jobs: teaching a

specified number of courses (which may or may mat be less than the teaching load of a fUll-time teacher);

and woridng as a business employee. Thus, this employee is OM by the business and the schooL

This type of partnership arrangement is useful in dealin with the shortage of science and math

teachers, particularly those qualified to teach advanced classes. It can provide sldlled practitioners for

teaching assignments in districts that have been unable to aunct sufficient numbers of qualified teachers.

The following examples of applicatimas of this format illustrate these uses, as well as showing how these

activities can be arranged:

o In rural West Point, Virginia, the school system and the major employer, the Chesapeake
Corporation, jointly paceived a poblem of attracting teachers fOr higher level high school math
and science courses.°They developed a partnership in which the business irked an entry level
engineer for the combined purpose of teaching at the high school 3-4 houraday during the
school year (lecturing and preparadon time) and working for the business the rest of the time.

o In Hammond, Indiana, a high school science teacher had held a part-dme and summer position
as a chemist at Nod SteeL The teacher appoached the school and the business to develop an
arrangement to amain a flail-time teacher but to reschedule his teaching assignments to end at
noon, thus allowing half-time work for the business during the school year. Part of this
arrangement involved teaching an advanced chemistry class in the company's laboratory on
Saturday mornings. This class was available to qualified students hum all of the district's high
schools. The Saturday class, combined with few weekday morning classes, amounted to a hall
teaching load. -

Classes in this type of partnership can takiplace in the school or at the business facility. Classes Irld

at the loudness facility might have to take *cc after regular school hours or on Savirday. Other business



mnployees could also teach some classes as guest lutturers (as in du classroom lecture and demonstration

partnerships discussed earlier).

ARIaliblatatati
These parmerskips offer significant rentrins. They offer an alternative way to deal with teacher

shortages in science and math, particularly for insuuction in advanced subject matter. This arrangement

may be particulMly usefid in poor and rural areas, when, it is difficult to attract qualified science and math

teachers. It is also useful in cases when student enrollments may not justify hiring full-time teachers for

advanced course&

The Hammond arrangement repo:sans a unique approach to the problems of science or math teachers

leaving education for better paying positions in business. Reartanging this teaches class schedule enabled

the school to main him as a full-time teacher. The revised schedule allowed the teacher opportunities for

learning and application of advanced skills, as well as additional earnings from the part-time business

pa:tido= In combination, these factors enabled him to continue teaching full-time. In effect, this person

held MA jobs, which may not be manageable for many people. However, developing arrangements that

facilitate teachen' ability to supplement their salaries may help schools retain qualified science and math

teachers, who might otherwise be lured sway from teaching by higher paying jobs in business. The

opportunities to keep up-to-date and to use advanced skills in an aprgied setting may also increase teacher

saddaction, thus contributing to nsention.

Although classes taught by business-provided instructors do not have to be advanced, these

arrangements provide an opportunity to offer mare advanced content than that available in °regular classes."

Teacher/employees can focus on science/math applications and use of specialized skills and/or equipment in

either advanced angular classes. If some or all classes me taught at th,. :Minn% students will have access
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to state-of-the-art equipment that most school systems cannot match. In these cases, classes can be targeted

to advanced tandem thus improving their scientific and teclmical educational oppcutunities.

The insights offiered by a pracdtionew-teacher can provide students in regular and advanced classes

with banes paspectives on caner opportunities in sciesce and math fields.

The business parmer may also be willing to donate equipment or supplies Sor the teacherlenployee's

classes, or even for other classes. For example, in Hammond, Inland Steel ionated a variety of obsolete

equipment to the high school. Although it was obsoler ; to the firm, it was more up-to-date than the

equipment the school had. The teacher/employee is in a better position to lcnow about what is available than

a regular teacher, and to bow whom to ask for it.

These arrangements can provide teaching A:toff at little cost to du: school system. They might be

designed so that the school provides some kind of quid pro quo to the business, such as occasional use of

school facilities. The business partner can gain high visibility and community good will for its participation.

411

40
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These parteerahip plograms also have draw backs. They require very substantial commitment of time

from the °teacher° to develop the cause and then to teach it. In the Wes Point parmership, individuals who

tau& were paid salaries equivalent to those of others in the firm with similar tockwounds and experiences

but with no teaching responsibilities. In the Hammond partnership, the teacher/employeeeffectively held

1-1/2 jobs. He also received 1-1/2 salaries.

These parmuships can be relatively expensive, particularly if the business pays the teacher/employee a

saor; but receives only about half-time work ibr. However, this is not the case for programs in

which the employee's salary for the time spent teaching is paid by the school, as in the Hammond program.

ese is also likely to be opposition and resentmem from some teachers and possibly the wacher's 411

usociation or union if non-certified teaching persotmel are used.

so Sc
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Regular teachers may need to be reminded that the teacher/employee is carrying two jobs and is
(robably) working 12 months a year.

o In Hammond, union representatives and school officials who received complaints about the
IIIIMISCOMS pointed out that the teacherstomployee worked mmy more hours in the combined
position than was nequired for a regular teaching position, and that the arrangement included
working a half day on Saturday during the school year. Teatime were also told that any teacher
could develop a similar arrangement and submit it for considendon.

6. Obtain advance approval from the teachers asmciation or union, especially if special arrangements
involving 'soaring hours, salary cw other issues omen* included in union contracts am involved.

o In Hammond, the mks contract had clauses allowing for "building management" and for
parmership participation. The former allowed the school flexitility in class scheduling that
enabled the teacher to hold a full-dme teaching position as part of the partnership arrangement.

7. Have the teacheoferoployee teeth muses for which no other qualified teachers are available. Teachers
may be conceived that these arrangements will be used to replace Adl-time teachets or to reduce them
to teaching lower-level courses. Good communication and cooperation with teachers can help 0
alleviate these come=

s

lb

8. Provide orientation to the business for teachers who lack business experknce. Some person hired for
the teadrerlanployee tole may have had teaching experience but little or no business experience. If so,
the person will need help in adjusdng to the business environment. This might be handled by having
the teacher begin work for the firm during the summer if the pannenhip sults in the fall Orientation
to the business should include huroducdons to other people in the busiam who might contribute to the
course as occasional guest lectums.

9. Arrange the assignmerg of the teacher/employee in the finn to accommodate the demands of the
teaching sdredule.

o Experience in Walt Point revealed that the time demands for teattingwere so extensive that the
teacher/employee could not hold a line position and teach parttime during the day.
Arrangements were made to assign this person to the Human Resources Division to provide
greater flexibility.

10. Make aningements that enable students to contact the teacher/employee. Since the teacher/employee
does not spend a fail day at the school, students may find it difficult to contact him/her. Try to arrange
for the tescher/entigoyee to be available to students for a time before and/or after class. Provide
students a business or home teler.thone number, pethaps with 'unmakes about appropriate times to
make calls.

11. Encourage teacher/employees to commit themselves to at least two years or mote in the joint role.
Some persons in these joint teacheolemployee roles are likely to decide they prefer returning to ane or
the other role ftill time. Because of the "investment" likely to be needed in the teacher/employee, the
school system and business 'Mould seek pm= that ate likely to remain in the dual roles for a few
years, to avoid the mite= inherent in facto= turnover.



12. Address liability issues if classes are held at the business facility. The school and business partner
should pmvide mechanisms to deal with issues of liability.

In Hammoml, the business partner had its legal department check into whether special
arrangements were needed. It was decided that existing coverage was adequate. The school
also felt its current policies provided suffician yotecdon.

13. Provide, or make arrangements for, transponation if classes are held at tie business facility.

o In Hammond, the school system provided fbr a tuts to pick up the students from downtown
locations and take them on to dIS site. (The 'madnesspartner did not want students driving on
the industrial facility.)

14. Extend earollment in a4vanced/4 ecialized classes to all schools in the school district, or to
neighboring districts, if feasible. The demand for advanced or specialized courses may be low,
particularly in smaller schools. Expanding enrollment oppornmities will help assure a sufficient
sup* of students as well as reduce the perception of favoritism toward a particular school.

15. Recruit and screen students for advanced classes with limited space availability. Classes held at the
business facility may have to be limited in size din to the space available.

o The teacherfemployee in the Hammond-Inland Steelwog= contacted science/math teachers,
guidance counselors, and principals for nominations for the Saturday advanced class. The
teacher/employee called all nominees to explain the course cosnent and requirements, and to
ascatain their Wawa in it. His selection criteria included interest in mathiscience careers, as
well as grades and advanced colt:sew:kin math. Maturity was also stressed.

16. Select mature students for classes that ass held at the business site and provide orientadou for them.
Manua behavior patterns are needed to avoid damaging equipment as well as to prevent injury to
students. Classes held at business sites may also requite sacrifices of free time and other activities.

o Students in the Saturday class in Hammond sacrificed sleeping late on Saturdays and
participation in some sports in order to take a class that exposed them to state-of-the-an
laboratory equipmen. These sacrifices were made clear to them in an orientadon meeting that
included their parents.

17. Provide an explicit mum cc the investment for the basin= parmer. The business partner can make a
substantial =Ittihad= in ploviding empbyees for teaching purposes. Providing some type of return
to this investment saves as "insurance that thearrangement will condnue dmislimiods of economic
downturns or busy perbds when the film might need the macho:a/employee im a figl-dme basis.

0

o In West Point, the business partner teceived the following murices from the school system:

A pysical nmess gogram using school personnel and conducted at school facilities, for
which employees pay a fee.
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Access to school grounds and facilities (such as the gymnasium, auditorium,
telecommunicadcas studio, and classrooms) by prior arrangement, and to school busses
under a mumally convenient schedule.

Help with the business punier's in-service training.

Areas with primarily minority and/or low-inwme populadons, particularly rural areas, often have the

greaten difficulty attracting qualified teachers. This kind of partnership arrangement can be particularly

helpful in such cases.

Disadvantaged students often do not receive much exposure to information.about careers, especially

those inVolving science and math. Having practitioners as teachers can be particularly useful for these

Snide=

On the other hand, disadvantaged gudents may be less attracted to, or less able to take advantage of,

advanced science and math class, esperially those held on weekends (due to their holding jobs) or those

requiring their own transported= to the business facility. The school and businesspuma may need to pay

special attention to the needs of such students, such as arranging transportation.
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CHAPTER 11
OUT-OF-CLASS VOLUNTARY PARTNERSHIPS

laststa
Some partnerships are designed to provide enrichment experiences to groups of students who

patticipate voluntarily in the parmership activity. These partnerships generally take the form of special

sessiims that may provide school credit. They may be held at the business facility, or in a special classroom

or laboratory in the school. In these cases, they often provide opportunides for exposure to, or use of,

equipment or materials not av salable to regular classes. Thad activities may take place outside of regular

school hours, including on weekends or durthg the summer Their content is usually not closely linked to

the being covered in "regular" science and math classes. Because of this, teachers tend not to be as directly

involved as in other partnerships. Volunteers pad= most of the teaching in these types of partnerships,

although they can be designed so that teachers share this role.

Most of these parmerships' activities are MOTO advanced or applied than the regular curricula, cover

differtmt topcs, and/or include mom hands-on opportunities for students. They are often oriented toward

h12J1-achievin3 students and/or those with smmg internsts in science and math. The activities can also be

desisted for reinforcementhemediatkm purposes for students who are low achievers, or who ate considered

high risk in terms of dropping out, failing, or not performing to their capabilities. The program might use a

competitive process to select student pa:dolmas for these programs.

Partnerships with voluntary participation can vary considerably in their format, as indicated by the

following examples:

o In Thiss, AMOCO provided a nine-session program twice a year to help above-averagr high
school students "learn and appreciate some of the wonders of science." The three hour sessions
were held on Saturday mornings at its research facility. About 20 business volunteers were
involved in developing experiments and placating lectures focused on physics/geophysics. A
hands-on approach was stressed, often using the facility's equipment. Material presented was
comparable to first year college level. Appoximately 50 juniors and seniors were accepted for
each wpm



o In SL Louis Park, Honeywell helped develop and equip a high school science resources
labmatory, and provided two volunteers who each spent one-hour per week there. Teachers
stafkd the lab during the school day and after school. Students used the lab on a voluntary
basis to wok on projects individually or small groups. Since lab use and project work was
vohmtary, =dams who chose to participate wens generally high achievers with a stung interest
in science. Business whams helped du students with their projects.

o The MESA program in Seeds was designed for voluntary participation of high school students
intormed in math/science fields in college and careers. It provided several special classes,
including an advanced for-credit science class taken husked of a regular 10th grade science
elective by all MESA =Went& This was tau& by a high school teacher involved in the MESA
program, hut included demonatrations/lectures by business volunteers on more
advanced/applied aspects of the material.

o MESA students also could voluntarily take a six-week summer science course held for them at
the University of Washington campus. The daily half-day sessions focused on computers,
physics, and math, and was taught by University faculty and graduate $tudents. MESA =dews
received an elective science avdk for this COM from their high school. Illere was also a two- 110

week long, non-czedit, live-in, summer program for MESA students at the University. Facirlty
exposed post-11th grade students to vadous engineering disciplines in daricmg sessions. These
two ingrains wens limited to 40 students each.

o In Hartford, Connecticut, Aetna Institute for Corporate Education and the Hartford Board of
Education estaMished a special Saturday Academy targeted ibr innevcity seventh graders and
their parents. The curriculr . supplemented regular classwork. It was more hands-
on/experiemial than the weekday curriculum. The balf-day sessions were taught by teachers
from the Wool system with the assistance of Aetna volunteers. The sessions were held at
Anna's training facility. Two nine-week sessions were offered each year, each involving about
75 students. Aetna vohmteers held workshops for plums on topics such as parenting, computer
use, and =Wisdom.

In Hammond, Indiana, a teacher employed both by the school district and Inland Steel, taught
an advanced chemisuy class on Saturdays which no at the business facility.

AaSsaimallenfla

Partnership activities involving voluntary participation povide some of the same benefits as other

partnerships; expos= to volunteers' perspectives on science and math, and use of specialized equipment or

materials. A benefit specific to the voluntary nature of :km programs is that the material included can be

adjusted to the abilities and interests of the =dents. If participation is limited to high achievers with cons

science and math imams, -,ohmteers can work at a more advanced level than they would be able to if they
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wens provided demonstrations for an entity class. This can be parucularly motivating and encouraging to

high achievas, who may not receive enough stimulation and challenge from their regular classes.

Similarly, participation co be focused on low achievers or st-risk students. Activities can then be

tsigned to reinforce regular classwork. Volunteers and equipment can help create a more interesting ard

lively environment than the mulls' classroom, thus helping to motivate students whose interest or abilities

may be low.

Holding some or ail parmenhip sessices at the toshess facility provide's exna stimuiction anti learning

oppontuddes for high- and kw-achieving students.

The voluntary aspect of these activides allows participation to be open to students in more than one

school, paniculady if the activities o=ur at the business facility. This wreads the benefits of the partnership

further in the school system. Opening the activities to morb than one school may also be necessary (in

addidon to being beneficial) in order to generate a sufficient number of students who meet the criteria

specified for pardzipation.

A18111M.661128112a6122021161118103101

1. Make the content and presentation stimulating and intemsting, and include a lot of hands-on
opportunities for sniens. As these nth/ides ne frequendy held onside of regular school homy when
there me competing activities for studenuikom naming, draft in on Saturdays, or hanging out to
extracurricular activities and jobs. These parmenhip activities need to be especially appealing to
auract students (other than possibly the most slimly motivated achievers).

Providing well-dwelt:sod lectures by teclmical experts and hands-on experiments for students
generates inter's. Students expect and appreciate lectures and experiments *at an developed
specifically fbr them. This appeara to be one of the attractions fix coming, but it places a significant
demand on the vohmteers. Sciendso at the Tulsa research organizationspent anywisan from 3 to 10
days developing lectures and special demonstrations and hands-on experiments targeted to the
students.

2. Arrange the psogram to setve as many qualified students who fit snt to participate as possible.
Sometimes activities designed fir specific groups ans paceived to be atclusionary especially if only a
small number of students participate. Efbts should be made to recruit sufficient volunteers to pravide
the pragnm to all eligible students who want to participate. Int* is not possible, other alternatives
might be made available for Nudges who me rest chosen as participant For example, a lectures series
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such as that provided by Grumman yammers could be provided ibr all students (on a vohmtary basis)
a voluntary program that cannot serve all interested =dents._

o In Hammond, a modified version of the class taught at the baud Steel facility was provided by
the teacher/employee at one of the high schools. This was done to make advanced chemistry
available to those who could not participate in the Saturday class. Consideradon was also given
to providing 152 classes on Saturday, but therewa IIMACICIK student interest in this to do so.

3. Make criteria for student selection explicit. Programs for high achkrvers or talented science/math
students often request nominations ft= teachers, principals, guidance counselors, etc. if specific
criteria are not provided, these indivichrals may be reluctant to idea* some students as °best" or as in
need of reinforcement, or to single ante out for benefits that ate not availaige to all. Specifying
criteria such as grade point averages, or other readily identifiaMe characteristics (such as taking
specific science or math courses) will help assure that appropriate recommendations are made.
Maturity and reliability could be included in the criteria, particulady ftw activities held at the business
facility. Candklans might be asked to complete a brief questionnaire or application, explaining why
they are interested and what they hope to accomplish.

4. free:view nominees to be SUM they really want to participles and am appropriate candidates, and make
sure students (and their person) know at the start what will be expected of them. This includes making
clear expectations regarding attendance and behavkx, as well as what sacrifices migo be involved in
terms of participial= in sports, extracurricular activities, or jobs. This can be done at an orientation
session for students and pans& through personal intemiews, letters, phone calls, etc.

3. Open participation in off-campus inograms to all interestedIqualified nukes in the area, regardless of
what school system they ban to. ft may be difficult to pt enough highly motivated, well qualified
such= to participate in advanced enrichment courses. Attendance may be enhanced by opening
patticipatior to all =dents in the area, regardless of whether they attend public or private schools, or
of what school system they belong to. Alternatively, the pool of potential students may be enlarged by
not aiming the program at high academic achievers, but instead at average to above average students
with inters in science and math.

6. Provide ineendves for pardcipation in non-ctedit acdvides. If the acdvides are both voluntary and not
for school credit, the students will find many temptations to not attend or to not undenake the needed
preparadon. The,best incendves are sdmulating presentation. Incentives can also include such
elements awanis and certificates; refreshments at each session; or other tangible awards provided by
the business. It may be necessary also to set up punitive memos, suchas dismissal from the program
if the student misses a set mimber ofsessksis

o In Ulm, students attending twoi.thisds of the Saturday sessions received a one-year subscription
to the sciendfic magazine of their choice. Light refreshments were also provided at these
sessions.

o Students who missed three of Hartford's Samrday Academy sessions were asked to withdraw
from the program.
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7.

S.

9.

10.

11.

12.

Develop a regular schedule of activides to increase participadon. Programs that adhere to a regular
schedulefrw example every Sanuday over a set number of weeksappear to be easier for snidents to
schedule, and thus increase participation.

Keep homework asaignmens pleasam and toa minimum for ncar-credk classes. Students participating
in non-cmdk classes after regular school hours are already making sacrifices to sea Requiring more
than small ammints of seeding or other work assignments may discourage pardcipadon and lead to
poor attendance. To the extent, however, that such assignmentscan to made fun or entertaining, these
assignmems can be lengthened

Recruit a sufficient pool of volunteen to avoid overload or burnout of individual volunteers.
Parmership activities can be designed so that diffbrent vohmteets am responsible ibr differezu sessions.
This avoids placing excessive burdens on a small number of vohmtems, particulady if sessionsoccur
on Satiudays or outside regular working house. This may also facilitate serving larger numbers of
students. However, in activities involving multi* volunteers, volunteers should be encouraged to
plan sod coordinate their sessions so they fit together coherently.

Provide, or make arrangements for, transportation of students if sessions are held at the business
facility. This could be a problan and expense, especially if the facility is in a fat-away, difficult to
reach, or =safe locatimi. Help with tramportation artangements is likely to be needed, particulady for
low-Incur* 1504C1111.

Wort out liability questions in advance if sessions ase held at the business facility.

If for-credit classes are involved, make arrangements to enable non.certilled teachers to give, or at
leam contribute to, lades as necessary.

lastikar migiallakassolivasi
Partnership enrichment activities with voluntary participation can be particularly beneficial to

disadvantaged students if they are designed to provide reinforcement or remediation for at-risk or low-

addeving students. The Hartfoid partnership provides an example of this approach.

Particular concerns or suggestion regadillg these students include:

If transportation to the business facility is not provided by the school, low-income students maY
not have access to cars or be able to afford their own transportation. Alternative arrangements
should be made for students in d* position. These could include provision of passes for public
tresuPonetloos vouchers for teele pick up and return by business staff or other students, etc.
The cr xdinmon of the Physics Enrichment Program in Tulsa encourapd carpools and offered
assistance if these could not be arranged.

o Low-income students may have difficulty participating in alter-school or Saturday programs
becaum the income generated by part-time jobs may be necessity. Efforts should be made to
provide opporniaides to participate in such activities without conflicting with employment
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opporr&dies. A "scholarship" concept might be developed to compensate low-income students
for lost wages, thus enabling them to take advamage of such oppmumides.

o Minorities and women should be moulted as volunteem, wherever possible, to serve as role
models, especially fcui parmerships saving high intrutioos of minority youth.

0
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CHAPTER 12
TUTORING PARTNERSHIPS

0

In tutoring partnenhips, volunteers help studems hal ing problems with regular curriculum content.

Most tutoring partnerships are designed for voluntary participation by students. Tutoring can take place

during, or maids of, regular school houn. It generally takes place at the school, in locations other than the

regular classroom; although in sane programs, volunteers have tutored students in the back of the classroom

during class sessions.

Tutoring pannetships can use a one-on-ene ibrmat (one volumetr with one student), or match small

group of students with each volunteer. Groups can consist of students from the same or different classes.

An entire class could ev en be the focus of a tutoring partnership. Tutoring partnerships can also be

developed to help students prepue for events such as tests or competitions. In these cases, participations

would not have to be limited to low-achieving students.

Examples of different tutoring arrangements include;

o In Osceola High School, in Pinellas County, Florida, tutoring occurred once each week,
generally during the class period in which the student was having difficulty, but sometimes
thning other classes, such as physical education. Most tutoring was done in a small group
foanat (4-5 students), with all students in the group from the same class. Some one-on-one
tutorins was also anunged.

o In Seattle, the tutoring program Dor high school students was offered one evening each week for
about two hours. A group of volunteers fun the bank went to the school and provided one-on-
one or small group tutoring, depending on the number of students attending and their needs.
Panicipating students were nom a variety of classes. The bank volunteers were supplemented
by one or two high achieving sudsy who saved as "peer* =ors.

o In Springfield, Massachusetts, tutoring to* place in a0Living Math Lab." Entire classes of
third and fourth grade students attended fuming session; in the lab each week forabout an lutur
(in place of one session of their regular math class). Tuton worked with students in a small
group Amu. All study= in these gndes received tutoring because of a perceived need to
increase math scores on standardized tests and a belief that many students had math anxiety.
The partnership used "job cards," detailed instmcdons printed on index cards for the volunteer
to use at each session. The cards provided subject matter assignments, featuring realistic hands-
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on activities that increased in difficulty over tins. For example, to learn measurement, students
worked with measuring cups tomeasure popcom into a comet= aixi play money was used to
practice making change to help sigients learn addition and subtraction.

o In Los Angeles, some ARCO vault= mond individual eiememary school students or small
groups in the back of the classroom while the teacher worked with the rest of the class.
Tutoring in math problem-solving skills was also provided for a selected group of high-
achieving students to help them prepare for an mial, city-wide math competition. Both forms
of tutoring involved weekly SOSsionS lasting one hour. Students selected for the math
competition team received an additional weekly pawing session for about three months prior to
the competitim

AlasaillitumMESS

Volunteen are able to give more individualized assistance and explanation to students than are

teachers who must deal with entire classes. They can cover selected material at a slower pace than normal

classroom conditions allow, going over the same material in a variety of ways until it is understood.

Students feel less threatened by volunteers, since volunteers do not grade. Volunteers can use examples

ftom business to help explain material and to demonsuate the use of what is being taught in school, all of

which helps to motivate students.

Tutoring can be used at any grade level (begiming about third grade) but is probably most applicable

for high school students who can take the most advantage of volimteers' pinfessional experience.

Muoring partnerships are particularly uselid in helping disadvantaged students improve their science

Ind math skills and keep up with the test of the claw

Volunteers in tutoring pannenthips, particularly minorities and women, can serre as role models for

students and can pmvide career related information as an additional bye& Because of the close individual

contact between tutors and students, volunteers may serve as sources of friendship, stability, and

encouragement.

o A business volunteer in Washingtca, D.C. wotked intensively with one student during and alter
school; die student's truancy declined and his grade pi:dm:Lance increased from near failure to
a C avezzge for the year.
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Tutoring partnerships can demonstrate that the larger community (represented by the business

volunteers) cares abou young people and has a commitment to their future. Th.i.s can be particularly

important for students who are doing poorly in school, many of whom may be lowincome or minority

students who frequently feel alienated ftom,or rejected by, society.

imsnsaitiganagawsWaLinuthanawks

1. Establish tutoring schedules that facilitate both student and volunteer panicipation. Finding the best
time to schedule nuoring can be challengin& One pmmership that provided evening tutoring (a good
time for volunteer participation) found that participation of high school students declined
dramatically as students got older. Sports, extracurricular activities, and/or jobs competed with
tutoring in the evening hours. Another program rejected the idea of after-school tutoring because it
would cause transpextadon problems for students (school busses would not be available to take them
home afterward), and because it would compete with extracurricular activities.

o The Osceola Ingram scheduled tutoring dwing algular dull periods. Students were excused
from dm class in which they were having imoblems to be tutored in that subject. In cases where
teachers did not feel this was appropriate, arrangements wens made to exam the =dent from
another comae, suds as gm, driver educadon, etc. Most tutoring was done in the late morning
or eady afternoon because volunteers pastrami tutoring near lunchthne. Their absence from
work caused fewer problems then, and they did tux have to make up the time that would
normally be taken as lunch. The schocd wordinitor was also flexible in scheduling to meet the
needs of volunteeng one tutoring session wu scheduled at 7:30 am.

2. Create a comfonable, supportive environment Am the tutored students. Students who need tutoring
often have experienced multiple failures at school, and may have social and family problems as well.
They may feel uncomfortable because they need mating and fear that they will not improve. Efforts
should be made to reduce student anxieties and cream a relaxed environment.

o Rainier Bank volunteers incorporated social activities, such as occasional pizza panics and
volleyball panne into their Innis tutoring sessions. These helped develop rapport between
students and tutors, which cmuributed to a relued environment. The name of the program,
Tuesday Dilte Live, also helped set a nce-threatening tone to the Ingram.

3. In general, use a small-group format fix tutoring rather dun one-on-one spinach. Students may feel
indmidated by tutors in a one-on-one sating or feel embalmed aboutasking questions or showing
lack of understanding. Osceola, for exam*, found that a small group facilitated communication
with tutors and helped reduce tension. Groups also add an element of competition that may make
students work harder and azhieve mom. Group formats also alleviate cancans about cancelling
sessions because of student absence (which is necessary in one-on-one format!), since it is unlikely
that an entire group would be absent . si the same day. In addition, peer pressure is likely to
encourage members of the group to be present at sessions.
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4. Care Adly match students and volunteers. especially in one-on-one tutoring formats. Match students
and tutors in tems of personalities and interests to help create a comfortable atmosphere and to
IllotiVatC students.

o To much students with volunteers for one-on-one naming, the coordinator in Osceola held 30
minute hurviews with volunteers to obtain a sense of their outside interests as well as what
they wanted, and wem able, to tutor. She also interviewed students about their interests and
needs. She attempted to find some commonalities between students and volunteers, for
example, a shared hums in karate.

5. Provide vokamers with background infonnation about MC student. It will help volunteers to know
something about the students before they meet them. Infonnadon should be provided about the
student's academic abilides and problems, as well as smite pawed informal= (e.g., invcdvement in
extracurricular activities or sports, hobbiesor special interests) that can be used as an "icebreaker"
during the initial meetings.

o In Osceola, as part of the orientation program, the school coordinator told volunteers about the
snidest:a with whom they would wodt.

6. Make arrangements for stucksgvoltmteercommunication. The school cooglinator should introduce
the volunteer and the student(s), either at an orientation session or at the first tutoring session.
Students and voltages's should exchanrs telephone numbers so that students can call volunteers if
they am having particular problems or if they are going to be absent from a session. The latter is
pagiculady important in one-on-one tutoring amusements, since it can prevent an unnecessary trip
to the school by the volunteer (or to the tutoring location by students if the volunteer has to be
absent).

7. Monitor student attendance. The volunteers should provide regular reports on attendance to the
responsible teacher or coordinator. If students ate not showing up regularly, corrective action should
be taken.

o In the Osceola program, the school coordinator fiequendy "dropped in" to be sure all students
were present at the tutoring session. Ifany wee missing, she checked the regular classroom to
see if they had forgotten to attend. Volunteers wem also told to check with the teacher if
students did not show up as scheduled and had not notified the volunteer of an expected
absence.

o If students did not attend the Thesday tutoring sessions in the Rainier Bank Program in Seattle,
volunteers frequently calkd Ifrir homes him dm school or had the school coordinator ask them
in school the next day about theirabsence.

0

6. Provide volunteers with orientation to mtoring. Volunteers need to be given an understanding of
what they will be doing as tutors. They also need help in developing *realistic° expectaticats about
the impacts they are likely to have on grades and performance. Volunteers also may need
information about student abilities/behavior patterns at different ages to help them tutor at an
appropriate level.
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9. Help the volunteer to become familiar with the cufficulum. Volunteers may be highly skilled in
science or math, but they are not necessarily familiar with the classwork with which students need
help. There are several ways to deal with this

(a) Provide orientadon to the curriculum,

o In the Osceola program, volunteers met teachers before the first tutoring session to be briefed
on course content and syllabus, and to receive a copy of the text and other materials
(worksheets, homework usigmnents, etc.).

(b) Facilitate communication between teachers and volunteers. Have them exchange telephone
numbers and set up a system to meet both formally or informally.

a In Ospeala, tutoring took place in a classroom near the teachers° regular class so that to make
it convenient for volume:1s and teachers to talk before or after tutoring sessions. Telephone
numbers were also exchanged so volunteers could be kept up date on class content.

(c) Provide training in tutoring for volimms.

o In du Siiiingfield tutoring pannaship, teachers developed a task-focusid approach to tutoring
and veinal volunteers in its use.

(d) Novide num with curriadunmelated materials to use in mtoring sessions.

o In Springfield, a series of "job cards" were developed that provided instructions about what
material to cover and what exercises or tasks to use in covering it.

(e) Supplemast yammers with peer tutors.

o In Seattle, in the Rainier Bank program, hasor students wens recruited to act as peer tutors
dunng the volunteer tutoring sessions, helping out when volunteers were unfamiliar with
curriculum content.

10. Plovide a canfOrtable roan with a chalkboard for tutoring sessions. Tutors need to have access to a
cbalkbond just as mochas do. In addition, teachers or coordinators can ccoveniently leave messages
for volunteers on the chslkboard of the tutoring room.

11. Recruit students thraugh a variety of mechanisms, such as nominations by teachers and guidance
coonselona Some students with academic psohlems will ask teaches, guidance counselors, etc. how
to set help, or will readily respond to amouncements about Mains programs on bulletin boards, in
newsletters, etc. Others may need to be 'nominated" for participadon. Letters should be sent to
parents of low achieven. Teachers and guidance counselors should be made aware of the plc gram
through memos, posters, and personal contact. Parsons responsible for extracurricular activities and
sports teams should be asked to require that students with academic problems enter the tutoring
prosram in older to pasticipate in extracurricularactivities.

12. Provide incestives/tewatds for participation and accomplislunent.
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o In Sendai in the Rainier Bank program, good attendance was rewarded in various ways. such as
the presennehm of a MO savinp bond or involvement in specialevents, like taidng students to
the amain hmdiroom, to a company Christmas party, or to the Worid's Fair. lbe occasional
unanncxmced pizza patties Welt also intended to encourage good attendance. Students were
also mwarded for improved performance. The bank sometimes provided $50 bonds for
maintining grade point averages, and $100 bonds for improving them.

o In Seattle, the Rainktr Bank program also bad students aign a contract committing themselves to
specified 'nemeses in theirown grade poim average and in dm group average, and to attending
four out of every five sessions. The ammo was intended to modvate students. Rewards were
inovided for accomplishment, as indicated above, but no penalties were imposed for failure to
meet the contract's pals.

13. Establish specific, ckuinahle goals for student performance. Students and volunteers should joiatly
set goals for souks implovement. Some of these goals shcadd be related to tests and grades, others
should be related to behavior such as attendance. Both short and long-term goals should be set,
periodically being reviewed and 44Juni:id in light of the pmformance to dam For example, one goal
mildn be to Inman a student's petformance on the nen math quiz hum a C to a C+; while a longer.
term goal would be to get a B in dm course. Students could set goals of studying for a specific
amount of time each day or each week, etc. Goals should be realistic in terms of the student's
potential and current level of pedormance. Volunteers may need to consult with the teacher or
coozdinator to determine what goals are realistic or appropriate for a given student(s). First-time
business vohmteen are likely to be overly optimistic regarding performance improvement goals,
leading to amgcesany disappointment cm the part of the student end volunteer.

14. Be sure that volunteers give ard receive feedback on student pezformance. Although volunteers
work closely with students in tutoring programs, students are not always good at providing
information about how their petformance in regular classes is affected by the tutoring. Teachers
and/or coordinators should provide volunteers with science and math test or grade information to
help volunteers assess their "I .4 and make adjustments in their tutoring approach if necessary. In
nun, volunteers should report I. teachers regarding attendance, attitudes, and accomplishments of
widens.

15. Encourage students to create study groups and perhaps develop a peer naming system. Meeting with
other students to study can encourage students to put more time into studying. Students can also
benefit from each others' imdeistandingsof the subject mom Honor students could be recruited as
peer tmors to help in study groups or in one-on-one arrangements with other andenta

o The Seattle MESA program encouraged student patticipants to fin= study groups to help each
other with glasswork and to provide support and motivadon.

lb. Provide for students anckvohmteen to mazicate themselves from relationships that am not working.
Inevitably, some matches between studenu and volunteers will failfor a variety of reasons:
personality conflicts, problems with communication or behavioral styles, etc. Coordinators sirtuld
make it clear to both students and volunteers that changes can be made to deal with major
differences. This can help prevent negative feelings created by unhappy pairings and encourage
padcipation in None parmersidp activities.
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17. Establish a buddy system or smne mechanism to deal with volunteez absences. Volunteer reliability
is particularly important in tutoring programs since them may wit be a viable alternative use of the
students' time during the scheduled tutoring session. It is also important because students in tutoring
parmerships gni tutoring. And in one-on-one sessions, the alsence of the volunteer can badly
disturb the student, especially disadvantapci students already suffering ft= low self-esteem. One
partnership that focused on minority youth reported peat disappointing= by tutored students when
unexplained volunteer absences occuned.

§Z00121111aBOILINSWBEELSEgan

Tutoring parmerships are particularly important for disadvantaged students because these students

ftequently have peoblems with academic pmfonnance and need assistance to improve duir grades. Tutoring

parmerships can be even more helpful if minorities axe intuited as volunteers, because these voluntems may

be able to establish rapport with minority students more readily and serve as role models. The type of

pessonal, supportive relationships that typically develop between tutor anti student are particularly helpftil

for some disadvantaged students, who may not have many relationships of this type.

Tutoring partnerships can also be helpful in showing that the business community cares about the

education and fun= of low-incomeiminodty students.

Some issues of particular concern to disadvantaged students include:

Scheduling of parmerships. Low-income students in particular may ingl to have after-school
jobs. Ittoring that is scheduled to take place outside of regular school hours creates a conflict
between academic and finamdal needs that is particularly burdensome to these students.
Therefore, tutoring should be scheduledto take place during normal school hours to facilitate
their pardcipation.

o Providing additional time for tutoring or study through use of peer tutors and study poups can
also be puticulady helpful to this group of =dents. 'Their home environmenu may not always
be conducive to study, and they may need mom assistance than can be piovided in the typical
hour-long tutoring session with a volunteer. Study groups alsv convey the message that
academic effort and achievement is acceptable to the peer group: this can help motivate
students.

o Tutoring pogroms designed to provide reinfoxement or remediadon for entire classes, such as
the one in Springfield, can be helpful in low-income/minority schools. This approach does not
single out students who have already bad academic pmblems but views an emit' class as being
mat risk.*
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0 Small-group formats, rather than one-on-one tutoring, may be helpftd in reducing feellAgs of
failure or of being singled nut. They may be particularly important in facilitating
communicadon with tutors, especially non-minority tutors.
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CHAPTER 13
MENTORSHIP PROGRAMS

2202092

Mentorships involve matching students with busbuns volunteers who serve as their advisors or

coaches in one-on-o= or small group situations. The intentions of mentorships are to expand educauonal

experiences by having students work closely with volunteers on a particular project, such as a science-fair

enuy, andlor to expand career awareness through observation and bands-on experiences at the mentor's

workplace.

Mentimship instants can take place in the workplace, school, or in both. Mentorship meetings can

be held during regular school hours, after school, or some combined= of these. Studious may be excused

from their regular or elective science or math classes to participate in mentorships. They may even be

excused from other classes to ;amide a sufficiern block of dme to for pazticipation.0
Mentorships may be required as pan of an elective class for which studious receive credit or may

carry credit as an elective class on their own. Mentorships may also be treated as enrichment activities for

which no additional school credit is provided.

Mentorships can involve substantial amounts of student-mentor interactionup to five to ten hours

each week for a school year. They can still be useftd with as little interaction as a few hour-long meetings

over the course of a sews= or year.

The following examples Must= the range of mentonhip pannership inograms:

o In Howard County, Maryland (in the Washington, D.C-Baltimore, Maryland suburban area),
1 lth and 12th grade students pardcipated in a for-ordit mentotship as the mentor's workplace.
This mentonhip involved science and engineering mean* Injects intended to incase career
awareness as well as plovide substandve knowledge. Students spent five to ten bolus per week
at the workplacethe amount of time that would normally be required for a one- or two-credit
elective course. They were releued early ft= school to panicipate.

o In Inlianapolis, students in science and math magnet programs at junior and senior high school
levels could participate in mentorships held at the workplace on a not-for-credit basis. Students
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spent a half-day (morning or afternoon) at the workplace during each visit. The number of
visits per school year varied ftmn 6-12, rkpendin on the availaldlity of the mentor. The focus
of this program was career awareness and exposure to math and science applications in the
workplace. Some memoiships involved students waking on specific projects.

In Man. Indian the mentorsbip program was part of a science fair elective course available
to 7th and 8th grade students in all middle schools. Students were assigned to work with
mantas on developing and preparing science fair projects. Credit was given for the course, but
not fbr the memonhip alone. Students who wen not registered for this course but who wanted
to work with mentors on their science fair prt us were also allowed to participate. Students
met with their mentors in small groups at the school for four one-hour sessions held near
luncildme during the fall semester.

o In Cinching', 5th and 8th grade students met individually with mentors at the school, generally
meedng once or twice a week over a four-month period. Mectinp wen held during regular
sckwn hours for about an hour. (Mentors wen requited to mat with swims for a minimum of
once a =nth for 40 minutes. but they chose to meet with students more frequently.) Students
also made at least one visit to the mentor's workplace to *shadow" their mentor to develop
seater caner awareness. No cedit was rovided for this mentonhip.

ilialbadamilsmta

Mentorships held at the workplace are generally restricted to older students, primarily high school

level.

The districts most appropriate formemorship programs are areas where there is a large enough pool

of potential volunteers within reasonable traveling distance (about a half-houror less) to match the interests

of applying students.

Mauer pmgrams can pa:wide greater insights and realistic information about career opportunities.

Students often have the chance to observe what people in specific occupations do on a day-to-day basis,

which can help mem make caner choices (including changing their minds about careen they had previously

thought they wanted to pursue). They also receive information from their mentors about the kinds of

coursa to take in high school and college that will help prepare them for this career. If students have the

opportunity to panicipate in mentorships more than once, as was the case in Howard County and
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Indianapolis, they may be able to explore several potential careers before leaving high school or to pursue

411 one science or math area in depth over several years.

Mentors sezve as role models to students. This can be particularly helpful if women or minorities are

included among the mentors. Observing mentors in dx work setting provides students with information

about how adults interact ou the job, and about appropriate workplace behaviors, attire, etc.

Participating in mentorships allows students to see how science and math are applied in the

workplace. Students often have the oppornutity to use mataials and equipment that ars not available at the

school as part of their mentorship experience. Pmject work enables students to pursue topics of special

interest to them and to develop an in-depth undemanding of these topics.

Mentorships that involve project work give students experience in developing projects and using

scientific research methods. Students are typically required to specify the hypothesis they will test design

experiments to test it observe and recold data obtained hom their tes; and reach a conclusion and write up

their findings. They may also have to do backgrotmd research on the subject maner. This experience can

provide excellent preparation for performing research and writing reports in college.

Mentorship experiences can also be a usehl add1tk3n to a madam's resume when applying for college

or lime jobs and can lead to summer and after-school job oppornmities.

Mentotships can also lead to spin-offbenefits for non-participants,

o In Ellthart, Indiana, dm hands-on nature of the mentorship program was sufficiently impressive
to school personnel that a project to II:design all science curriculum to incorporate more project
work was undertaken.

o Also in Elkhart middle-school students who had worked with mmors on science fair projects
acted as mentors to help tomb grade students develop science fairprojects in a fonnat similar
to du one used for their own mentccaltips.
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Suggestions applicable to all types of mentorship ate presented immediately below, followed by

suggestions specific to mentorships held at the mentor's workplace, those in which students are assigned

specific projects, asi mentorships for credit. Nom that some mentorships will have several, or all, of these

characaistics.

0

1. Carefully match mentors and students. Obtain detailed informed= about the student's specific
Were= and find a mentor who has similar intensts. By their natuto. mentonhips Involve close
associations between students and volunteers, often directed towald accomplishment of a specific
project or conveyance of specific censer infonnadon. Therelbre, a good match to Mate that the
student is connected with a volunteer working in the specific areas of the student's interest is critical
to the success of these partnerships. Coordinates shouldobtain very specific informed= about du
nature of the slides's proposed pioject or experiment, censer humus, etc. Coottlinatets also need
specific information about the mentor, such as alea of experdse, interest& and if possible, personality.

o Howard Crnmty found that ifa student =fir identified a general subject area, such as biology Pr
mathemadcs, this, was not sufficient to pond& an adequate match of student and mentor. The
school coordinator required students whose descriptions were overly general to reseanth the
wok and return with more specific details as to their area of linens; (for Otte*, robotics).

o In Cincinnati, studens were matched with volunteers on the basis of responses to an interest
survey administered by teachers. Students were paired with mentors who shared similar
interests and could provide a learning experience in a particular ante.

o In Elkhan, students were asked to idendfy their science fair project topics prior to matching
them with =Ms. Volunteers completed a form indicadng subject mess in which they could
provide mentor assistance. These two sets of information provided the basis for matching
students and mentors.

o In Islianapolis, the school coonlinstor intetviewed students about Cateer inteiests, prior science
and math courses and favorite subjects. Students ranked their interest in potential types of
mentor experiences (e.g., in hospitaby engineering, computers, physical sciences) as part of the
interview process. This information was used to match students with firms and mentors that
had previously be= moulted. The coordinator deo Made efforts to locate suitable aleatOts for
students whose interests wens not coveted by the mentors already recruited.

It is preferable to identify =dent interests As and then find mentors who match those interests,
rather than recruiting =Mrs and then Dying to *fir students with mentors whose abilities or
position may nix be sufficiently close to the student's imetests to meet the studan's needs. This may
not always be practical, but with the latter approach the risk of an utissisfacmy experience for both
stud= and mentor is greater. It is possible to recruit potential Ma= first, asking them to specify
projects they are intentsted in working on with studs= Students can then make *elude= from the
list of available topics, provided they have sufficient background to work constructively in these
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areas. This approach may be peldcularly helpful for students who do not have fully developed
interests.

For off-site mentorships, especially ones for credit where the student will spend a lot of time at the
mentors' workplace, the program coordinator needs to detesmine the following:

(a) WW it be a real prnject keeping tin student busy and extending ihe student's knowledge and
experience?

(b) Is there enough suppon from the mentor's organization so that the student will be welcomed
and helped it the facility?

(c) Will the mentor have sufficient time to guide and help the student?

(d) Does the mentor recognize that these are high school students who lack extensive academic
work and are not familiar with laboratory/research techniques (as might be expected from
college GA graduate students)?

2. Select mature students with real imams in the project or the mentor's profession. Mentorships are
more loosely structured than classes, whether they are held at the workplace or in the school.
Inevitably, students will on some occasions find themselvez with liule supervision by their mentors.
Students should be sufficiently mature to behave responsibly and complete tasks as expected in the
mentorship =Amman. Mentos have limited time for, as well as little experience in, motivating
students uninterested in Milling their mentonhipobligations. This can lead to frustration on the
pan of mentors and difficulties in remising mentors in the lime.

Maturity can be assured, to some extent, by tanpning older or advanced students for participation.
For example the Howard County, Maryland Ingram targeted high achool juniors and seniors who
were recommended by teachers and the Indianapolis pmgram targeted students in its science and
math magnet programs.

3. Allow ample calendar time for mcruidng mentors, hierviewing than, and making matches. Makirg
good matches between students and manors requires considerable time and effort on the pan of the
coordinator. Much of this workmay need to be done during the summer months, particularly if the
mentors* ftmcdons as a ibroedit course that begins in the faIL

4. Search for mentors from a variety of sources. Once topics have been identified by students,
coordinators should cons& business directories, telephone disectories, proAssional organizations,
etc., to rry to locate Rpm:grime firma. Organization charts from firms should be used to identify
specific offices and individuals within them who much particular siMs. Pasonnel offices may also
be helpful in identifying persons with specific skills and positions. A variety of sources for mentors
should be considered. These include univenities, government facilities, and hospitals, as well as
businesses. Science, engineering, and computer Onus am escellent sources (including the many
computer sores, such as ;WIG Shim. However, do not neglect businesses whose major Amcdon is
not science, engineering, or commas. These may not have many anployees policies in science or
mathematics but may have a few. For example, banks, insurance companies, and manufacturing
facilities ate each likely to have at least a few poundal mentor candidates.
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Factors to consider in selecting mentors include:

(a) Recognized teclmical expenise of the mentor in the topic the student wishes to pursuethis
establishes credibility of the mentor and of the program.

(b) Willingness and ability of the mentor to spend the time with du student on the student's
agenda, not on that of the mentor. Several nude= in two mentorship programs complained
that their =mon were so busy that the s'Wair spent their time running errands or waiting for
something to happen.

(c) Reasonable access of the =dent to the minium if there aire activities at the mentor's facility. For
elementary or junior high sciwol students, this wobably means a short ride by school bus, or
ponsibly taxi, to the facility to reduce the MOM of time spent away from school. For older
high school students, this might mean selecting mentors that can be readily reached by public
transportation (unless the school provides transportadon or unless most interested students have
their own means of umnpartatkm).

(d) Previous experience of the mentor in working with students. This is particularly important in
more intensive memor programs, such as a fm-credit program.

(e) Racial or ethnic group membership. If the student represents a minotity racial or ethnic group1
teaming him or her with =none of the same race or ethnicity may help establish rapport
between the mentor and the student and may provide a tole model for the student to emulate.

5. Make mentonhip goals and sesponsibilides clear and specific, preferably putting them in writing.
This should include a detailed schedule identifying days and times that mentors and students will
work together, as well as expectations and deadlines (such as completing a specific portion of a
project by a specific date). 'Ms helps the mentor and the student keep their focus during what may
be a long-term involvement. It also facilitates minoring of the mentorship to ensure that it is
acaunplishing its dojecdves, and evaluating its success upon completion.

6. Provide orientadca fiN both students and mentors. While orientadon is advised forall pannentips, it
is particulsrly important for mentonhips, especially those beld at the workplace. Si= mentors and
students will work closely together, it is desirable to provide an opportunity for them to get
acquainted and discuss the specifics dike anangernent, either at the fin: meming or prior to it

o In Indianapolis, the school coordinator sent mentors a one-page student profile prior to the
mentor's first meeting with the student. The profile idendfied science and math courses the
student had taken, career buerests, hobbies, awards received, etc. The school coordinator
provided individual orientadons to students dming their initial mentonhip interview. The first
session at die workplace was also used for student orientation, with pments invited to mtend.

Flhart, students teceived oriemation to their menunship during class sessions in the science
fair elective course. Prior to the first meedng with studems, an orientation was held at one of
the participating schools ibr volunteers from all the firms.



o In Cincinnati, the coordinator developed a mentor handbook that described the program and
expectation for panicipants. In additim the fiat semi= of these meetings was used as a get.
acquainted and oriented= opportunity.

7. Amite* mentorship activities closely, particularly those at the workplece, to ens= that mentorships
are being conducted as arranged and that student interests are adequately served. Check on
absenteeism and lateness of both students and mentors. Request such informed= on a regular basis
from the mentor. Check with the students to determine whether they are being provided with
meaningful activities to do. The latter is particularly important for mentorships held at the
wodglace, where manors may leave students waiting or performing trivial activities in order to meet
their own work demands. Mmitoring should also be used to determine whether projects are
impressing as scheduled.

Students should keep school cooniinews or teachets informed of the pupas and problems of their
mentorship experiences. Therefore, regular meetings should be scheduled or regular reports provided
for this purpose. In addition, students should also be asked for their views at the end of the
mentonhip.

o In Elkhart, both students and menton filled in a brief progress report form after each
mentorship meeting. The teacher for the science class reviewed these to determine whether
appropriate plogiess was being made on the schisms fair projects.

8. Provide a back-up system for mentors, or provide for rescheduling of missed meednp. Mentors
may occasionally have to miss a session because of travel, workdemands, emorgenciw, etc. A pre-
arranged system of substitutes can allow pa:unship to condi= as scheduled. This is particularly
important for =worships held at the workplace. In some instances, the mentormay be able to
arrange for a sawing& If not, the mentor, of course, should notify the student in advance to prevent
a useless trip to the workgace.

o In Elkhan, where mentors wott at the schools, on: substitute was recruited for every ten
mentors. This system was initiated after early experiences with the program indicated that
absences we likely to occur.

o In Indianapolis, mentors were encouraged to arrange to have colleagues in their offices
substitute for them if they could not be present for pan, or all, of a scheduled mentorship
meetin&

9. Require students to inovide periodic written reports on their mentorship progress. Mentorships
provide a bmak in school rouble and oporumities for hands-on ;Reject work that are mote enpyable
to students than most regular classes. Students may get so caught up in the "fun" aspects of these
activities that they lose track of tbe mentonhip'seducational goals. Theo:foie, pmvide some idnd of
mechanism, sudt as requiring written reports or diaries, that, at least periodically, reminds sudents of
such goals.

o In Indianapolis, students wen required to wtite a repast at the completion of their mentorship
experience. The report included descriptions of the mentor's joix the inject the student worked
on; instruments or procedures learned; new words added to the student's vocabulary; most
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interesting aspects of the mentorship; and what helped the student decide whether or not tbr
mentor's work azdnued to be a carter interest of that student.

o Students in Indianapolis were also encouraged. butnot required, to keep a diary of each
workplace visit. It was recommended that tbe student record what was done during that visit;
what tools, instruments or procedures wen used; new words or definitim learned; the most
interesting aspect of the visit and what was plumed ihr the next visit.

o In Elkhart, students imputed a *To do* list after each session with their mentors. The list
identified things students should do hefty the next mentor visit, as well as what was planned
for the next visit. Tlds was intended to help keep wojects on track between sessions.

o In Howard Ltunty, students were required to mahuain a log notebook which include& date and
time of each martins plume of activity; poach= Mowed; resulut and comments.

10. Arrange for contact between mentors and tcachess. Since mentonhips generally occur outside the
classzoorn such as at a lab or other locations, arrange other opportunides for teachers and mentors to
communicate, such as scheduling regular meetings befogs or mita the mentor works with the students
at the school. This nudges mentors to get infotmation about theirstudents' performance and the
effects of the mentorship. It also allows teachers to make suggestions, !educing the likelihood that
the teacher will fad left out of the process.

o In Elkhart, menurtship meetings were schOuled sound hmdchne, and mentors were pmvided
lunch at the school. This gave them an opportunity to meet informally with teachers to discuss
student progress on science fair projects,

o Elkhart also asked mentors to complete a brief progress report/evaluation fonn after each
meedng. The report included amgrade" for student performance in areas such as: having a
realistic project and a well-thought out goal list keeping on schedule; showing interest in the
project prtmlptoesg and courtesy. The reportwas plovitkid to teachers so they could help keep
students on schedule as well as provide feedback about the quality of student work ane
behavior.

11. Allow students to drop out of the mentorship pros= or change mentors if the original match is
unsuccessfid. Then is linle to be gained from having students remain in a menwrship that is not
serving their needs. If tumors are unable to live up to their responsibilities, or if the match is not
working for any reason, it is better to terminate it than to maintain an unproducdve relationship.

Sogific Suattestions for Menton** Held at the Mentor's Wodcolace

Menorships for which =dew journey to the mentor's workplace have some special needs:

1. Obtain parent approval for student participation in the program awl provide them with periodic
proms masts. Mentorships involve sending students away from the scbool building to work with
a stranger at the stranger's organization. Parents will need to give their written approval for the
memorship. Subsequently, they should be kept informed about their child's progress, for example,
by being provided copies of the mentor's and coordinator's evaluation of the student's wait.
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2, Address liability concerns when studentsan in tnnsit Of at the wortiace. Parental cenification will
likely be needed that automobile insurance coven students driving to dm workplace. The school
coordinator should check with each business invo!ved to detennine the liability-insurance needs and
coverage (e.g., whether the business needs a specific waiveror Agreement signed by parents). In
Howard County, Maryland parents were required to sign a statement releasing the school from
liability and attesting that they Ind adequate automobile insurance coverage.

3. Make transported= arrangemems for students. Transportation to dr worktgace can be handled in
difiinent ways. If enough students leave school at the same time and are going to tin same site or
direction, it may be possible to use a school bus to transport theta. Older students may be able to
drive or carpool with other students. Public transportation systems or taxis can be used.
Transponation might be pzovided by the flans involved in the manorship, by FTA members, or by
school staff for some or all students.

o In Indianapolis, a local taxi company picked up groups of students going to, or leaving, the
same workplace. The school coordinator notified the taxi company of specific pick-up times
and locadons. The taxi company billed the schoolsystem for its services. ("The sclazol system
used the same arrangement for transportation ofhandicapped students.)

o In Howard Cam, widens went ratponsible for their own transportation; most students drove
cars to the work skes.

Transported= anangements should also be monitored to be sure they are operating as they should.
Students, mason, and business cooniinmon should be given clear instructices about what to do. and
telephone numbers for who to call, if previously arranged transportation, such as taxis, fails to arrive
as scheduled.

41 4. Be flexible in scheduling to accommodate mentor and student dna ponstraints. In some cases, have
more than we manor if one person is not ahle to commit the full aminint of time needed In these
cases, however, the mentors win need to coonlinate the sessian cuddly =Ong themselves so that
the student is able to benefit flatly from thementonhip.

o In Howard County, students and mentors were free to arrange their schedule to avoid the
necessity of meeting on a daily basis. Students could vend lamp: periods of time at the
wcwitplace two or three days a week instead of a daily arrangement, as long as they were then
for the specified number of hours each weeic For example, a one credit mentorship requiring
five periods of work could be scheduled for two days a week at 2-1f2 hours each day. This
accommodated mentors who found it difficult to commit to being available each day and
reduced the navel burden on students. It also enabled students to participate in elancurricular
activities on those "free days.

o The Indianapolis program offered three difkrent arrangements to meet the time constraints of
mentors. The basic arrangement involved the same mentor for all visits. One variation
involved a small number ofmentors (two or duce, for example), each of whom was tesponsible
for some of the visits. The thisd arrangement used a different mentor for each visit. This
flexibility in scheduling not only allowed them to utilize mentors who had limited time
available, but exposed students to a veritsy of related =as in these Anna.
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5. Provide explick procedures students and mentors should follow if they are unable to make it to a
scheduled session. Students and mentors should exchange teleOtone numbers and be given clear
instructions about how and when to notify each other, or a third party (such as the coordinator,
teacher, or guidance counselor) if they must miss a session. It may also be possible for mentors to
arrange for one of their colleagues to substitute for them if they must miss a sessicm unexpectedly.
Prior arrangements should be made with the coordinator to determine whether substitutes are
acceptable, or whether missed sessions need to be rescheduled.

6. Make sure mentos have sealiatic expectations forthe students. Ptoblems have arisen in memorships
because too little, or too much, work was requiredos because dm work was either too demanding or
too lalvial (e.g., running errands for the mentor). Coordinators should work with mentors regarding
expecrAdons about what type of wok will be assigned and about how much work should be required.
They should also discuss what, if any, *homework" or outside assignments are appropriate for the
particular mentowldp. Students should alsobe given this information so they can provide feedimck
to coordinators if their mentors are not following theseexpectations.

7. Be sure that students understand what is required of them in the mentor program and what they may
have to forego to patticipate. Students shatld understand the amount of time to be spent at the
workplace and the kind and amount of work to be perfonned during the mentorship. They should
also understand that they may have to maim some sacrifices to pasticipate in the mentor activity. The
=Kim may, for example, have to forego participation in sports and extracurricular activities to the
extent that the mentwship involves after-school commbments. The participating students may also
need to fotego taking another elective. If students are excused hem other classes to participate in a
=worship progtam, they will need to make arrangenunts to make up missed work.

o In Indianapolis, stmlents were excused from classes during the morning or afternoon when they
were at the mentor's workidace. They were informed that they were tesponsible for making up
all classwork missed while they were at the workplace and were expected to arrange with
teachen or other students to pick up homework assignments or other materials disnibuted in the
classes they slimed.

0

8. Make arrangements for releasing students from school in a way that minimizes disruption qf other
classes cul activities. Efforts should be made to schedule workplace visits to avoid having students
miss required classes or classes that an paniculady difficult to make up, such as Wet= laboratory
classes. Normally, the mentorships should be scheduled fix the last period(s) of the day so that the
student does not need to return to school after the mentoship period.

9. Pmvide school achninistnnon and teachers involved with iniMmation about the =worship program
and its schedule. Mentonhips often involve students leaving and returning to the school at odd
times, or having flee timeon days when they me not at the workplace. Thk; can cause concern on the
part of school administrators who may feel that students are hanging errand or leaving the school,
instead of being in classrooms. Teachers might also mark students as absent or Dunn when they are
really at the mentor's workplace. School administrators, science and mach department heads, and
teachers Waned by the meinonhip (such as teachers serving as advisors to the students or whose
classes students will miss while partidpating in the mentonhip) should be kept apprised of who is in
the mentorship and be tuovided coPes of the schedule of workplace visits.
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the quality of student work. Mentors should suinnit an evaluation report each grading petiod. Theschool should provide a format to the manor for thae reports, requiring information on performanceand attendance.

Students should also be required to provide reports covering the same time period. These simulddescribe their activities and what they believe they have learned and accomplished during that time.These materials should also be assidered in grading. Ord reports at the pojects from students tothe teacher or comdinatorcan also be used to help in grading.

2. Keep science and math teachers infonned and involved as much as practicaL Science and mathteachers might develop&nape's= toward the mentorship prop= ifit mtraca better students awayfrom regular scheme and math electives. Mentorships, especially those for credit, can also bepercdved as an indirect criticism of regular sdame and mathmochas. Thereforr, the coordinatorshould consider such steps as the tbilowing to gain the suppott of these teachers;

(a) Keep teachers (science and math department heads in particular) fully informed about theprogram. This ircluda notifying them as to which students are participating, what subjects thementcaships ate covering, and whin firms andmentors aze involved. Department heads shouldreceive copies of the manta' periodic evaluation&

(b) Encourage science and math teachers to ask students in their classes who have been, orcurrently are in, mentonhips to brief the clus on theiresperienca. Since some mentorshipsmay involve advanced applications of science and math, students (and possibly theirmentoss),could be asked to brie:the teach= themselves on dmse topics, perhaps at special science andmath teacher meetings. These steps can help both students Et teachers to obtain currentapplicadonporiented infommtion adding to class interest and to student and teadmr knowledge.
(c) Assign each student a science or math teacher to act as an advisor for the mentorship. Thiswould provide a major role for these teachers. Responsibilities of advisors could include:helping students who run into problems with their mentonhips; acting as an intermediary withthe mentor if there are problems; periodically reviewing student progress; and grading thestudent. Since this advisory role would probably be beyond the teachers' usual dudes, thisassignment would probably have to be voluntary or be compensated in some way. Thisarrangement would reduce the role of the coordinator, who would still retain responsibility formatching students and mentors to avoid plachv thisdme-ccesuming vale on teachers.

lasittlinsitasalkaRlaftwastiluffigna
Mentorships requiring landaus to provide their own transportation to the manor's workplace can be

a major problem for low-income familia& Low-income students may not have their own cars to use to get
to the workplace, or if public transportation is required, they may not be alie to afford it. Consideration



needs to be given to finding ways to subsidize or arrange for transponation of low-income students

participating in this type of program.

Mentorship programs that take place during after-school hours may conflict with students' pan-dine

jobs which may be essential for many disadvantaged students. Special arrangements, such as careful

scheduling of the mentorship or, in some situathms, financial assistance for needy students, should be made

to maximize the number of students who can participate in the plogram.

Participadon in mentotship prom= might also tequire advanced academic preparation, which some

disadvantaged students may not have. Furthamrxe, some minmity or low-income students might reject this

kind of partnership as being irrelevant to them, feeling that this type of career is out of teach for minorities

or low-irwime people.

However, exposure to workplace mentorships can be particularly beneficial to disadvantaged students

because they may have few opportunities ix this kind of exposure. The tole mockl aspects of mentotships

can also be particulady useftd if minority mentors can be found for minority students. This may be difficult,

however, because of the relative scarcity of minority and female science and math pmfessionals in some

occupations.

School systems, and their business partners, should ay to assure that low-incomeiminonty students

arc not piecluded from mentorship oppommides.
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CHAPTER 14
PARTNERSHIP ACTIVITIES FOR TEACHER DEVELOPMENT AND TRAINING

asdakaa

Partnerships for teacher development and training focus on thawing teacher awareness ofcurrent
applications of science and msthemadcs in business and industry and on increasing teacher knowledge of
recent developments in science. !messing teacher enthusiasm for science and math is another common
goal, both to make teachers more interested in teaching science and math, and to pass this enthusiasm along
to students. These efforts could be particularly focused on long-time teachers whose own education is
dated, or on teachers who did not specialize in science and math in college or who are not cunendy certified

scknce or math teachers but are now teaching it.

These programs may involve special summer job assignments or internships, conferences or
workshops, special courses, and participation in professimal lecture series. Conferences, workshops and
special courses generally involve relatively brief time commftments; they may he arranged as a small
number of day-long sessions held over the course of the year. Internships generally involve more
substantial time commitments. Some ofthese can he hill-time jobs over a period of weeks, or even over the
entity summer. Internships generally involve a stipend or salary.

o In Bats County, Ponsylvania, teaters were provided a $1.= stipmad in 1988. Participatingfirms wen: tequited to contribute the mown of the intern's sdpend. The school districts werealso required tocontribute toward the program's cons.

Parmerships for teach= can take a variety of fon=

o In St. Louis Past, teachers panicipated in a two-wedt SummerTeacher Academy. Honeywellemployees used theirexpertise in math and science to upgrade and *retrain" math and scienceteachers hem ama high schools. Teachers towed diffinent facilities of the partner, listened topresentations, and completed a project in a specific area (e.g., biology, chemistry, etc.)applicable to du classes they taught. Each teacher worked with at least one volunteer engineeron the ptoject. Based on their experiences, teachers developed new cwricula and shared ideasand lessons learned with other teaches.
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o The Technology in Mica:ion (TIE) parmaship involved about 25 Seattle area companks and a
science museum. TIE's "Upgrade prop= provided day long Iasi:shops three times a year for
middle and high school teachers in Wattington's Puget Sound ave. The workshops combined
half-day keynote lemma for the entire group, and half-day tours and lectures at one of the
sciewn or math related industries in the area. Teachers were thus exposed to current
appications and developments in science and math as well as to caver inibrmation. Teachers
chose the indusuies they would visit, selecting ones Mated to their teaching assignments.

o The Bed:s County Educator Internship Program placed science and math instructors from junior
and senior high schools from 18 school districts into six weet swnmer internships with local
technology-oriented industries. The teachers each worked at a host firm Monday through
Thursday under the ditection of mmentors." On Frklays, the teachers met as a group at various
host films tbr tours and presentations on education and training requirements fbr jobs in those
firms. The Ulaiters also developed lesson plans to incorporate their experiences in their classes.

0

o In Long Island, Grumman Corporation held annual staff development days for high school
math science, and %dumbly teachers. On these days, wallas way given tours of Grumman
facilities and were allowed to interact with Grumman employees. These interactions helped
teachers arrange for tow, lectures, and demonstrations for their students. Teachers were abo
invited to anend a series of professional lectures Ofell by experts in various fields and paid for
by Grumman.

Although teachers are the target of these parmenhips, students are the ultimate recipients of the

benefits. Increasing teacher awareness of how science and math is applied in the workplace, as well as

recent developments in these fields, has multiplier effects, such as increasing the quality, relevance, and

magnitude of the information passed down to students. Teachers often develop new enthusiasm for these

subjects as a result of partnership actividan this enthusiasm carries over to students. Teachers subsequently

should be able to provide more up.to-dete informatkm to students ancience and math and use more hands

on teaching techniques learned through their pamership involvement. The teachers will be able to provide

better responses to student questions, particulady to those quesdons related to applications of science and

math theories and to careen in these subjeas.

Participation in teacher-oriented partnerships also helps alleviate teacher isolation and "burnout."

Teachers have a chance to interact with pmfessionals who am mg teachers anti to be mated as professional



colleagues while doing so. This enhances their self-esteem and reduces the isolation of the school

environment. Involvement in activities that are completely different frun the classroom environment Plso

help reduce burnout. An opportunity to leam new things is energizing andmotivating.

Teachers may also benefit by making comas with employees who might be sources uf figure help.

'this help might take the fonn of providing classroom demonstrsdons or workplace tours, donating material,

jail:dna teachers develop clusroom projects or demonstrations, or answering technical or career-related

questions teachers may have.

Firms also benefitas teachers involved in parmerships pass along informed= on job requirements,

expectations, and career oppommities to their =dem. Teachers providing a positive image of the firm can

help :emit Nuns employees. The presence of teachers in the workplace and their enthusiasm for what they

are learning and workingon may also motivate the firm's employees. They may view their jobs as more

important because of the interest ofthe teadurs.

Firms pardcipadng in internship arrangemens benefit from the fresh perspective teachers bring to
their jobs as "outsiders.* Finns may be able to use teacher interns to work intensively on special projects
that do not fit the schedules or skills of their own employees.

11511261161112111121kgagiglalkanNOR

The suggestions below are divided into two groups: those ahned at non-intemship activities such as

workshops and seminar% and those for internships.

asusimaaskimpusiaistma
1. Be sure that business-run, teacher develoment programs am ncs "over the heads" of the teachers.Teachers participating in this kind of activity may be generalists withers advanced training in scienceand math. Seldom will they have the specialized skills possessed by science and engineeringpersonnel wotidng st *wins business*. Business volume= involved in making presented= maynot be aware of this, andmay talk over whets° heads, or select overly-difficult topics for individualpojects, deinceserations, am A way to help assure tbu the material stays at an appopriate level areto give the presagers briefblograpIdes of the participating teachers sad relevant pages from schoollab manuals, texts, cunicula,etc. Ns way presenters can get an Wes of the levelon which teachers
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and how they could be incorporated into the classroom incteases enthusiasm and the likelihood thatinformation will be used in cluses.

o Seattle's TIE program provided such luncheons at TIE workshops, allowing for interactionopportunities between teach= and between te1Wheli and brininess employees.

7. Provide sufficient time for quesdons or interaction with business people who make ptesentations.
8. Provide "hands-on" opportunities for teachers, such as time to *play amund" in lain or withcomputersto increase enthusiasm and the likelihood of these materials being incorpotited in theirclasses.

9. Include a varim of businesses, and match teachers with those that are related to their classroomassignments to maximize the usefidness of the training experience.

o Business premien for TIE workshops were chosen to assure adequate reparation of firmsrelated to biology, mathematics, clumitury, and physics, whichwere the subjects taught bypanicipsdng teachers.

10. Provide opportunities for briertraining" or "updating" opportunities in addition to those involvingmote substantial time COMMitMelti. AB teachers am not able to spend several weeks in imanshipsor even to attend one or mme day-long workshops held during the school day. In addition, suchoppommides, paniculady imennhips, are amerally only availatde in limited quantities. Therefore,shotter oppommides should be peovided to enable mote teachers to be aposed to caner-related usesof science and math. This might be accomplished by arranging for teachers to anend meetingssponsonrd by professional organizations, colleges and universities, or science and math-relatedbusinesses throughout the year.

o In Long Island, Grumman invited high school teachers from partnership schools to attend aseries of professional lectures they sponsoredeach year. Each year, Grumman held three orfour staff development days, each devoted to a different subject asea. Tours of Grummanfacilities were given, emphasizing the ways in which the teachers' subject area was beingapplied in tin workplace, Grumman also invited teachers to a technology forum held everyother year for college ploikssors.

I/

o Honeywell provided a Scientist of the Month lecture series at the St. Louis Part High School.Although handed forstudents, teaches could also attend.

Alternatively, aztangements could be made for shon (1-2 hour) wolkshops or seminars designedspecifically fbr teacheMnining or updating. These might be hoid after school or on Saturdays a fewtimes during the school year.

imignstaafainsualta
I. Allow plenty oflead time for 'smiting teachers and businesses. Since mon internships occur diningthe summer, it is important to recnift suchen before they make plans for summer jobs or familyvacations that would prevent them from using the internship opportunity. Initial recruitmemstmouncements should be disnibuted during the fall. Reanimates* messiah should be sent altecdy to
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Teachers should be involved indeveloping these. Cootdinators should contact each teacher duringthe first week of the internship to be sure that the actual assignment agrees with the planneddescripdon.

6. Include names and telephone numbers of teachers who have peviously participated in internships inthe wan recruirment material. An intemship of several weeks duadon is a major commitment formany teachers. Enabling them to hear directly from other participants might increase theirellthialriEl which will increase the =Aber of participants in these parmerships.

7. Be Fate internships expose teachers to the entire firm,not just the portion where their internship islocated. One of the goals of teacher imanships is fbr the teacher to subsequently eve students asense of how science and math is used in the bushtess context. To accomplish this, teachas shouldbe exposed to the entire fins, not just a small pan of it. Internships should include tours of the firm.They might also incorporate exposing the teacher intern to a variety of positions; however, thisapproach has the drawback ofnot ludas the teacher dig Imo a project (which is usually more self.sadsfying). Interviews with manapment and/or personnel officers should be arranged to provideteachers with a boner pempective on the business.

o In the Betts County pogrom, to plovide imems with greater mom% all interns met at onefirm on Fridays for a tour of duit facility and a presentation on education and trainingrequhements of that Atm. Wens were also expected to visit the persomtel office of their ownfirm to awn intimation on its job requiremems lids information was written irp and sharedwith guidance counselors of all schools in the county.

8. Provide opportunides fru interns to interact witheach other. Interaction with other interns will helpteachers focus on the classroom benefits of their internship. Hearing about how others plan toincorporate their hums* experiences into their classes will help generate ideas.

o In the Barb County program, the Friday meetings were also used to work on developing lessonplans utilizing their internship experiences and peparing progress reports required by thisprogram. The pop= also included a follow-up seminar in November for them to discuss howthey had used theirlesson plans and internship experiences in the classroom.

9. Require teachers to develop lesson plans, clauroom demonstrations, student projects, etc.,incorporating their internship experience into their classes WagsuggiatatittatingAtaingmaja Set aside specific time peliods during the course of the imernship to insure that this isdone. Set aside the final seniors of the internship to work on ways to adopt what the teachersleamed to their classroom lessons.

o Teacheis in St. Lads Park, Minnesota were assigned to work with Howywell engineers todevelop a project that would incorporate theirexperiences in the Summer Teacher Academyinto their classes.

10. Provide incentives and adequate compensation for teacher puticipation. Most teachers havedemands and responsibilities to meet in their hours outside school and might not be free to attendMains programs,especially ones requiring take significant amounts of time outside school hours.

4
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o Birks County cabled teachers participating in its six week summer internship program a cash
payment (31,200 in 1988) and graduate credit, arranged ducugh a nearby university. In-service
credits had also been offered in previous years. This arrangement was not completely
satioctory to tomb:rat however. Some fdt that the compensation was too low, less than they
could find fOr beton paying summer employment. Funhennore, graduate credits were of little
value, unix to younger teachers, because most of the tenured teachers had almady achieved
their highest pay ranking based or graduate experience.

1121ilikkIWARESEABLIandnalaatinging

Partnerships ibcused on upgrading teacher skins in scknce and math can be of particular importance

to schools in low-income/minority areas, especially if these schools have higher concentrations of science

and math teachers who are not certified as science or math teachers. Such teachers are in greater need of this

kind of partnetship opportunity, and their students are likely to receive greater benefits from it.

Greater teacher awareness of career information regaiding science and math is also likely to be of

greater benefit to disadvantaged stuchmts, since they are less likely to be exposed to such career information

outside of schooL

Finally, because appropriate role-models can be particularly important to minority students,

especially in low-income areas, the school system should make a special effort to recruit minority teachers

for uaining oppommides. Participating businesses should make special efforts to recruit minority scientists

and engineers to work with these teachers. The latter situation will enable the teachers to give more

encouragement to the minodty students about the opportunities available to them.
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SECTION IV

0

41

SPECIAL OVERALL ISSUES IN PARTNERSHIPS .

...

Some issues concern all types of paruurships. Questions all schoc and businesses involved ina
parmerships must ask are: "How is the partnership working? and "What changes need to tie made to make

it a more effective relationship? Chapter 15 details difkrent monitoring and evaluation techniques which

can help answer these questions.

Another common concern of partnerships is how disadvantaged students are being served by the

various activities. Chapter 16 highlights some of the problems partnerships face with disadvantaged

students and responds to these problems by providing suggestions for how to ensure that disadvantaged

students are involved in and benefit fully flan the partnership acdvides.
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CHAPTER 15
MONITORING AND EVALUATION

It is vital that school and business personnel monitor and evaluate their partnership activities.

Infbrmation is needed to identify the need fix, and to suggest specifics coriective actions or improvements.

It is also needed to indicate whether the effort applied is wwthwhile and whether the programs should be

modified, expanded, reduced, or terminated. This information can also be useild in obtaining continued
a

support for parmership activities. Such information can also help recruit new schools and businesses to

expand the scope of partnership activides. It also pmvides suppordng evidence for potential firnders, such

as foundadons, trusts, or the business community.

In this report the term "monitoring" means the process of obtaining regular feedback on whaher the

partnership process is worldng as it should and on how well individual key participants am doing. Feedback

from monitoring provides early farninp of problems so that necessary improvements can be made.

Monitoring should be done at mgui sr intervals throughout the school year, at the end of each pannership

activity (e.g., at end of each semem c), urd at the end of the school year. Tlis facilitates prompt correction

of problems and encourages progn n improvements that maim panne:ships successful.

The term "evaluatkm" refen to a more in-depth cumination as to how the program as a wimle has

been doing, particularly in regard to the program's goals and objectives, such as improving student

knowledge of, and interest in, science and math subjects and careers. This activity is is required once every

two or duce years.

Mos partnerships we examined undertook a variety of informal monitoring activities. Some used

mote formal monitoring, and a few attempted to evaluate their programs in a systematic way. Virtually all

pannerships mold have suengthened these activities.
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The secdons below firs inovide suggesdons on monitoring and then on evaluation. Muse suggestions

provide a "menu" of methods that schools and businesses can use to monitor and evaluate timirprmerships.

Parmership coordinators should choose the methods that will be the most appropriate for their purposes,

given their resources. We do not suggest that all these methods be applied in all cases, since most

pannaslips have highly limited resources available for monitoring and evaluation.

&Olin
Monitoring activities may be informal or formal. Parmaships should use both. The distinction

between formal and informal monitoring in this report is based on the format and use of monitoring

"findings." Mut monitoring involves written submission and compilation of findings for use in some

"official° way, for example, inclusion in a school coomlinator's files or in a report on du partnership, or gor

instrtion Into student files or use in calculadng grades. M204 monintring primarily involves face-to-face

or telephone contact. It can also involve written material that is an compiled or used in an official or formal

way. For example, a volunteermight mite a memo on student behavior or achievement to keep the

student's teacher informed; or a =dent might keep a record of reject activities for periodic revieW by the

teacher. Both adieu activities ame informal it'd= is no compilation or official use of the written %serial

involved. When an important problem is discoveted thivugh informal monitoring, the coordinator or

teacher may then need to take more faunal actkan to cotrect the pale=

lailanalakkaaks

Throughout this report, obtaining regular feedback from the various partnership participants--the

vohmteers, Indents, and teachers- -has been emphasized as a basic element of partnership& Regardless of

the category of partnership, the school system, (particularly the school coordinator) should establish

i 128n
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procedures to obtain feedback from the various participants at intervals throughout the school year.

Informal contact should occur:

Between the stool coordinator and the involved teaches*.

o Between the coordinator andior teacher and the involved students (these contacts might be
initiated by any of these pardes).

o Between the teacher or cootdinator (whichever person is responsible for the student) and the
volunteer.

Informal contacts should be used to find out whether the partnership activities are proceeding

satisfactorily; what specific problems participants are having; whether the logistics and content of the

iletivides are working well; and whether any changes am needed to improve the quality of the parmership.

'The coordinator or teacher should also check on absenteeism and promptness of students and volunteers to

determine whether corrective action is needed. The coordinator or teacher should check on whether the

pannership schedule is on track, and if not, they should detennine bow to get the activity back on schedule.

As indicated in earlier chapters, we sugges encouraging such informal ptocedures as the following:

I. Informal meetings or telephone calls. This includes brief meetings between teachers or school
coordinators and volunteers immediately before or after parmership activities, over lunch. or after
school. Telephone calls can take the place of some meetings, particularly if they involve checking
material to be covered; schedules or schedule changes; or *intent understanding of materials.
Telephone contacts should supplanent, not mimeo, lice-to-face meetinp.

2. Observation of pannership activities. The teacher, school coordinator, or a member of partnership
office staff, might sit in on all or pan of one or mom of the volmneees sessions with the student(s), or
"chop he briefly during die activity to see that things are going as they should.

3. Informal written matatalt, including brief foists. This might include than check-lists that students or
110hUneall complete as poses tepons, or materials such as student diaries, logs, or to-do lists.

One or mote of these types of informal monitoring contacts should probably be required at least

monthly.
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Some examples lb::

o The coordinator of the Osceola tutoring program arranged for tutoring sestons to be held inclassromns near the testers ofdte =dna being tutored to encourage hatband cents= beforeor after tutoring sessions. Many teachers and volunteers found this to be very useful inproviding infotmal feedback on =dem prowess and inibnnatka about twics in which studentswen having diffiadty. The cootdinator maladydropped in on the tutoring sessions to checkattendance. If studentswere missing, she went to their clasmoom to see if they had forgottenthe tutoring session or if they were absent. She also humanly had brief, infonnal meetingswith volumes before or after their tutoring sessions.

o Studens in the indianapcgis mentorship program were encouraged to keep a diary of each visitto the wait:place to help them write their final sewn on the memotship assignment (If a teacheror school coordinarr had reviewed these diaries during the come of the program, the diarieswould have povidot feedback as to whether the mentorships were Amnion:1g as they should,and whether apprwiate mac)ros had been made.)

o In the Man menormship pognm, voltmeters completed a brief scorecard on stucknt progresstm science fair projects aftereach meeting. They used sumdard school grades (A, B. etc.) to ratestudents in six ClUagoliefi: realism of their project; well thought-out goals; schedulemaintenance; intoner in projecn promptness; and counesy. These wets povided to teachers asfeedback on student performance. In addition, lunch at the schools was built into thepartnership to provide an opportunity for informal interaction between volunteers and theteachers and school cootdinaton.

o The "To Do" lists prepared by Elkhart students at each meeting with their mentor was alsoreviewed by their teachers between meetings to check that sudents were keeping on track interms of prowess with their science fair pojects.

a

o In Osceola, the Itysics teacher checked with the students after tutoring sessions, espoxiallyemly in the rocas, to be sum that the students were undemanding and benefiting from theeffon. Una, the teacher gave feedback to the tutors and walked with the =dens to get themprepared to wink with the tutors. Studems often mimed their test results with tutors, thusgiving them a sense of their effectiveness. Alm, the coordinator informally checked studentpromo by looking over report cards and talking with teachers. This information was alsoconveyed to volunteers in an informal manner.

Vohmteers in the Osceola tutoring program "signed in* in a book in the coordinator's officeeach time they came to the school. This could be used to informally check on attendance andpromptness. Teachers occadonally left notes for volunteers in this book, the& it served as acommunication device as well.

o Volunteers in the Los Angeles Cowan Avenue School partnership checked in at the 9t1ncipqrsoffice and were escorted to the science/math lab. This, too, served as an informal cheA onattendance and prompmess.

3 0
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o In Seattle, if students were not at the Rainier Bank Tuesday night tutoring sessions, bank
voluntun often called students' homes from the school to inquire about their absence.
Alternatively, they would ask the school cootdinator to ask about it during school hours.

o Many partnerships in the demonstradonilecture category, such as the various St. Louis
partnerships, ARCO40th Street School, Chevron-Cowan Avenue School, and others, had
teachers present during the partnership activities. This enabled teachen to talk informally with

elt volunteers, and to provide hams feedback about whether the acdvides were at the right level
for students. In St. Louis, a member of the partnership staff as well as the teacher vies on hand
for volunteers' lectures and demansusdons. The partnership staff member salved as a neutral
party and provided another feedback perspecdve.

o AMOCO volunteers ic Tulsa met as a group every other week for a combined training and
debriefing session. This provided an mortunity for informal feedback about the rxeceding
partnership session and discusshm of any problems or suggesdons for immvement raised by
vohmteers.

0 o A small group of teachers, volunteers and students from the St. Louis Park partnership with
Honeywell met with the school and business coordinators dun dons a year. These meetings
were used for informal feedback and discussion about how partnership activities were
ftmctioning, to make naiad= for improvement, snd to plan and schedule activities fbr the
next year. Minutes of these meetings were sem to all participants so that they too could benefit
from the informal discussion.

School systems will be tempted to rely solely cat informal monitoring. Informal monitoring is easier,

and many assume that informal contacts will catch all, or most, emblems. Ms is not uue. TO indicate what

can happen, we draw from one experience.

o The partnership coordinator and the teacher were very satisfied with a very technical
pumership ptogram. However, a survey of former and current students indicated sivrificant
difficuhies with the volunteer's presentation style and ability to keep students interested and
motivated.

Infinmal monitoring should be supplemented by more formal monitoring. Formal monitoring involves

the use of questionnaires, checklists, or similar written materials to plovide feedback about the partnership.

Findinp horn DM kinds of monitoring should be used to give a more comprehensive picture of the

partnership's progress and problems.
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Key aspects to contdder in fotmal monitoring are:

Sources of information
Quesdonnaire development
Analysis of infonnadon
Dissemination and use of matitoring information
Obstacles to formal monitoring

kumigkgpAgigsm. Formal monitoring provides some of the same information as informal
monitoring, such as: whether volunteers and students ate absent or law frequently; whether content,
logistics, and scheduling of activities are being performed as planned; whether matches appear ro be
apploriate; and whether participants are satisfied. However, formai monitoring should also be used to
obtain additional information, particularly about the impacts of partnership activities, such as effects on
student performance and interest in science and math.

Items that can be used for formal mmdtoring includc

I. Records of absences and lateness of vohmteers and students.

2. Written evaluation of reports or projects that were assigned to students (whether prepared by thevolunteer, teacher, or school coordinstor). The coordinator and teachercan use these items to ascertaina studem's ingress in the partnership.

3. Stud.uns' grades and standardized math and science test resultsrelevant to the subject matter of theplums*, and changes in these over the course of the partnenhip.

4. Feedback from studentson quesdcamaires that ask students to rate various aspects of the partnershipexperience (including volumeer petformance).

5. Feedback from volunteers on questionnaires that ask volunteers to rate various aspects of theirexperience with the partners*.

6. Feedback from participating teaclurs questionnaires that ask teachers to tate various aspects of thepartnerships (These should be tequested whether the teacher is the direct recipient of the partnershipassigance or is monitoring student's pardcipadon.)

4D
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Structured questionnaires will help assure that monitoring efforts cover major issues. Seeking

feedback from all participants will help assure that the findings are revesesuadve of all participants and are

not only the opinions of a vocal minority who might be relied on for informal contacts.

Records of absenteeism and lateness should be made at each partnership session for formal monitoring.

0
These records should be scheduled for submission to the coordinator or teacher periodically, such as

monthly, throughout the parmaship activity. Items 4, 5, and 6 in the above list normally should be required

at the end of each partnership activity. However, if the partnership is a multi-semester activity,

questionnaires should be completed at the end of each semester. Note that some people use the term

"evaluation" to refer to formal monitoring acdvides, particularly use of questionnaires.

Quingungiallaskomin. Use of questionnaires to obtain feedback is a key feature of formal

monitoring. Somewhat diffetent quesdonnaires need to be developed fbr students, volunteers, and teachers

in order to obtain the appropriate information from each type of participant. Examples of questionnaires for

students, volunteers and teachers are included in Exhibits 11, 12, and 13, mspectively. Schools can use

these as starting points for their own monitoring quesdonnaires, adapting them to the plumership's specific

characteristics.

Questknnaires for each group should include some quegions that ask for ratings of various aspects of

the partnership as well as some questions that are "open-ended." The latter include questions asking for

comments and suggestions for improvement. Responses to these open-ended quetsions can help explain

negative ratings and ptovide ideas fbr imptoving partnerships.

Analvsis of infOrMildoge The findinp from the various types of formal monitoring items should be

both (a) examined for pnablems in individual cases (e.g., individual volunteers or students), and (b) tallied

across cases, e.g., for each class and for all classes receiving assistance.

This processing should be the responsibility of the school or school system coordinators.

IP
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The school coordinator may be able to take advantage of du technical skills of the science and math

depanmems in the panicipadng schools if these faculty are intezested in providing suistance on a voluntary

buis. They could provide assistance with the following acdvidec

o Helping design tin quesdonnahe to induce information that is valid and reliable. (Teachersmigis use this design problem as a class project.)

o Develop the software needed to tabulate the data.

o Help analyze the due and prepare the report.

Such assistance should only be asked of science and math teachers on a voluntary basis, e.g., as an
opportunity to apply their technical dills and for posside use u class ptojects. These tasks should not be
imposed on the teachers.

Ilinsinsignagli The Primary PerPose of informal and formal
madtoring is to idendfy improvements that ate needed. Imerim monitoring, ofboth types, done during the

pannenhip activity shcadd be used for immediate correction of poblems.

In order for this to occur, the information obtained needs to be disseminated promptly to those in a

position to take corrective action Questionnaires and other information sources should be processed and

analred promptly so that information can be convened into action in a timely way.

Dissemination can be done in a variety of ways. Brief reports or memos prepared by the coordinator

can be sent to principals, teachers, business coordinators, and volunteers. Results can be summariud in

regular parmership publications. Meetings with principals, teachers, business coordinators, and/or
vohmteers can be held to discuss the findinp.

Coordinators and other responsible patties should be committed to acting upon problems. Helping

participants and providing meaningftd activities should be the rimy goal of partnenhips. Faihne to act in
order to avoid potentially unburassing someone or appearing ungrateful to volunteers or busineu parmers
does not make sense.
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o In one partnership, a few students who complained about the matches of students and
volumene were told by a school coordinator that changes in assignment cot Id not be made. As
a result, these students did not team much from their partnership involvement and were
frustrated and angry as well.

The formal feedback activities that come at the end of a partnership activity should be used to

improve Awe parmership activities. For example, the teacher and student assessments of the volunteers

should play a msjor role in determining: (a) whether the school should encourage the volunteer to

participate again, and (b) whether the school system should provide special training for the vohmteer to help

reduce identified problems. Assessments of effectiveness of partnership activities or arrangements should

be used to modify corms or bona of Mute acdvides.

Enrages of partnerships that have used formal monitoring indult%

o In Tulsa, volunteers webs required to sign in whenever they entered the schooL The sign-in
sheets wen sent each month to the school volunteer coordinator, who compiled aild reviewed
the data to make sure the pogrom was active and seething adequate volunteer support. The
Junior League also monitored this parmenhip, keeping pack of volunteer hours, expenditures,
and problems. The League psepared an humid report each year that included this information
and mark recommended= for improvements.

o The Milsa volunteer cooldinator's office also surveyed school principals at the end of each year
about the extent and quality of vohmteer participation in their schools. School librarians were
surveyed about increased requests for science related books and articles as an indicator of
program SUCCOR.

o In Indianapolis both students and their mentors were given questionnaires to complete at the
end dills mentorship expedence b addition, students west tequised to write a report on their
experience and were provided with guidelines as to the content of the report, including
identification of: what was most interesting about the evidence; what could have made the
visits more beneficial or intesesdnx and whether the expedence was worthwhile.

o Students in Seattle's MESA program were given quesdonnaims asking for ratinp of each of the
projects presented in the MESA dass (on topics such as enemy, sauctural engineering, artificial
intelligence, and logic and plottemsolving) on its compledon and, later, a questionnaire asking
for a radng of the wire MESA pogrom for the year.

o Elkhart administered questionnaires to =dents, medals, and meotom This Program also used
a standard student attitude inventory to determine whether the science fair memorship had an
impact on overall attitudes. Infonnation ft= the various Inatome= was compiled and reports
sent to the Indiana Fanners in Education Program, which had provided lUnds for development
of this program.
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o Teachess panicipating in Seattle TIE's teacher upgrade program were given questionnsites tocomplete each year. The program coordinator used the results to inovide feedback to bninesspanners that some presentations were overly sophisticated for the teachers. Adjusonents imeremade by business presenters to hem:match the teachers' backgrounds. Tim forms were alsoused in selecting topics and presenters for the next year.

Parmership offices that serve entire school disuics, Or even entire mum often urge porticiPluing
schools to conduct formal monitoring of their partnerships each year. The offices steel:Imes provide sample

questionnaires for schools to use for this purpose. In some oases, partnership offices take responsibility for

conductini yearly formal monitoring.

o The Los Angeles School Partnetship Office sent principsis of participatim schools a "Sumas),of Activities" sheet each year. This form identified factors that strengthened partnershipactivities (such as recognition or appreciation of volunteers, publicity ibr the promam). Theform was recommended fbr use in planning activides fbr the coming par.

o The Partners in Public Education (PIPE) office in Seat& disuibuted questionnaires to becompleted jointly by the school and business coordinators at the end death year. These werecompleted at a meeting thu PIPE sponsoted for all pannership participants and were retainedby the PIPE dace to provide pianos for overallperms:ship development

o The Indiana Palms in Educed= Program requited that recipients of Its grants conduct formalmonitoring of their programs. They provided a variety of sample instruments that could bechosen for this purpose and also covered the topics of monitoring and evaluation in thepatmaship training pmgrams they provided.

o The St. Louis Partnesship Propam,sent questionnaires to teachers and school coordinators atthe end of each Ingram to get their opinions on the quality and hel*Iness of the partnershipand their views on the ptesenters and materials usul in class. The ptogram also sent fonns tothe business partners to collect data on hours of volunteer time and materials donated, andestimates of the value of vohmteer services.

o The Monsanto partnership in St. Louis tried using tests of student imowledge to 111011itOrpuma** impacts. Students wee given a brief, muldple.didce quiz co engineering conceptsbefore patticipsing in the pattnership, and again do they had panicipated. Scones on the twotests wete compared to detennine the impact of the program.

glum jeLmaliggalada Formal monitoring procedutes requite added work to consuuct data

collection instruments, administer forms, analyze data, and report results. School personnel, such as
teaches% are not Igrely to wet added administrative aqui:anent& such as undertaking the ratings. Clearly,
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the school coordinators should avoid burdening teachers with unwanted tasks such as processing the

questiormaires.

higagELB_Larathtagaigni

Thus far, we have talked about monitoring by the school system. The coordinator for business

parmets should also undertakm moniaiing. This involves such tasks as the fbilowinir

dold periodic informal discussions with each volunteer as to progress, problems, and possible
corrections for those problems. This information should be used by the busimus coordinater to tmlp
=duce pnablems, such as by die business coordinator relaying the ploblem to school coordinators and
working with them to alleviate it.

1.

2.

3.

Check periodically that volunteers are meeting their scheduled commitments to die schools. This can
be done by checking dhectly with the volunteers or the school coonlinator. Thinigh this may seem
excessively intrusive, some parmerships have had considerable problems with attendance of their
volunteers. The business firm should be aware of this end help die vohmteer take whatever action is
needed to correct it.

Obtain feedback at the end of each pannership acdvity hom each volunteer as to the volunteers' rating
of the experience and their recommended= regarding dm Arm's ccednued participation in the effort.
This should provide the business coonlinator with information as to the benefits and problems that the
valiance= found in working in the school system. The business coonlinator can use this information
to make corrections in the Amue.

The above activities can be undertaken informally by die business coordinator. However, for die third

task, the business coordinator would do better to administer a formal questionnaire to volunteers. This

would provide a record of partnership activities and their progress. The results from all volunteers can be

combined to provide a more comprehensive picture of the partnership's progress and problems. The

business can use this for making future decisions as to the nature of the support to be given to the

partnership.
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MAMA

Ultimately du purpose of school-business partnerships focused on science and math is to achieve
important goals and objectives such as those identified in Chapter 1:

o To improve student learning and capability in science and math subject matter.

o To increase student interest in science and math and encourage more students to seek careers in

o

these fields.

To raise interest in school and acackmic achievement in general and :educe drop-out rams.
o To enhance teacher enthusiasm in teaching science and math in elementary or secondaryschools, and increase teacher knowledge of thole subjects.

Evaluation is, however, inherently Onsag to those in the programs being evaluated. Evaluations
that indicate little or no propos can be embarrassing to participants, both to schools and business parmers
that have been promoting their participation in thq partnership. Evaluation is inherently difficult, and
comprehensive, in-depthevaluations can be quite Fxptnsive. If state, federal, or private resources are
available, fUlly comptehensive, in-depth evaluations might better be tmdertaken by outside agencies such as
universities or consultruns. Discussion of duse in-depth evaluadons is outside the scope of this report. Here
we make suggestions for more limited, and more feasible, evaluations that school and business parmers are
likely to be able to undertake.

Because of the time and effort required, evaluations of a parmenthip should probably be undertaken

aonly once every few years. It might be done after the first two years of the partnership (to obtain early
feedback but allow the partnership enough time to settle in) and, subsequently, perhaps at 3-4 year intervals.

Full evaluatio.ns could also be undertaken if, and when, major problems arise.

Evaluations sponsotal by the school system should have two purposes:

1. To UM the extent to which the parmership is accomplishing its goals and objectives.

2. To identify any significant problems and ways to improve the prognm.
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Following ans some actions the school system can take to obtain evaluative infOrmation. The focus of

evaluation is on students (or teachers) Wei* several months after they have completed partnership

activities, rather than during the period or immediately after completion of the activity.

1. Compile the information gathered fom formal monitoring instruments, especially questionnaires for

the time pesiod covered by tbe evalugtoa.

2. Administer a questionnaire similar to that shown in Exhibit 11 to participating students who have
=infix completed partnership activities. The questions should be revised to obtain infbrmation as
to the effects of the partnership Az it was over. These students can be asked about their gaggam:
grades, interest in science or math, choices of science and math electives, participation in
extracurriadar activities related to science or math, and canter disection. These students should also be

asked the extent to which these improvements or increased involvement in science and math activities

has resulted from their wine:ship acdvity. For those students that have graduated at the time of the
evaluation follow-up, the valuators should consider administering the quenionnahe by mail, or even
telephone. (We found the Christmas holiday period to be a very good time to reach high school

paduates by telephone.)

3. Administer to students, at both the beginning and the completion of partnership activities, a
questionnaire asking them to rate their ability and interest in science and math class work,
extracurricular activities, and casters. Exhibit 14 illustrates the questions th .. die students might be

asked. Compare the pre-parmership num= to the post-parmesship responses.

4. If possible, administer a questbnnalse asking similar questions about interest in science and math to a

sample of salt students that are as similar to participants as possible except that they did not
participate in the partnership. Their respraues should be compared to those of the participants.

5. Similarly, for pastnership programs aimed at teachers, administer a quesionnahe to them asidng about

the extent to which duly felt that the parmership activity contributed to their own: (a) knowledge of

science and math topics; (b) abaity to make their courses mon interesting and more informative; and
(c) imams in remaining as teachas in schmce and math.

a
b. Interview science and math teachers to assess the parmership acdvides, including their perceptions of

the extent to which the acdvides seemed to have increased participating students' achievement and
interest. Interview both teachers who have directly participated st those who have not, especially
teachers likely to have had these same students in their classes alter the students' partnership activities.
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7. For each of these surveys, ask respondents to identify major problems in the partnerships and to givesuggestions for improving the parmerships in the fume. Such information will help the evaluatorsidentify needed improvements.

8. Examine the attendance records of students in classes, or other science and math related activities, inwhich volunteers panicipmed. Ccanpare this attendance to the students' previous attendance and tothat of other students in regular classes. (This step is likely to be particularly useild in schools withhigh propordons of disadvantaged youth where absenteeism rates tend to be high.)

9. Examine participation rates in science and math extracurricular activities and elective courses todetermine whether students thar had been in partnerships appeared to increase their participationafterward, especially as compared to other students.

10. Examine changes in achievemem test SCORS, and grades in mime and math subjects to mess whetlxrstudents that had participated in parmerships appeared to have increased their achievement andleaming, relative to what otherwise would have been expected.

11. Examine guidance office records, feedback from graduated students, or similar information, todetermine the rate of entry into science or math Related programs in college or technical schools forgraduates who had participated in parmersidps. Assess whether panicipams appear to have higher thannormal nem of participation in science and math career directions.

12. Interview a random sample of parents of stud= that participated in pannership acdvities to obtainpatents' perceptions of the extent to which the activities led to increased ability and interest in scienceand math subjects and mows.

The major problem in these evaluation activities is to estimue the difference in outcomes (such as test
noses and interest level) that malted from the panicipadon. This tequires, at least implicitly, considering
what would have resulted if they had not taken the partne.ehip and instead had been exposed to more usual
activities. Making inferences about pannerships from the findings of these steps needs to be done carefully.
In some instances, dramatic results may show up, and the evidence will be stiong that dm parmership is
helping (or is not). More often, however, the evidence will be less dramatic, especially in categories of
partnerships where the activities involve less intense effort with students or are less directly related to
stuck= learning, such as pannerships aimed at developing teacher skfils, and some enrichment activities.
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nangSLTherriardwim?

Many school systems, especially larger ones, have research and evaluation wits that are well equipped

to imdenake the evaluation. To avoid putting partnership coordinators into a compromising sinaadon, they

should not be responsible for doing the evaluatitm themselves. However, because the coordinators will

likely be major users of the evahmtkm findings, they should be involved in the evaluation design and assist

in laying out logistics of implementation.

Another possibility, that might be particularly useful for smaller school systems, is to use the

evaluatice as a class science or math pmject. Because evaluation methodology has arisen hem science and

math disciplines, science and math teachen might find it inniguim to lead the evaluation.

allaSERB12211.2BiNgigall

While school adminisuators am likely to be mom inclined to rely on their own day-to-day observations

411
and use their judgments as to partnership success, such impressionistic evaluations may not provide a

officiently comprehensive perspecdve, especially on the offer= of the panne:ship. For example, students

may enjoy the change nom their usual classroom routines offered by meetings with volunteers, but does this

nanslate into real improvements in student achievement and increased interest in science and math?

Thus, despite the weak:asses of these evaluation procedures, we recommend that school systems and

their business partners periodically undenake systematic evaluations to help them make their judgments

regarding partnerships. The potential uses for evaluation in providing information to guide improvements

and to provide accountability to sponsors and the public make it highly worthwhile.
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EXHIBIT 11

a

STUDENT FEEDBACK SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Note: Each partnership should adapt this questionnalte to its specific partnership activities. For example,questions might be added asidng students to rate and comment on specific aspects of the partnership, such asits schedule, project or homewotk requirements, the quality of any lab equipment used, etc.

We need your help in improving the (Name ofPartnership program).

Please mower the ibllowing questions based on your own experieoce with the program. (Note: Yourresponses will be =Wendel and not attributed to you.)

1 How would you rate the volunteer you worked with cm each of the following? (Check one responsefix each item below)

a. Intel= in subject roam

b. Knowledge of the subject matter

c Ability to communicate with
students

d. Ability to make subject
intemsdng

e. Fairness

f. Interest in the students

B. Ability to motivate students

h. Reliability (showed up when scheduled
and on thne)

e

gawks 024 Mr bsiit

1,=1=M1

=1
=1M

MOMMNII

=11111.1111MI

.1111. =11Mad

agassma =1WIM

!WO! amossmomas

2. What suggestions do you have for the vobuiteer to improve his or her effectiveness in working withstudents?

0

I 2
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3. To what mem did the partnership do the following:

Not
A peat A at

deal Scanewhat Little All

a. Increased my =demanding of
mathfscience

b.. Got me involved in extmairricubr
math or sdence activities (such as
math or science clubs or science
or math compedtions

c. Lamented my pada or test scores
in math or science

d. Increased my Interest in math
and scieace

e. Improved my interest in doing well
in school

f. Encouraged me to take science or
math elective courses In the
fun=

lg. Made me feel better about my
ability to handle science or
math courses

h. Increased my fattiest in a science
or math related cuter

ONINwim ..101

MEINNWEIpmi

.., 1111

4. What do you think should be done to improve the (enter partnership name)?
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S. flow much did tbese sessions belpyou in year other Ina* andsacra classes? Plea one)

Mot
Some
Not ouch
Not at all

6. ow ouch did these sessions belp you in otbet scboolsubjects? Cbec one)t}l

------ A lot
.--- Soule
------ 1140t such

I. }low ouch do you tble%tbe program balixdyou become a better student? Peet only one answer)

Not at au

----. A 1ot

somewhat
A Uttle bit
Diet belp to a all

Overs, bow valuabut was dtepoops eapedence for you? (Cbecir. on
31

e)

----. EitualaelY valuable
------ Very valuable
----. Valuable
------ Not very valuable
------- Not valuable at all

9.
ab doDo you bave any Mimi conuesuie or

suggesdons out program?
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mum. 12

BUSINESS VOLUNTEER FEEDBACK SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Note: This questionnaire is worded for administration by the school system. The volunteer's firm can
modify the wording slightly to obtain its own itedback from its pmmership participants. Questions can also
be addixt, such as "To what extent do you believe your Mut has benefited km your partnership? In what
ways?

Thank you for your puticipadon as a volunteer in the (name of pannership activity). To help us
improve our program in the future, would you please give us your views on the following elements.

1. How would you rate the adequacy of the following elmmts of the parmership activity:

Wain gasa B22I

a. The information and "welcome
you wets given by the school
leading up to your selection as
a business volunteer.

41,

b. Orientation and/or training you
received prior to your beginning
the partnership activity.

c. The comnsunicadon you had with the
school coordinanw you worked
with throughout the partnership
activity.

d. The communication you had with the
teacher you worked with throughout
the panne:ship activity.

e. The help you teceived from school
personnel *Washout the
partnership activity.

139

MININE.

.11MEMOMIll

111,
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f. The facilities provided to you by
the school for the parmership
activity.

g. The recognition you have received
from the school system for your
role.

MNIIIM00,
.M.M1111111111! WMMMIN1~10

2, If you responded "fair or "poor to any of the above elements, would you please tell us why andgive your suggestions as to how this element might be improved?

3. To what extent do you feel:

a. Your time was well spent

b. The students you
worked with increased their
knowledge of science or math

c. The students you
worked with increased their
interest in science or math
toPics

d Your employer benefined
from your participation

Not
A Great Somewhat A at

deal Little Ail

aMINIMMIIIEMMI

MI111MI.e

11Nanimpl 0111101=

4. If you rated any of thc elements in Quesdon 3 as °not at all," please explain and provide yoursuggestimis for improving this in the future.



0

0

a

a

0

a

I Would you recommend that others in your organizadon volunteer?

Yes No

WhY?

6. Please give us any other comments or mggesdous you have on the program.

1
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EXHIBIT 13

TEACHER FEEDBACK SAMPLE QUESTIONNAIRE

Thank you for participating in the (name of pannersbip activity). We need your help to hnprove theprogram in Nam Please give us your views on tbe following elements.

I. How would you rate the adequacy of the following elements of the parmership activity?

!EOM g2Ei f.LiE Ear.
a. The Waned= you received

on the partnenhip activity
before it began

b. The communication you had with
the school comdinator throughout
the pannership activity

c. The interacdon you had with the
volumeet(s) throughout the
parmenhip activity

IMIMMINN

MNINxl

2. If you responded lair" or "poor" to any of the above elements would you please tell us why and giveyour suggestions as to how this element might be improved.
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3. How would you rate the following charaaeristics of the voluntees(s)?

a. Interest in their subject matter

b. Knowledge of their subject matter

c. Ability to communicate with the
students

d. Milky to &liver inteesting
piesentulons

e. Interest in their students

f. Ability to motivate their students

g. Achievement of adequate student
peticipation

h. Reliability (showed up when scheduled
imd on time)

4. To what extent do you feel:

a. Xos time wu well spent

b. The students the voluntees(s) worked
with gained increased Imowledge
of science or math

The students the voluntem(s) worked
with gained incased interest in
ser4ce or math topics

Don't
&OM agg NV.2.1

.1N=1*...!

IMM IIMI=1

a= =====1. eliIMEMO

NMENI.OWINNOIM =1IN.

WOMIMMI 4M,M=O

Not
A great Somewhat A at

deal Little All1
WIIMMINOINNIO
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5. If you rated any of the elements in Question 4 as "not at all," please explain and provide yoursuggestion for improving these in the fume.

d. Would you recommend drat other science and math teachers work with volumeers?

Yes
No

tia. If "No," why not?

I

7. Please give us any other comments or suggestions you have on the program.

a

*
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EXHIBIT 14

ILLUSTRATIVE QUESTIONNAIRE TO IDENTIFY "BEFORE VS. AFTER" INTEREST

For each of the following, please check the answer that best describes the way you feel.

Suongly Strongly
iSES AES OHM aH831

1. I use science or 11111th in everyday life.

1 I am willing to study hard to do
well in science or math.

3. I 00 want to take more science
or math causes.

4. I could do better in science and math
if I had mom help

5. Other people woad thhik I was important
if I had a job using science/math.

6. I would like to have a job which uses
science or math.

7. Working on science or math is boring.

8. Thinp I study in science or math are
too difficult.

9. School is boring.

10. I like to loam new Nap in scienceO
or math class.

11. I am good at science or math.

12. I am willing to study hard to do well
in school.

13. I like science or math.

.mompIIIND ~It. OMM==

=1.11.11

MINNIINNagO

.Iffla.11110

0111111111M1101=

11MONIIM ===11!.

INIMEM.M

MPIMINFO...10 ..MINME......

MINSMO0 =.1.0.* =~. MOMMX

=11Mm1

ow.M....1.. eaMMI~

1111!=PMI IMENIMEM.IM

mismesNIINS

111.

Mapted from: Richard N. White, "The Evaluadmi of the ScienceiMatb Education Project," Repon
to the District of Columbia Public Schools and Federal City Council, August 13,
1987.
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CHAFFER 16
SPECIAL CONSIDERATIONS FOR PARTNERSHIPS HELPING

DISADVANTAGED STUDENTS

Some partnerships serve substantial numbets of disadvantaged students. "Disadvantaged" students

are often those ftom households suffering from poveity, low educational levels, arwi/or language barriers.

Their parents are often ming, undereducated, lack parenting skills, and have little time or ability to help
students at home. Large proportions of minorities and singiolarenthouseholds generally fall within this

Foul).

Partnership can have pasticular benefits for disadvantaged students. These include:

o Receiving remedial education for students with weak academic backgrounds.

o Beiitg exposed to significantly broader educational environment&

o Finding role models, helping students understand that success is related in large pan toeduced=

o Experiencing the relevancy of abstract science and math concepts in the workplace.

o Being stimulated and encouraged to do well in school and to consider careers in science andmath, forces that might not exist in many of these students' families.

o Developing daily living skills that their parents might not have, such as knowledge of how towrite checks and manage checking awl savings accours.

Two success stories illustrate these poundal benefitE

o A St. Louis program was designed to teach students basic math and banking skills. Thesnows not only became mom enthusiastic about math, pined information about math-related=MA and tmderstood math and banking concepts, but also developed a sense of maturitybecause they tmderstood concepts that their patents did not.

o The math lab in Springfield had needy 100% student attendance on math lab days. Over 90%of the children wished to go to the lab more ftequendy.

But the disadvantaged students are not the only ones who benefit from these parmerships.
Pannerships can also provide encouragement, support, and skills development for teachers who may be in

/46152
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relatively deprived teaching environments, such as schools with large pmpordons of disadvantaged studems,

high drop-out rates, and inadequate teaching materials.

However, special problems oda for partnerships serving disadvantaged students. The sections below

describe these problems and ptovide suggestions for alleviadng them. (Many of the partnerships examined

for this apart and listed in the Appmdices served disadvantaged and minority students.)

inggleadiam01 jougAlgtenahm

1. ! . i _22 -1) _ L111..-.11 JIj
.0 It!

pr may Xte smbarrassed or hesftantjq volunteerVuheiak

Response:

(a) Actively recruit disadvantaged students for parmership activities. Earnings teacLan,giiidance
camselors, and principals to personally =nit these candidate& Recruiting should also include
nodes on bulletin boards, loners to students and their parent% and meetings with studolts.

gadisigaltamin
vi

(b) Use disadvantaged students with past experience in parmerships to sham their experiences and
encinnip panicipadca

(c) Hold special orientation sessions for disadvantaged students, and possibly their prents.

o Ths MESA slog= in Seattle held an orientstion session on a Satuniay morning at a local
university for prospective student participants and their parents. Talks were given by
various role models, former MESA studems who had gone on to college, and current
participants in du program.

2. Coqsiderable iultural mos can axis benvis hotness voluntims and diudvantfald students.
Disadvantaged students may not idendfy with, or trust, the buthieu person who is suempdas to help
dam This problem can manifest Weif in difficulties in communication, shyness or reluctance of the
students to participate. Volunteers may lack understanding of the range of problems that inhibit
studs* lemming, and language barriers may exist when students and/or their parents do not speak
English well. In some of the minority-oriented partnerships examined for this report, school
personal reported that disadvantaged students WM often not good at interaction with adults and felt
duestened In tme-on-one situadons with adult vohmtems.
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Response:

(a) Seek volumeers from backgrounds similar to those of the students whenever possible. Thesevolunteers can serve as role models. For example, the Springlield-Dellerry School partnershipwhich involved mosdy black studems was able to recruit a majority of black volunteers.

(b) Have teachers aml coordinators provide special orientation for volunteers working withdisadvantaged students. Cultural gaps, communication problems and ways to alleviate themshould be discussed at this orientation. Teaches or volume= experienced in worldng withdisadvantaged youths should be present to answer questions and provide guidance.

(c) Have volunteers work with small groups rather than using one-on.one sessions. In somecircumsances this will reduce tension for individual students.

(d) Use other studems as "peer tutors" to wodt with the vohmteen (such as was &me in the Rainierpartnership in Sande).

%.111.1.7.21!!!!..I!!... .1112-711±.

Response:

:k\t `ie

(a) Caution new vohnueers about this during theirorientation sesAm.

j

(b) Encourage volunteers and teachers to work together to develop a detailed curriculum at theappropriate skill level.

(c) Provide frequent monitoting of volunteers' work with students ami provide primipt correctivefeedoack when necessary.

Note: At tbs same dme, it is importent that voimeas do not misread students' limited verbal abilityand limited experience with cultural amenities as lack of intellectual ability. While students shouldnot be given tasks which ES too far beyond their current *ill level (and henm souices of frustration),they must also be challenpd.

14: 21.2 " Ok' _tilt!. It 4"4 ....intd math resources. Disadvantaged students ase less likely to have family members available to helpthem with homeworkor special ptojects, or to have calculators or pmecnal cortiis at home.These stutkims may not hen had a prior strong education in science and math sutler=

Response:

(a) Emphasize tint fim, Rhands-on" Weans of science to generate enthusium and to encouragestudenn to seek help in science and math.

(b) Make arrangements so that these students can borrow equipment for a few days to practice asdid the Hartford Aetna partnership, which arranged forstudents to borrow computers.

1. 5 .1
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(c) pmvide access to academic assistance, or make referrals to sources of help. The MESA
program span:axed a math hotline staffed by students frau the University of Washington's
minority Engineering program. Students could call in with on:miens and receive help. MESA
students were also albswed access to the tutors az the minority engiwering students' study
center at the University. MESA teachers also provided advice about the tutoring resources
availate in high schools, or tried to arrange for tutoring, if a student neededadditicmal help.

(d) Encourage parents to be more supportive, perhaps in pragrams that aim at helping improve
parenting and science and math proficiency. The Hartford-Aetna Saturday Academy
pannership tequited parems to panicipate in the Saturday morning pogrom by taidng classes
on topics such as patendng, conflict resolution, and health. They also went familiarized with
computers. An added problem in Hanford was that many of the students and parents were
Hispanic, and some of the parents knew little EV*. The partnership resolved this problem

O by hiring Spanish =gators.

S.

0

(e) Send newsletters to patents of participathrg students (in a Amiga language if ascessary) co the
partnership activities. The newsletters should suggest activities that the parents might do to
help-4f only by encouraging parents to offer praise tbr accomplishments.

(f) Involve parents in parmership activities. Parents wen invited to amend partnership orientation
sessions with their children in the Seattle MESA program, dm Indianapolis mentonhip, and.the
Hammond advanced chemistry class. The MESA pros= also had perm support groups in
evay school with a MEM pop= and had regularmeednp with them.

.. 't _ _ L. .' t 'i- 11'2-1i-111 I

Disadvantaged stud= often have experienced muldple academic failutes and/or poblems at home.

Respane:

(a) Provide good communication between the coadbrattw andAw teachers and the volumes on the
chart/naiades and needs of the =dents. The Indianapolis meigaship pzopam sent volunteers
a brief letter de:lathing the academic background, caner interests, hobbies, and so forth of the
student assigned to them. A more confidential approach, such as a meeting or telephone call,
would also be appropriate for discussing =dint moblems.

111z..!!!".4/1,...1tP

that are beld outside regular school hours. For example, the Oscada awl Seattle a/toting programs
found that maw older minority students had to work after school. Punharmore, lack of cars and the
need to travel thnsugh danprous neighborhoods may make it diffiadt for disadvantaged students to
attend programs at night.

Respcmse:

(a) Schedule partnership activities at times that will maximize the number of disadvantaged
students that can wend.

(b) Provide special transportation to and from the program, as was done in the Indianapolis
Mentonhip, Hanford-Aetna and Hammond-Inland Steel plogams.
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8.

(c) Keep to a minimum the amount of homework required for these special science and mathactivitiesand design the homework so that it can be done within the context of a workenvironment (such as having the student do a time Rudy of their part-time job as a way toimptove their use ofstatimics).

Its
'

t.-.11.11` " tiwhich time special reindrement& such actienonal special aurolies for science fair
121121201.1121231111E13112131K2-
Burma::

(a) Arrange for, or subsidize, the students' transportation or other needs (e.g., supplies or acangSW).

V LL L' Lt
_14 t:minjp.ignualgiggamagagn. Many organizations have low percentages of minorities withexpertise in science, math, or engineering.

Response:

(a) Make specialeffixts to recruit minoddes to serve as mle models. Ask minorities in professionalor academic posftions, or associations of minorides, to help remit fcw the program, or to make*Meld= about recnrking. Keep in mind that people with madVscience backpotmds can be Elfound in many businesses or industries, not just those focused on science/meth. Banks andutilities, for example, can be found almosteverywhere. Most industries have at least somepersonnel with science or math backgrounds. Hospitals and clinics can also be a good sourcefor minority professionals.

(b) Have minority volunteers work with small groups of students rather than one studentif theactivity will not suffer significantly.

9. j)isadvantmedoldents 9efd 0000rtunides for *success* experiences to enhance learning.Disadvantaged students have often experienced multiple Whites inschool, and may find traditionalapproaches to teaching threw:Mg for tids reason. They me likely to be more telexed, and thereforemore wen to leaning, ifpartnership activities are associated with success, rather than failure.

Response:

(a) Include a lot of hands-on opportunities and/or projects designed to generate successfuloutcomes.

(b) Emphasize the "fun" and/or usefirl aspects of science andmath.

(c) Encourage volunteers and teachers to emphasize student achievements and to avoidcomparisons or activities that create "winners* and losers.*
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(d) Avoid making partnership activities similar to regular classes whenever possible. For example,
avoid associating tens or grades dowdy with pastnership activides, unless class credit is given
for the partnership, or the pratnership activity is an integral put of course content.

10. u (_* it e.d

eftbns to motivate them may be needed.
Special

Response:

(a) For activities outside regular school hours, encourage group peer pressure to strengthen
attendance, such as use of group incentivese.g. a special reward if group attendance or
achievement meets targeted levels,

I L

(b) Combine activities held outside of regular school hours with a social component. Perhaps have
food (e.g. pizza) or activities (e.g., volleyball games) after the sessions (as was done by the
Franklin High School tutoring partnership).

(c) Provide monetary awards to individual students as incentives tbr achievement or attendance (as
was done by both the Franklin High School and Seaule-MESA partnerships). The MESA
wogram provided a $50 award at the end of each semester to stud= that achieved a B+ or
higher average in their science and math dames.

fts_ti!

tiskiiishoggialagimast A parmership involving a small number of sessions is unlikely to
have much of a lasting impact on any student

Response:

(a) Arrange as many parmetship sessions as possible to maximize the likelihood of having an
impact tras disadvantaged students.

(b) Continue the partnership activities for disadvantagui students over a number of years. The
MESA ptogram in Seaule, for example, inovided a variety of vobustary classes and other events
from do 10th through the 12th grades.

(c) Provide a variety of acdvides to assist disadvantaged students. The MESA pogrom included
special classes, lectures/demanuradons, a homewolic hotline, recognition and social svents,
parent support, peer study groups, and access to supportive adults who oversaw student
progress and provided guidance about courses to take, college admissions, and science and
math careers.

12. The school, and
agligages Dramatic hnprovement in grades and nandatdired test scorns and victories in math
and science contests will be unlikely for many parmeeship efforts. This is especially true when the
level of prtnership intervention is modest and the students served have severe learning handicaps,
such as science or math °phobias,* weak backgrounds, and non-supponive home or school
envhonments. However, there can still be sivdficatra benefits, such as: incased inotest in science
and math reduced isolation and alienation, presence of positive and supportive role models,

L._ 11.1)1.1 1,
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heigluened academic ambidons, and better school Madame on days when pannenhip activities takeplace.

Raponse:

(a) Involve business partners, volunteers, teachers, and other school officials in establishingrealistic goals for each pannership tu:dviry. Include as goals such items as interest in scienceand math topics, self-esteem, and ability to handle basic science and math problems. But, donot settle for ovedy-easy goals.

(b) Undertake regular monitoring and evaluation efforts to help determine the extent to which thepartnership activities achieve their goals. Use past achievemms to assist in setting ilituretaigas.
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Out-of-class, voluntary partnerships This type of pannership can serve the needs of either
advanced or disadvantaged students. This format can also be readily adjusted to accommodate
volunteer availability and intemsts.

Tutoring partnership - Tutoring is typically oriented toward serving the needs of students
having academic problems. These are frequently disadvantaged students. Since the need for
tutoring generally continues for an emir: semester m school year, this type of pannership requites
a relatively large time commitment from volunteers. Most tutoring partnerships examined
involved the volunteer for at least one hour per week through most of the semesteror school year.
Tutoring can be used at any grade level but with business volunteers, use at higher grade levels
seems more appropriateto take advantage of the volunteers' advanced science and math
knowledge and the volunteer'spotential asa tole model.

Mentorships - Mentonidps are most apciicable to olcks smdeats. Those that take place in the
workplace should be limited to mature students in middle or high school. Mentorships often
muftis the stuckmt to work on science and math pinjects ftequently without dire= supervision.
Mentorships are most often targeted to more advanced students but can be designed for any
students. They also can be designed to involve varying degrees of volunteer participation.
Mentorships providing school credit requim the greatest amount of volunteer commitment,
generally lasdng over the course of an endre semester or school year.

Teacher develf*ment and training Partnerships focused co teachers are particularly helpful in
low-income, rural, or small school districts that have a scarcity of science or math teachers, or
where those teachingscience or math are not prhsarily trained in those fields. These partnenhips
can be particularly beneficial to disadvantaged students, who am oftenconcentrated in such areas.
These pannerships can also lead to renewed enthusiasm and intereston the pan of olderteachen
and so are likely to be especially desirable in situations where such renewal seems needed.
Volunteer involvement in these pannenhips may be limited to a small number of pnentations at
workshops. However, the more ettensive teacher training efforts gamily tete the form of
summer or after-school intemships, which generally involve the business panner's employees as
co-walkers, rather thanvoluntems.
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filigglEtELEMENALSMOBION

School, business, and student participants tended to be quite sadsfkd in the partnerships we examined

They generaily felt the partnerships wee wotthwhile and should be cowhand. Howevez, parmersbips were

usually unable to provide documented evidence of success or of specific benefits. Few partnerships bad

collected or analyzed data on student performance, attendance, or career paths in science and math in

relation to partnership activities.

Though lacking bard evidence, teachers, volunteers and maws generally repotted that students were

more interested in, and enthusiastic about, science and math as a result of parmerships. Some reported that

academic performance in science and math had improved because of the partnerships. Responses to

questionnaires distributed to teachers, students, and volunteers as pan of this surly support these general

expressions of satisfaction with pumerships. However, data related to partnership effects on academic

performance were generally unavailable for analysis, and we were not able to find hard evidence of

partnership academic succeu (or lack of it).

Schools and businesses entering parmerships are cautioned not to have overly-high expectations, as

noted in Chapters 1 and 16. Partnerships are often very limited in their scope. Opporumities may be

available for only a few grade levels or classes, and may involve only a small number of sessions with

volunteers. While studern enthusiasm for science and math may increase because of such exposure, this

may be of limited duration in many cases and is unlikely to translate into substantial improvement in

academic pertonnance.

We encourage business parmers to commit at least the equivalent of one class hour per week over a

full semester of each volunteer's time. This is not a great deal of time, but it slmuld at least enable the

vohmteer the oppornmity to make a more lasing impact in terms of academic achievement, career interest.

CM.
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The benefits derived from even limited partnership involvement can be important, however.

Generating positive feelings about science and math can leave students more favorably disposed to these

subjects in the natut. Providing help for studenn with academic problems can help prevent time students

from experiencing even greater problems in later grades, as well as Alleviating immediate difficuldes.
Providing exposure to tilt uses of science and math in various workplace settings can help convince students
that they should pay anendon to these subjects while in school.

Above all, students seem eager for activities that add variety, break up mdtotony, and that show that

people care about them. This is likely to be especially important to disadvantaged youth.

Dantabiplation

Many problems commonly encountered by parmenbips are related, such as unreliability of volunteers

and poor communicatim Most parmership problems seem to stem from insufficient coordination and

management. While it is difficult to single out some elements as mom important fix access than others, it
is clear that coordination, communication and reliability are key elements. Monitoring and evaluation are
also important for alerting participants to the presence of problems so that corzective action can be taken.
Problems commonly encountered are summarized in Exhibit 15.

Parmership icergevity has been a problem in some instances. Several parmenhips reviewed in this
study had experienced serious declines in activity, largely due to changed business conditions. Takeovers
by other firms, financial problems, and downturns in a panicular industry or company were the primary

reasons for diminished partnership activity. Pannezehips can also shrink or disappear because the CEO of a
particular flnu develops an enthusiasm for a different kind of community service activity. In addition,
perm:ships may also falterbecause of insufficient attentiveness. Having a smoothly-Arncdoning, effective

0parmership, and maintaining enthusiasm and long-term involvement, requires considerable attendon and
work on the part of the (=aflame.



The parmerships we have described, while potentially highly beneficial, are likely to have limited

impacts on educadon: they do not purport to be directed at comprehensive educational reform. However, to

achieve gluier impact, schools and businesses that can should take on larger scale efforts, involving more

students, more classes, and more intensive assistance. For businesses wanting to be involved in broad-scale

educational reform, a different type of effort is required. Alliances and industry-education councils

represent such Mits.

Partnerships usually do not involve much out-of-pocket cost. (See Chapter 2 for a discussion of

required resources.) Costs, of course, will increase with partnership size. Extrusive partnership efforts,

such as those involving entire school districts, can involve substantial costs, but costs still are likely to be

small crunpamd to most other school activities. Costs to the school rmi school district ate generally limited to

salaries associated with staffing a parmenhip office or coordinator, including clerical support. There may

also be costs associated with transportation or incidentals, such as supplies and equipments. Teacher time

required to support the volunteer 063ft is likely to be small, though the teacher will Max need to expend

sufficient time to plan and to work with the volunteer so dist the vohmteer has adequate guidance.

Costs to the business partner generally am limited to employee time spent cm partnership activities.

ID
Some businesses require employees to make up that time, especially if volunteers are item managerial or

professional levels. Wien may *limit off as a consibudon to community service. Some businesses make

out-of-pocket donations of various kinds. These can include transportation arrangements, refreshments,

supplies, awards, etc. Some have subsidized partnerships more directly, for example, by paying

coordinator salaries, or salaries of teachers and their own employees while they worked on partnership

developmer*.

57
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fasanassankiglissi
Factors related to parmership success and problems encountered in partnerships have been discussed

throughout this guide. Key factors in partnetship success am summarized in Exhibit 16.

Below we provide some basic overall suggestion that appear to be particularly important for most, if

not all pannelshiPs.

1. Allow time for the parmership to develop; don't expect miracles overnight; don't require it to',Induce major benefits in one semester or even one year.

2. Pay attention to details such as: developing smooth operating procedures, clearly delineatingresponsibilities and assignments, setting schedules, and establishing back-up arrangements andprocedure&

3. Assign responsibility for the overall parmership effort to someone, such as school and businesscoordinators. Do this formally to institutionalize the paitnership. Give those people time tad supportto knplement the paunership,

4. To avoid momtony and parmership deterioration, periodically inject new content and newapproaches into the partnership.

5. Encourage volunteers to use "hands-on," peak:teary watt that requires the students themselves todo some work, suchas in experiments ond the like. Scientigs and engineers, in particular, should beable to provide such activity ibr soulaus.

& Make gue that volunteers and teachers communicate with each tither negularlyto help the volunteerovercome problems, to provide expeditious feedback about problems such as talking over the beadsof students, end to encourage volunteer reliability so they get to the school on the days they arescheduled and on time.

Adherence to all these suggestions, and those peusented throughout the guidebook, will not guarantee
a succmsfig parmaship. However, they should certainly give it a much beuer chance for success.

0
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EXHIBIT IS: COMMON PARTNERSHIP PROBLEMS

o Insufficient coordination and management of volunteers

o Unreliable volunteers

o Laek of communication between volunteers and teachers and/or students

o Poor matching of volunteers to students and teachers

o Unrealistic expectations

o Insufficient levels of avtivity for having an impact

Insufficient monitoring of activides

o Businesses having organizational or financial problems and withdrawing from the partnership
effort

o Failure to draw iegicher amciations, guidance counselors, school board, and parent groups into
the decision-making process of the parmershlp

165
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EXHIBIT 16: PARTNERSHIP SUCCESS FACTORS

o Active school and business coordinators with enough time to coordinate

o Good coordination by school and business coordinators, both with each other and with thevolunteers and teachers

o Reliable, dedicated volunteers

o Clear communication links

o Training and orientation for volunteers, teachers, and students

o Careibl matching of volunteers with students and teachers

Clear definition of goals and expectations

o Recognition of panicipants

o Monitoring ofprograms in progress

o Timely feedback to partnership participants on any problems and on ways to correct them

o Program continuity and time for program development
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a

Oty or
CODIX

1, Berks County, PA

2. Oncinnad, OH

3. DilitliCt
of Columbia

4. Elkhan,

APPENDIX A
PARTNERSHIP CONTACTS

School or School

Mirka

wive school
disvicts in
Baits County

Business

Non

Adult*
firms

Rockdale Elementary Children's
School HosPitil

Researdt
Division

District of Columbia Federal
Public Schools City

Council

Milan Community Muldpie
Schools firms

A - 1
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Cam
Rubin Homsher
Baks Cotmty Intermediate
Unit

2900 St. Lawrence Avenue
Reading, PA 19606
(215) 779-7111

Shirley White
Rockdale Elementary School
305 Rodtdale Avenue
Cinchmad, OH 45229
(513) 281-3722

C. Vanessa Spinner, Director
Volwneer Senices and
Training Brandt

District of Columbia Public
Schools

415 12th St., N.W., Rm. 1001
WashhIgton, D.C. 20004
(202) 724-4483

kaeph Rueff
Elkhart Community Schools
270 Caliibmis Road
Ekhart, IN 46514
(219) 262-5556



5. Hammond, IN

6. Hartford, CT

7. Howard County, MD

8. Indianapolis, IN

9. Lang Island, NY

Appendx A (condmied)

Hammond School
Symms

Hartford Board of
Educadon

Inland Steel Brant Williamson
Clavit Hign School
1670 175th Street
Hammed, IN 46324
(219) 399-3244

Aetna
bud=
ibr
Corporate
Eduard=

Howard Calmly Public hfuldple
School System Sims

Shoruidge hmior
High Schaal
Amoral Tedmical
High School

Bethpage, East Islip
South Huntington,

Riverhead, Shoreham-
Wading River School
Districts

Multiple
flans

Grumman
Corporation

Bill Mason
Aetna Ina= for

Corporate I3ducadon
External Programs Unit
151 Farmington Avenue
Hartford, CT 06056
(203) 727-4264

Gerald Einem
Coordinator of Mentor

Programs
Howard County Public

School System
10910 Route 108
Ellicott Ory MD 21044
(301) 992-0500, ext. 250

Jean Campbell
Director, Math & Science

Mentor Programs
Bimodal* Center
120 E. Walnut St., Rm. 402
Indianapolis, IN 46204
(317) 2264716

Roseanne Smith

Mangier, Advertising/
School Programs

Grum= Corporation
Bethpage, NY 11714
(516) 575-6075



Appendix A (condnued)

10. Los Angeles, CA Cowan Avenue Chevism Richard Frey, Principal
Elementary School Corporation Cowan Avenue Elementary

School
7615 Cowan Avenue
Los Angeles, CA 9004$
(213) 645-1973

Wayne Cadson
Director of Pamsersbips
Los Angeles Unified

School District
450 N. Grand Ave..

Room 11-237
Las Angeles, CA 90012

..--,11. Los Angeles, CA Tenth Suss Adantic Kanm Neal
Elementary School Richfield 10th Suess Elementary

Corpretion School
(ARCO) 1000 Gram &net

Los Angeles, CA 90015
(213) 3804990

Wayne Carlson
(see above)

12. Pinellas County, FL Osceola High School General Helen Pilini
Electric & Osceola High School
Paradyne 9751 With Stmt. N.

Seminole, FL 34647
(813) 3934734

13. St. Louis, MO Carr Lane Elementary Centeno Wayne Walker, Director
School Bank School Partnership Program

Lag Middle School Bosonen's Office
Bank St. Louis Public Schools

1110 Victor Street
St. Louis, MO 63104
(314) 771-1422

14. St. Louis, MO Southwest High Montalto (see above)
School



15. St. Louis, MO

l& St. Louis, MO

17. St. Louis Park. MN

18, Scenic. WA
Crechnology In
Education/11E)

19. Seattle, WA ,

(Math, Engineedng,
Science Achieve-
mentMESA)

Appendix A (continued)

St. Louis Academy of McDonnell- (see above)
Mahetnatics & Douglas
Sciences

St. Louis Academy of
Mathematics &
Sciences

St. Louis Park
MA School

Muldple school
districts in Puget
&nod area

Seattle School
District

A -4

Genonal (see above)
American Life
Insurance Co.
(GAL1Q

Honeywell Bridget Gothlwg, Director
Community Educadon
6425 W. 33td Street
St, Louis Part WI 55426
(612) 9254300

Multiple
firms

Multiple
Inns
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Sally Luurelle-Montes
Pacific Science Center
200 Second Avenue, N.
Seattle, WA 98109
(206) 443-2001

Patricia MacGowan, Director
Wathington MESA
University of Washing=
353 Loew Hall FH-18
Soule, WA 98195
(206) 543-0562
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20. Searde. WA

Appends A (amtinind)

Franklin High School Securiq Jean Jordan
Pacific Social Policy Officer
Bank Security Pacific Bank
Washington Washington

(formedy P.O. Box 3966
Rainier Seattle, WA 98124
Bank) (206) 621-4498

Cynthia SWUM
Execudve Director
Private Inidatives In
Public Eduction, Inc.
(PIPE)

1200 One Unice Station
Seattle, WA 98101
(206) 461-7244

21. Springfield, MA William DeBerry Digital Misting Hurst
Elementary School Equipment William DeBerry Elementary

Corpondon Scbool
MEC) 670 Union Sueet

Sprhsgfteld, MA 01103
(413) 787-7582

22. Tulsa, OK Tulsa Public Schools AMOCO Nancy McDmald, Director(Science Eadchment
Office of Business/Community

Pfolinin) Resources
Ws* Publia Schools
3027 S. New Haven
P.O. Box 470208
Tulsa, OK 74147
(918) 745-6476

23. Masa. OK
(Physk:s &Munn*
Program)

Ildsa Public Schools AMOCO (see sbove)

A 5 172



Append,' A (continued)

24. West Point, VA West Point Public Chaapeake Jane Sheeran
Schools Cowed= Superintendent

West Palm Public Schools
1600 Main Street
West Point, VA 23181
(804) 8434368
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APPENDIX B: BRIEF PROGRAM DESCRIPTIONS

The following summarks desaibe the permerships as we examined them in 1957 and 1985.

41`1.1.01

The Begs County, Pennsylvania Educator Internship Program placed science and math insuuctors

hum junior and senior high schools, vocatbnal/technical schools, and colleges from the eighteen schtml

districts in the county in six-week summer internships with local businesses in science and mathematics-

related industries. Teachers recdved a adpend for participating. The program was administered by the

Baks County Intennedige Unit (BCIU), a regimal army that ptovided statesmandated services to county

school districts. 11CIU rectuited teachers and firms for the program. Since 1985, 49 teachers have been

placed in intenships with 21 bus in the county.

The program was intended to ptovide an oppommity for long-time teachers to beanie acquainted

with recent technological changes in science and matbemadcsarelated industries, to serve as career

development for teachers, and to enable them to better acquaint their students with the 'Ms necessary for

science and mathematics related careers in the local community. Tadao were tequired to develop lesson

plans lbr their dames based on informaion obtained duough their hneenship expenence.

The major focus of this parmership, which was estaidished in 1983, was its mentor program.

Hospital volunteers met once or twice a week for four months with one to three fifth and sixth grade

snxients on specific scientific Inas of intenst. Students wen matcked with MOTs on the basis of their

responses to a spedally devdoped interest survey. Antor sessions involved discussions about du students'

specific interests in the topic, research skills, information accessibility, and local resources. The mentor
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guided modems through compledon of a schnice pmject. Students also *shadowed" their mentors, spending

half a day fbllowing them around at the hospital work-site sod deeming their acdvides.

In addidon to the mentor program, volunteers helped develop a science curriculum for the school.

There was also a speakers bureau, consisting of hospital volunteers who were available to speak to classes

on a variety of subjects; tows of the hospital; and doorstops of scianific equipment and supplies.

In nun, the school plovided services to the hospimL These included; an annual benefit for a hospital

research fund; the use of school facilides by hospital employees; the loaning" of students to the hospital ID

for saff veining procedures, such as mock evacuatkom dm tutodng of child= of hospital employees; and a

holiday schookchoir performance fbr hospital employees.

Pith= of Columbia; D.C. Public Seboolpfsidal OtT Qnsncil Seines/Math Educsdon Volunteer

MEL
In 1984 the Federal City Council, a civic organbotion of community leaders, undertook an extensive

effort to recruit local math and science professionals for classroom demonstrations and lectures,

tuiriawcoaching acdvides, substrate teaching, and science fair judging. Volunteers were registered by the

Volunteer Services sad Training Branch (MB) of the District of Columbia Public Schools. VSTB

referred the vohmteen to the individual schools, widch tecruited teachers to work with the vohmteen and

made matches to meet machos' needs and volunteers' intemsts.

VSTB developed a special summer pogrom to =in teach= in the use of yammers. Teachers also

studied and developed prototypes of Wen plans using volunteers. Participating teachers at the mune/

program mceived two in-service credits, and were paid 1110/hour. VSTB conducted teacher awareness

programs at schools and at the Instructional Resource Center to * 31p stimulate demand for and u se of

yammers.
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This partnership, which started in 1986, involved business volunteers (primarily from Miles

Laboratories and Shaum Electric) working as menton with small stoups of 7th and lith grade students to

provide advice and guidance on the development of their science fairptojxu. Working with mentors on

these projects was intended to psomote development of researchipmtdem solving skills. self-discipline, ani
independent study mclmiques associated with high achievement.

Most of the students panicipadng were enrolled in a science fair elective class l'or which they

obtained credit, or an advanced science course where a science fair pmject was required. Students identified

the topic they wanted to pursue and were matched with a mentor who could belp with thst topic. Students

met with their mason about 'bur dmes to madve advice and guidance cn their projects. Stud= prepared

"To Do" lists at each session to keep them on schedule betweenmeethigs.

Lisamen

In this partnership, which began in Fall 1986, the teaching schedule ofa high school science teaclmr

was maranged so that he could teach four classes before noon on weekdays and work as a chemist for

Inland Steel in the afternoon. In return, a flith class was taught at the Inland Steel facility on Saturday

mornings.

This advanced elecdve dremistry class was available to high school sent= flan all Hammondhigh

schools on a competitive basis. It was taught at the level of a freshman college chemistry class. Key
features of the clus were working with the advanced equipment available at the facility, and using the

extended class session Arr more advanced experiments than could be coptacted during the shorter class

*periods of a regular school day. In addition to classroom instrucdon, ;Wenn worked on individual projects

in the spring over a six-week period. Other Inland eniployees also provided occasional
demonstrations/discussions of their work and tows of the facilky.
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The Saturday Academy was an early enrichment pmgram for inner-city saves* grackle and their

patents that was co-sponsored and co-designed by the Acme Institute for Corporate Education and the

Hartford Boarn of Education. Its objective was to prevent school failure and droppint-out of inner-city

middle school students, many of Mon reach an at-risk status in the seventh grade. Thiptogram started in

1984.

Students were nominated by teachers in the middle schools in Honked to attend the ptogram, which

was held on nine consecutive Saturday mornings. Two such sessions, each attended by alma 75 students

and *lair parents, were conducte ach year. Students went taught computer, math. science, and oral

communications skills. Parents wee required to attend four out of nine sessions, taking courses on such

topics as computers, effective parenting. dealing with gdef, family dispute =solution. and health and first

Students were taught by school teachers who were paid extra by Am& for participating in the

Saturday academy. Courses fbr menu wen taught by Mins volunteers.

UMIPME/BILMESULAISISIMMERI

Students ft= dte eight Howard County high schools had the opportunity to work for a school year

on a one-on-one basis with a mentor at the mentor's facility. Students w fikedon a research project they

designed and received credit for the effort. Studentswoe requited to have *8 or better average in the field

of du proposed activity, have an illaramsor fatendba evaluadon form their teacher, and have their

own means of transponation.
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Students woe 'smoked to submit proposals specifying the nanne of their project in the spring. The

mean program coordinator was responsible for find:ng an expert in a business, university, or government

facility to serve as a mentor ibr each student selected for the pogrom. For one medit, the studs= had to

spend at least five laws per week at the mentor's facility, md 10 hours per week to eam two credits. The

mentor program coordinator monitored the program, meeting every two weeks with the student and

receiving periodic psogress reports from the mentor. Students woe sequired to present their projects at the

school system's mentor program fair. The program coordinator, who was a certified science teacher,

assigned grades to the students,

.!1'

This partnership, which began in 1901. provided career-focused mentorships for middle and high

school students in the science =pet programs of two schools. Students wets exposed to applications of

wieaceintath concepts in the woraplace as well as particular kinds of camen. The mentorship coordinator

inteMewed students about their backgrounds and career intesests beibre matching them with volunteers

ftom a variety of businesses and goveramera or nonprofit organizations.

Students participated in mernorships in small groups. They were generally assigned to work with

either the same mentor during each visit, or a small number of mentors who span 2-3 visits each with them.

They gamily shadowed their mentors, as well as having oppommities fisr hsnds-on exprience with their

mentor's work. Some menenship assipmeas also involved project work. Each visit to the workplace took

about half a day. There were about seven visits per year for each student. The school system provided

inasprtadon for students participating in the pogrom.
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The Grumman Corporation initiated partnerships with five Wool districts located neer major

rompany facilities on Long Island beginning in the 198647 academic year. The primary focus of the

partnership effort was directed at improving and updating the knowledge base and sIdlle of teachers in the

prticipating schools. This was done in a variety of ways, particularly by each year inviting high school

teachers to attend a series of wofessional lames given by notables in various fields and sponsored by

Grumman. Teacher: were also invited to a biennial Technology Forum at which college and university

professors discussed state-of-the-art findinp. Grumman also provided library access, and would anempt to

locate technical material not madly available to school teachers and make it available on ao imerlibrary loan

buis.

Grumman volunteers also provided learns's, at schools' requests, on various science/math-related

topics (such as !anion, artificial intelligence, airplanes). In addition, Grumman provided field trips for

students.

'1 . !." 41! 1 _

Every other Wednesday, volunteers presented lectures with demonstradons to 4th and Stb grade students

on science topics. The goal of the pogram was to generate enthusiasm for math and science, especially as a

Artme caner imam Students were also involved in plojects during the course of the session. The business

volunteers felt drat they needed to reach students early and to show them that science is San. The program

took place in the school's mathiscience/comprner roan. The different fourth and fifth grade classes rotated

through the room in tums each week Typically the volunteer presented four sessions (45 minuteseach)

which took up an entire morning. A total of 11 sessions plus a field nip to a Chevron refinery were held in

198849, with 10 vohmteers involved.

B-6
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The program was begun in 1984. Chevron also helped create the math/science/computer room,

convening old storage space and donating money and volunteer labor to su it up.

This partnership began inFebruary 1978, and evolved from ARCO's imolvement with USC's Joint

Nice:1°nel Projecton wined* with hmer-city schools. This partnership involved a variety ofyammer
sctivities. primarily lecture/demonstradons and tutoring, based on teacher needs. The former included

Working with small groups of =dents in a school garden to teacb/reinfmce concepts from biology and

nutrition, and in a photography1.10 to teacWreinforce chemistry and math.

Tutoring was provided on an individual or small-group basis in the back of the classroom one

hour/week during regular clam SeSdalls. nett was also a tutoring program for about 40 advanced students

to prepare them to participate in a city-wide math competition. This program focused on training in

problem-solving ki11ç fbr one hour/week for 16 weeks. The six finalists fbr the comperidon received an

additional 20 weeks of moring with two sessions per week, we at the school and one at ARCO offices.

In addition to providing vohmteers (47 in the 1987-88 school year), ARCO paid the salary of a full-

time partnership coordinator. The coordinator's primary respcosibility was the partnership with the 10th

Street School, but she also coordinated pannerships ARCO had withother schools.

.0% _ "' `' "V".>" 6-1" IL"

This remedially focused tutoring program was Whined in 1986. Individual volunteers from the

ccenpsnies generally met weekly with mall groups of students (3-3) for 50mimne session during the school

day. The primary intent was for smdenu to Mein tutoring ZSMAIIIICC Mer the entire semester, but

sometimes students received only short term assistance to help them with a particular aspect of a science or

math dam



Tutoring schedules were arranged to fit the schedules of the tutor and tin students. Students were

generally rekased ftom the class for which they received tutoring, or =Id be released from another class

such as physical education. Tutoring was held in a room in vichdty of the teacher's classroom to facilitate

vohmteer-teacher communication befote or after the tutoring session.

226LeitialtimarLittalliiklailialkamszsultionaligaMmt-Mamalhaiugagm

Unalsmaaislassiamszailat

This program taught and reinforced basic math skins and economic concepts through demonstrating

the application of mathematics to real life situadons such as balancing a checkbook or applying fur a loan.

The prop= also conveyed concepts and practical mawrials cm which students would later be tested in the

Basic Essential pills Test (BEST), a standardized test that all St. Louis public school students were

required to take in the lith grade.

The pm= inclutkd two haus, one of the bank and one of the Federal Reserve Bank in St. Louis,

and about five classioom presentations by the business volunteer. These involved 60-90 minute discussions

add student pardcipadon in activities related to: checkbook management, checking and savings accounts,

cedit and lending, etc. In one session students were given sample checkbooks with a $1000 credit balance.

Studems then wrote checks and subtracted their amounts from the initial $1000. Students na only practiced

ftmdamental skills of adding and subtracdng, I= also learned how to write checks, balance accounts,

reconcile monthly statements, and the assential *mous for a valid checIL One parmer developed a special

board game to practice money management skills. The teacher provided warm up exercises to prepare

=dm .br the volunteer pmentatiots, as well as follow up exercises to reinfOrce them.

Although the panneiship consisted of only 7 citable sessions, about 15% of the math sessions in ;

nester, materials mesented in k coveted or elaborated on 30-40% of the math curriculum. One bank

started its pogrom in 1962, an the other started hs program in 1984.
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This partnership involved volunteers coming into the classroom to provide lectures and

demonstrations directed to "averages students. A key feature of these classes was to take "textbook'.

examples from math, chemistry, physics and biology courses and replicate their use in the industrial

workplace for the students. Anywhere fkom flve toseven maims cm class days for each subject would be

devoted to these special classes each year. The volunteer or team of volunteers would come to the school

for a day and give the same lecture or demonstration to all classes taking that courn. For example, a

volunteer doing a tenth grade biology demonstration would teach it to five different tenth grade biology

dimes.

The ptogram maned in 19110 and was severely cut hack in 1985 basun of orgenindOrd changes at

Monsanto and a significant :eduction in staff leading to a major rafted= in volunteers. Theprogram was

inactive in 19118.

Vohmteers provided 1-7 sessions on specific topics that, while nut coveted by the existing curriculum

cf this magnet high school, were relevant to ft. Sessions were generally on technical topics with which

teactwa were not comfortably conversant, such u: aircraft structure analysis; aerospace science;

engineering rapid= probability and sadist= and stress tesdng with polarization. Special equipment and

procedures wets involved in some of these sessions. Volunteers also made presentations on practical

applications of algebra and famous black scientists. Special seuions wen held at the McDonnell-Douglas

facilities and included tours.
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GALIC provided a yearlong lectureidemonstration program on actuarial science and practices with

one class of advanced mathemadcs students. The program was established in 1981. The program normally

consisted of 10 double class sessions (about 1 112 hours per session), presented about monthly by one

volunteer from GALIC.

Classroom sessions primarily consisted of lectures demonstrating the applicadon of advanced

mathematical concepts in the actuarial field (but often with applicadons in other fields). Studenu were given

assignments and projects such as insurance product design and development and financial forecasting.

Stud= also toured the OALIC headquarters, visited a local collegethat had an actuarial program, rook

actuarial aptitude tests, and =ducted mock job inulows.

_ t 122) Li 11.11.1A vi Di I-,

This partnership, established with a formal contract in 1982, included a variety of educational

activities, including teacher training, curriculum development, mentorships, and a Science Resources

Laboratory for valmnary studem participation.

The Science Resources Laboratory was a romn equipped with donned instruments and supplies from

Honeywell. Two busineu volunteers staffed the lab for one houriweek each to work with students,

individually or in small groups, on special science projects (e.g., building a robot and a weather station).

This provided students with sn opportunity for independent study/project work, either in conjunction with

normal course work Of as an emnouricular activity. The lab was stafkd with Nodule the zest of the time it

WU MU

This partnership also included a voluntary lecnwe series for high school students called Sciintist of

the Month. Volumeers from Honeywell and other srea companies made monthly, one-hour presentatims

B
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with visual aids and demonstrations on a variety of scientific topics (e.g., chemistry, biology, lasers,

informadon systems, etc). The same ptesentation was usually given twice in one day and was open to all

snidenu on a voluntary basis.

Honeywell also had a Summer Teacher Academy for high school teachers. Teaches attended the

academy for ten full days. Tiny toured facilities of thi business parmer, listened to presentations, and

completed a project in a specific area applicable to ire classes they tsught. They were assigned to work with

at least one Honeywell engineeron this project. Teachers were required to develop new curriculum based

on their experience and to share ideas withother teachers.

This parmelship was designed to provide benefits fbr the business parmer as well as the schools. St.

Louis Park school staff have provided in service veining sessions for Honeywey employees tm professional

growth topics, such as career development and listening skills. Company and school staff have jointly

sponsored some in-service sessions such as computer training and parenting skills for employees of both

orpnizations. Hcanywell staff were allowed to use of school district facilities, such as gymnasiums, pools.

auditoriums, and athletic fields. School staff also used Honeywell facilides, such as their conference rooms,

for special events,

Insitamblusgs249212RIUMmissfrm Upgrade Prom%

This partnership involved TIE (a nonprofit organization), the Pacific Science Center and about 20-30

business and governmental organization in the Seattle area. It provided mining opportunities for middle-

and high-school teachers in the Puget Sound area and was started in 1954 as part of its Upgrade ptogram.

This program provided duce, day-long workshops each yen to expose teachers to advances and careers in

science and technology-related fields. The intent was to keep teachers =nem as well as to rejuvenate and

motivate them.
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The format for the Upgrade program involved a morning lecture with keynote speakers for all

attendees, followed by afternoon seminars at various business site& The teachers chose the one they would

attend from the eight to ten offered. Each workplace seminar involved a number of business vohmteers as

speakezsilecturers.

Teacher participation was voluntary. There was a fee of $125 per teacher for the three sessions. The

school districts paid the fee for the teachers and also paid fa substitutes to cover their classes. Businesses

made financial contributions to the TIE ptogram afwell as pmviding the speakets/lecnuers for the aftemoon

seminars. Volume= from some of the businesses also belonged to TIE's advisory committee.

- \./_:_l!L 1,11 ;I

The Seattle MESA program, established during the 198243 school year, focused on getting

minoddes into math., engineering-, and science-related careers by ptoviding support services (academic,

motivational, weer informadon, and advisory components/activities) to encourage and help minority

students get into colkge and pursue studies in these fields. Schools and students joined the MESA plogram

on a voluntary bads. Each MESA school had a MESA advisor (a regular teacher who received a stipend for

these activities) and a pamn support stoup. Students woe required to participate in some MESA activities,

but others were available on a vohmtary basis.

MESA irovided an advanced science claw requited of all MESA students in place of a regular 10th

grade science elective. This was taught by a mular high school teacher, with lectwealdemonstrations by

business volumes= on more advanced/applied aspects of the course. Tows of business facilides were also

provided. There were also two summer science courses held at the University of Washington campus

available for MESA students on a voluntary be*. Saturday classes to help students prepare for SATs were

also available on a voluntary basis. MESA also encouraged development of study groups, provided a

homework hot-line and assistance in finding tutors, and held a variety of socialincognidon events.
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MESA is a nmprofit organiaadon that received support and ihnds from a variety of snurces - state,

federal, school atria, university, and business.

A group of bank employees psovided weekly tutoring sessions at the high school for about two and a

half hours. The program focused cm students who bad academic psublems er who were working below

potentiaL Some high achieving students served as "peer tutors" to help the bolsi volunteen.

A ctwe gym of students attended the sessions fa most of the school year. They signed a "contract"

pledging to attend at least 110% of the tutoring sessions, to raise their own performance in their weakest

areas, and to raise group performance by specified grade point amounts. In addition, snakms having short

tam problems or having difficulty ma'am's** sufficient grades for mound sports pardcipation could

wend the sessions on a short-tenn, as-needed buds. This partnership provided a variety of ineentives,

including social events at the tutoring sessions (such as pizza parties or volleyball games) and at the bank

(such as invitadons to the bank Oft= party) as well as monetary awards for achievement.

One of the original goals of the tutoring program, which began in 19113, was to provide role models

for minority students. The bank used its personnel computer system to identify minority employees who

were recruited to stave u volmsteers.

!

The =Or Medan of thispuma:ship established in 1985, was to tutor child= in the "Living Math

Lab.* The lab was intended to make math come alive through realistic "hands-on" activities. All fourth

grade and some third grade students attended the lab once a week, when they 'waived imuuction from

specially alined DEC volunteers. The mith areas wosked on in the lab included: fractisms, mane!. time,

weight, measurement, and monies. Examples of math lab activities include: using play money to learn to

B. 13
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make chugs; working with catalogs and local restaurant menus; holding a mock auction; using clocks and

stop watches to tell dme ami leam the hours in the day.

Volunteers used a set of job or task cards, developed the first summer of the partnership by DEC

volunteers and school staff, to direct activities in the math lab. Activities were completed on a level-by-

level basis, following dhections on the cards. Mee ph cards, a set of index cards, Were designed to be easy

to follow, and were considered to be a very important tool. These ands included identification of skills,

activities involved, and ways to extend each activity.

Another element of the pamenhip was sn annual math fair. MC volunteers and their students had a

booth in the gym with dispays of activities dealing with the various math mess, such as measures, time and

weight that they have completed in the lab. The vohnneers worked with their students to de math into fun 0
activities and die exhibits were intended to be entenaining and "hands-on". They includedgames such as

Mums the Weight" Of "Guess the Number of Jellybeans in the .lar,"' or snaking a nand of everyone's height

by age. The student.; demonstrated their special acdvity and talked about their pcoject to attendees.

ivini.gigalmaikailabEiglehlauSidgMdsmaxiskswagsza

The Science EmidsmentPloject provided founh and fifth grade students with hands-on experience in

physics and life science principles in clamant experiments perfonned every other week over a period of 24

weeks. These amiculum-relmed experiment. ..mteol 45-75 mimes. A total of 24 diffemst experiments were

developod for this project by two AMOCO Wends,* rind a representadve of the Tulsa Veterinary Society.

They also designed special equipment which was fabricated initially in the AMOCO shop but was later

contracted out. Materials fin the experiments and a bound volume divined hmidouts for students were also

provided as pan of the program.

The experiments stressed hindi-on lemming in small poups, with no mote than 4 students working at

each experiment sem. The students were helped in performing these experiments by volunteers from
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businesses, professional societies, and civic organizations as well as by parent volunteers. All volunteas

were trained to paform and explain the principles demonstrated by the experiments by AMOCO scientists.

Training =ions were held every two weeks and involved video tapes and hands-on acdvities for the

adults.

The project started in the 1965-86 academic year saving four elementary schools. In 198748, the

ploject saved 2600 chilthen g 19 schools and involved 440 volunteers.

'4! _ a_11. °JP 1.2!_t_ttn!..!.-11.1 itt_14!_r211

This program, started in 1984, consisted of a series of seven to nine Saturday morning classes for

talented and highly motivatedjimiom and seniors. The three how sessions wen held in the Fall and again in

the Spting at the AMOCO Research OMIT (ARC). They stressed hands on experiments often with state

of the art equipment - and special lectures on fundamental aspects of physics and geophysics. The classes

were generally comparable in complexity to those for first year college swims. Students were given

optional outside reading assignments bra were not gilftin required work or tests.

Fifty juniors and seniors were accepted for each series. The program was conducted by

approximately 20 ARC volunteers. Students did not receive cad's for the Ingram latt those who attended

at least two thirds of the sessions received a one year sutecripdon to a science magazine of their choice.

! 4 -

This partnership consisted of the yearly joint hiring by the company and Vie school system of an

entry level engineer to teach hilf-time at the West Point public high school and work half-time at the

Chesapeake Corporation. The cost of the engine-a/teacher was totally absorbed by the Corporation. This

teacher provided instruction in advanced couises (probability and statistics, calculus, physics, advanced

comp= concepts, etc.) for which this school system typically didnot hen a qualified teacher. The school
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system povided special training for the engineer/teacher, and the stam Board of Education panted a waiver

allowing this non-cerdfbrd instrucdonal pasonnel to give grades fbr these credit classes.

In exchange, the school board provided the corporate parmer access to school facilides- in particular,

recreational facilities and a telecommunications studioend let the parmer use school buses in conjtmaion

with its annual meeting The partnership was first implemented in the 198344 academic year.
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